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Ahstract 
ABSTRACT 
The UK Construction industry is a wide ranging complex environment with constantly 
evolving cultural, technical and organisational dynamics. 
Collaboration systems are used within that environment to store information and aid 
construction professionals in dealing, manipulating and completing information vital 
to projects. There are many collaboration systems available to the construction 
market, but most are based on versions used in other less similar industries. As a 
result though the software packages available to work at a level acceptable to the 
major construction contractors, they are not fully satisfying the customers need. The 
quality of the software available currently could be improved. 
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a Japanese product development tool 
developed in the 1960s. It is a quality system for strategic competitiveness; it 
maximises positive quality that adds value; it seeks out spoken and unspoken customer 
requirements, translates them into technical requirements, prioritises them and directs 
the process to optimise those features that will bring the greatest competitive 
advantage. QFD has been applied largely anonymously to software in the United 
States of America, and sparingly to construction within the UK. 
Blitz QFD is a form of QFD that focuses specifically on the essential quality items of 
the customer. This method could be implemented within the construction industry 
creating a fully auditable transfer of customer needs to essential software design 
features. Blitz QFD would be a valuable development methodology in a construction 
industry that demands faster, user focused project collaboration software where the 
user's needs are not currently being satisfied. 
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Chapter I Introduction 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Infonnation technology has been widely applied across many economic sectors in 
order to increase competitiveness and reduce costs. The Internet has revolutionised 
the way in which infonnation is stored, exchanged and viewed. It has opened up 
avenues for businesses, which were almost inconceivable. Recently many 
organisations have recognised the possibilities for increased productivity through the 
deployment of focused IT systems and have monitored the different developing 
infonnation management philosophies. 
This sudden recognition of the need to adopt new measures has had some immediate 
consequences. There has arisen a need for businesses to shift from their traditional, 
tried and tested methods and to radically alter these methods to embrace new 
technology. Such changes can prompt businesses to improve traditional business 
processes, innovate their products and services, and develop strategies that are 
flexible to incorporate new technologies as and when they emerge. 
Collaboration is an idea that continues to develop and evolve at a fast pace. Within 
construction, software has been used to assist the construction process, but generally 
in a singular and disjointed manner. The 'user's voice' is not being captured from the 
construction organisations and then developed and embedded into the final product. 
Sectors other than construction have also faced similar problems as they strive for 
more efficient business processes; this has led to an array of business improvement 
techniques, tools and philosophies. These have been tried in some areas of 
construction but largely without success (Fenni, 2005). 
Similarly the Egan report identified several problems with the construction industry: 
• Under-achievement of the industry as a whole; 
• Unacceptable level of defects; 
• Lack of predictability within the industry as a whole; 
• Lack of contractor profit; 
• Need for customer feed-back; 
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• Lack of investment in capital, research, development and training; and 
• Level of dissatisfaction amongst the industry's clients. 
He identified four key drivers for change which would improve the industry: 
• Committed leadership; 
• A focus on the customer; 
• Integrated processes and teams; and 
• A quality driven agenda and commitment to people (Egan, 1998). 
Four of the seven problems identified by Egan relate directly to understanding and 
delivering exactly what the client, or the customer, wants. It is a major problem 
within the industry and will not resolve itself. The four key drivers for industry 
change that Egan stated would help solve these problems demand a better concerted 
effort to working together and focusing on the customer and producing a product with 
assured quality. 
Construction contracts exist because of the need to avoid risk, and have a clear train 
of responsibility for each of the construction participants. The basic disposition of 
risk on general contracting is extremely important (Murdoch and Hughes, 2001 J. The 
most important areas are: 
• Money: The client is entitled to expect the building to be completed on time. 
Failure to achieve this would render the contractor liable to pay liquidated 
damages. These sums could be critical to the continuing survival of the 
client's organisation 
• Default: The risk of default lies with the contractor. All work must comply 
with the contract documents. The contractor is responsible for the 
perfonnance of every person on site, whether directly employed, sub 
contracted by the contractor or nominated by the client. 
• Completion: This concept relates not to when the building is finished, but 
refers to when the contractor is entitled to leave the site and hand the building 
over to the client. This does not relieve the contractor of the liability for what 
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has been built, but rather imposes an obligation on the contractor to repair 
anything that may become apparent during the defects liability period 
• Time: One of the main requirements, particularly of commercial clients but 
also equally important for public sector agencies, is to be able to predict the 
time for competition with some degree of accuracy essentially because 
buildings form very large parts of any client's investment in their business. 
• Quality: There are many organisations looking to register with the British 
Standards Authority to become accredited firms under BS5750 or ISO 9000. 
The problem lies in that the standards define quality as 'conformance to 
requirements'. This means that if a client requires a cheap and nasty 
installation, and the contractor provides it, then conformance to the standard 
has been attained, but not necessarily the quality, hence disagreements can 
occur (Murdoch and Hughes, 2001). 
In allocating a risk, the construction parties are concerned with the eventual payment 
and responsibility for the cost of the event, should it happen. The main issue 
regarding contractual risks is that the contract apportions these between the parties. 
Even if the contract is silent on a particular risk, that risk will still lie with one party 
or the other. The contract may also seek to transfer a risk by making one party 
financially liable should the eventually take place (Murdoch and Hughes, 2001). 
This risk avoidance that is inherent in construction is one of the main factors that lead 
to adversarial relationships within the construction industry and between its clients. 
These adversarial relationships that result reduce the effectiveness of multi 
organisation communication, and satisfaction resulting from poor collaboration 
between partners. As a result many clients may find their voice unheard or ignored 
during the completion of construction contracts. 
One technique which has potential to capture 'the customer's voice' is QFD. This 
thesis sets out to investigate the applicability of this technique to the early stage 
development of collaboration systems within construction, and as a possible solution 
to other construction industry problems. 
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1.1 Quality Function Deployment 
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a quality system focused on delivering 
products and services that satisfy customers. To efficiently deliver value to 
customers, it is necessary to listen to the "voice of the customer" throughout the 
product or service development process. QFD has many different methodologies 
mixed in with different industry's culture and practices, from the use of the 4 phase 
ASI (American Supplier Institute) method of 4 houses of quality in manufacturing to 
quality control process charts and multiple deployment tables used in Service 
industries. Some major world organisations that use QFD are: 3M, Accenture, 
Boeing, Ford, IBM, Intel, Lockheed Martin, Microsoft, Motorola, NASA, Pratt & 
Whitney and Toyota (QFD Institute, 2005). 
QFD was developed to bring a personal interface to modem manufacturing and 
business. It helps organisations seek out both spoken and unspoken needs, translate 
these into actions and designs, and focus various business functions toward achieving 
this common goal. QFD is designed to empower organisations to exceed normal 
expectations and provide a level of unanticipated excitement that generates value. 
The QFD Institute defines QFD as (QFD Institute, 2005): 
1. Understanding customer requirements; 
2. Quality systems thinking, psychology and knowledge/epistemology; 
3. Maximising positive quality that adds value; 
4. Comprehensive quality system for customer satisfaction; and 
5. Strategy to stay ahead of the game. 
QFD is used extensively in North America and Japan in manufacturing, with many 
uses now being seen in the services industry. QFD philosophies for developing 
software have been developed in the USA and applied on a limited scale. QFD used 
in AEC in the UK has been theorised within a limited number of published papers, but 
only applied in the manufacturing form on a few occasions. 
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1.2 Research problem 
The construction process is an infonnation intensive one during which huge amounts 
of infonnation is generated and consumed by all professionals involved. The 
common types of infonnation include site survey, cost analysis, design drawings, 
specifications, regulations, bills of quantities, project planning, job costing and 
estimates, etc. (Duyshart, 1997). 
From the inception of the construction project through its design, construction, 
mobilisation, and operation, all parties involved with the project are dependent on 
infonnation. The infonnation may be commercial, such as a purchase order, 
financial, such as an instruction for payment or technical, such as graphical 
information on a drawing (Cranfield School of Management, 1993). 
Over the last 30 years, the problems of infonnation production and management have 
increased markedly along with the growing complexity of construction projects. 
Software vendors have proposed numerous tools to support the production and 
maintenance of infonnation at a basic level (drawing editors, word processors, spread-
sheet editors etc.) Such tools provide many helpful facilities, but they rarely handle 
any semantic aspects of the infonnation being processed and in doing so, limit 
themselves in their support to the end user and promote infonnation 
fragmentation/overload. 
Any investment within any operating concern has to be financially viable by 
ultimately improving the perfonnance or profitability of the organisation. The 
problem is that collaboration software for construction is costly and forces 
organisations to make strategic decisions on what to automate, how to automate, and 
when to automate or to leave it completely (Marsh and Flanagan, 2000). 
In considering an IT investment within a construction organisation, or indeed within 
any organisation, consideration has to be given to costs, technical issues, means of 
implementation, risk assessment, procurement strategy and the likely benefits that will 
result. Typically, the benefits that will result are the most difficult to measure 
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(Andresen et al., 2000). Since the late 1960's, there has been a recognition that 
investments in IT are difficult to evaluate. Evaluation, considered difficult in the data 
processing era, has become even more problematic in the "information age" as IT 
systems have grown from those designed to perform specific tasks, i.e. those such as 
payroll, to those which extend across business processes and organisations. Viewed 
another way, the development of IT usage has moved from a purpose of aiming to 
automate processes to informate processes, to transform ate processes. 
The difficulty in evaluation centres on the fact that costs - particularly intangible costs 
- and benefits are difficult to quantify. In addition, there are usually always hidden 
costs and benefits, and the rapid change of pace in IT causes serious starting problems 
for any large investment (Andresen et al., 2000). Some construction organisations use 
evaluation techniques as a "ritual of legitimacy" and are considered as being more 
costly than the value that they generate (Andresen, 1999). This is also a significant 
argument that such techniques are only used to support business directions that have 
already been made. 
A survey conducted towards establishing the attitudes around the application of data 
capture technologies among UK construction companies indicated a few interesting 
points (Marsh, Flanagan, 2000). The major barriers included a general lack of 
awareness about the technologies, coupled with an uncertainty about how to identify 
and measure potential benefits. Marsh and Flanagan go on to say that the problems of 
identifying benefits of IT investment are not unique to the construction industry. It is 
a problem experienced in all types of business sectors and organisations. The reason 
stated for the problem being accentuated within the construction sector is the 
industry'S structure, fragmented supply chain and under capitalisation (Marsh, 
Flanagan, 2000). 
Another area of difficulty is that not all organisations face an identical challenge. 
Their business sectors differ, the competitive forces they combat differ, their histories 
are not alike and they make different strategic choices. This can be amplified in the 
construction industry because the process is so complex and fragmented. In addition, 
construction organisations must be able to evaluate where in their evolution of IT 
developments they stand to ensure that they are able to make and manage the 
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appropriate degree of strategic change (Andresen et al., 2000). Where the 
construction industry fails is in not considering the implementation of a new system 
and when implementing that new system not understanding whether the organisation 
is seeking efficiency (productivity), effectiveness or overall business performance 
benefits, or a combination of these. 
Most construction projects are organised as networks of supply and distribution 
organisations that procure raw materials, transform them into immediate and finished 
products, and distribute the finished products to customers. The simplest network 
consists of one site that performs both manufacturing and distribution. Most complex 
networks, such as those required to manufacture prefabricated window systems, span 
multiple sites that may be scattered around the world. We call these networks supply 
chains (Lee and Billington, 1992). 
The construction supply chain also has barriers to investing in IT systems. 96.7% of 
firms employ 25 people or less and only 60 finns employ more than 1200 people 
(Pottier, Achur and Price, 2005) .. Small to medium enterprises (SMEs) do not have 
the capital needed to implement electronic commerce teclmologies to support their 
business and project activities (Anumba and Ruikar, 2001). Payback from investing 
in such technologies can extend beyond a 12 month period. Consequently, the money 
invested for initial set up becomes dead investment for this period. Most SMEs are 
unable to sustain this investment. Essentially this means that the majority of the 
supply chain does not have ability to sustain any sort of IT investment. which would 
in tum benefit the overall productivity of any construction process they are involved 
m. 
1.3 Research Aim and objectives. 
The aim of this research is: 
To determine whether Quality Function Deployment can be used to develop 
more user focused Collaboration systems in the Construction Industry. 
To achieve this, this aim has been broken down into smaller objectives: 
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1. To define a collaboration system and how is it used within a construction 
organisation? 
2. To investigate and document the previous usage of Quality Function 
Deployment as a project management tool in its classical sense, software 
developmentfonn and how it is applied (if applied) in construction in general. 
3. To evaluate the current Collaboration systems used within the top UK 
construction organisations, and to what extent are they llsed? 
4. To develop a user requirements specification using QFD for a construction 
collaboration system, and assess QFD as a development methodology. 
5. To assess QFD as a development methodology for constructiolt collaboration 
systems 
1.3.1 Brief methodology 
A thorough literature search will be conducted sourcing articles from international 
journal publications, books and conference papers. The main body of information 
collected within this thesis will be done through interviews. The interviews used to 
collect the information about the current collaboration systems in the UK construction 
industry will use a structured format to ensure equal comparison between the top 20 
contractors interviewed. 
For the QFD project in objective 4, unstructured interviews will be used to gather the 
information for the QFD process. Certain themes of information will be open for 
discussion within a time constraint with the aim of the interviewee leading the 
interview. The information gathered will be filtered through the 8 stage QFD process 
leading to a Collaboration system specification. That 8 stage QFD process will 
include the use of affinity diagrams, hierarchy diagrams, analytical hierarchy process 
and fishbone diagrams to manipulate the information and derive a specification. The 
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users themselves will also involved in processing their own information in the 8 stage 
QFD process. 
1.4 Chapter Conclusions 
The failure to identify and measure the full impact of IT within construction results in 
viable applications being erroneously dismissed as uneconomic. The potential 
application of IT can only be made when an informed decision regarding all potential 
costs and benefits associated with its application have been identified and quantified. 
In turn, this requires an understanding of the mechanisms through which IT influences 
the construction process, a detailed examination of t11e process the IT users complete. 
The construction industry has an "arms length relationships" culture with other 
organisations that does not encourage unnecessary risk. For the most part, 
construction projects are teams from different organisations that are fonned for the 
duration of the project and these last only as long as the project itself. The nature of 
their temporary relationship provides little incentive for investing in innovative 
technologies such as collaboration systems. 
The vast majority of firms in the supply chain cannot sustain any sort of investment in 
IT, therefore any improvements to productivity as the result of IT implementation 
within the supply chain are hindered. It seems that the only manner in which the 
supply chain may improve productivity through IT is for the development costs of IT 
to be negated through continued development in cost effective flexible applications, 
like for instance, the Internet. 
A solution to these problems is t11e ability to guarantee and deliver precise software 
systems/services to construction clients that do deliver value for money and provide 
tangible benefits to the users. QFD has a proven record of doing this in other 
industries in many different countries, but not within construction industry software. 
This thesis attempts to use QFD to develop a software requirements specification for a 
Construction Collaboration system. 
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1.5 Guide to this thesis 
Each chapter of this thesis is presented as a discrete element of research. They are 
laid out in the same sequence as the line of enquiry followed for the entire project. 
Each one starts with a brief introduction as a navigational aid and concludes with a 
summary. These are provided for those readers who do not require the greater detail 
provided within the main part of the text. AIl references throughout each of the 
chapters can be found in the reference section at the end. An appendix section is used 
to contain much of the QFD process paperwork/tables used throughout the thesis. As 
such the QFD process chapters (6-7) wiII reference the appendices extensively. 
Chapter one, 'Introduction', provides the reader with a generic background in the area 
where the thesis specialises. It also gives the main actions/aims of the study and 
provides an entry into the more detailed aspects of the thesis. 
Chapter two, 'Research Methodology' provides an overview of the whole of the 
research as a further navigational aid to the thesis. It also describes the research 
methodologies used in each element of the work. 
Chapter three, 'Infonnation management in constmction', profiles basic infonnation 
management techniques and principles across different industries, focus's on 
infonnation management strategy within constriction and then details the use of 
collaboration systems within the construction industry. 
Chapter four, Quality Function Deployment, introduces QFD to the reader. It defines 
the background and development of QFD in its main conventional fonns of 
manufacturing and service industry, describes its evolution within software 
development and searches for any previous applications within constmction. 
Chapter five, 'Current status of infonnation management within constmction', 
outlines a survey conducted examining the use of collaboration systems in the top 20 
UK constmction contractors. It also contains soft infonnation regarding those 
systems implementation and success. 
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Chapters six and seven; 'QFD project stages 1-4' and 'QFD project stages 5-8', 
document the QFD project split into two sections. They present the project in a linear 
succinct manner consistent with the methodology. 
Chapter eight, Conclusions and recommendations, sets out the inferences gained from 
the study, both of the QFD project and the application of QFD in developing a 
specification for a construction collaboration system. It also presents the results of a 
meeting with a top construction industry collaboration developer and their assessment 
of the QFD technique and its results. 
The Appendices contain many of the excel files too large to include within chapters 
six and seven. These files will be minimised to fit within an A4 sheet. 
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2.0 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT IN CONSTRUCTION 
2.1 Introduction 
The nature of the ABC Industry is that of a collaborative activity involving multi-
disciplinary teams, including the client, architect, engineer, consultant, and contractor. 
Each member of the team is responsible for certain aspects of the project. The 
different team members use their own unique processes to undertake their tasks, but 
inevitably, they rely on information supplied by others. Latham identified improving 
the communications link in his report Constructing the Team and stated that it was 
"crucial to further efficiency gain in construction" (Latham. 1994 J. 
2.2 What is information and why is it important? 
Information is an artefact, a way of describing the significance to a person of 
intrinsically meaningless events (Dretske, 1981 J. This information is then turned into 
knowledge through the investment of stimuli. 
Take for instance a gifted Architect. This Architect could write a manual, an 
instruction for designing structures, but reading that manual would not make anyone 
an Architect. That is one of the differences between information and knowledge. The 
manual contains information, but knowing how to design a complex structure requires 
more than the instructions. 
This is just one of many ways of thinking about infonnation. It rests on the 
distinction between information and knowledge. Once this distinction is clearly 
understood, an individual or organisation is free to think about information, not 
knowledge, as an objective commodity, something whose generation, transmission, 
and reception do not require or in any way presuppose interpretive processes. 
Modem interpretations of where information sits are all very similar. Figure 2.1 
shows this theory. 
12 
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Figure 2.1 The value added hierarchy (adapted/rom Cimtech 2002). 
2.3 Infonnation management within construction 
It is recognised that the modem AEC industry has more diverse types of participants 
than many other business sectors (Duyshart, 1997). TIlcrcfore we can state that the 
infonnation types used throughout the construction process are as diverse as the 
process itself. 
" ... document management is a misnomer, a tenn of convenience, a link with the past. 
You should really think of document management as electronic transaction 
management" (McKie, 1995). 
The aim of Infonnation Management is to create an environment within which 
disparate fonns of information can be linked together in the context of a project or 
organisation to achieve easy access and control (Sun and Aouad, 1999). The essential 
Infonnation Management functions in AEC are the following: 
• the system must allow the efficient location and delivery of documentation; 
• the system must have the ability the manage documents and data regardless of the 
fonn from the original system or fonn; 
• the system must have the ability to encompass and integrate with existing 
computer or paper based systems in the context of a construction project; 
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• as well as the previous, the system must control access, distribution and 
modification of documents, with the ability to mirror existing company 
procedures; 
• the system must have the provision of tools to edit documents and add mark-up 
information whatever the source of the document (Sun and Aouad. 1999). 
Essentially, the following list comprises the general advantages of using a correctly 
selected Information Management system for AEC projects 
• Elimination of the need to pre-print fonns; 
• End to the need to transport and store blank forms; 
• The saving of multiple data entries from being made throughout the 
organisation; 
• The saving of the cost of transporting copies of tlle completed fonn to multiple 
destinations; 
• Saved time in filing and retrieving the form; 
• Faster searching through multiple records; 
• Elimination of the use of expensive floor space for paper files; and 
• The creation of a better records management system for long-term retention. 
2.3.1 Information management strategy in the AEC industry 
Many believe that more efficient information management within the AEC industry is 
a primary mechanism for increasing its productivity (Egan 1998). Indeed many think 
of the industry as backward in deploying technology, and that the application of IT 
has been piecemeal and only very few contractors have a comprehensive and 
integrated information system for its core business (Male, 2001: Marsh and Flanagan. 
2000). 
Although there is growing interest in the role of innovation within the AEC sector and 
the diffusion of innovation within and across construction organisations, there has 
been little consideration of IT implementation in this context (Whyte et al .• 2002). 
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The key to infonnation strategy within the AEC industry is investment justification, 
or rather, the lack of it. The reason for this is that both business and project activities 
need to be costed. Even experienced accountants are often stymied by the problems 
they face when it comes to recording and calculating the costs of IT (Love alld Irani, 
2001). The result is organisations in the AEC industry that have little knowledge of 
how to evaluate both their future IT investments and their current IT systems 
(Andresen, 2002). 
The combination of the above result in construction projects with software systems 
that are perfectly good in a generic sense, but whose systems are ill equipped to 
leverage support to the construction end-user and the project team to enough of an 
extent to contribute a good return on investment. Problems such as lack of clear audit 
trails, on-site versioning control, interoperability bctween software systems, quality of 
infonnation, and information overload result. 
2.3.2 Problems effecting Infonnation Management in AEC 
Effective Information Management can be looked upon and used as a strategic 
weapon (Earl, 1989; Porter and Millar, 1985). A multi-national, cross sector study 
conducted by Unisys shows that construction does not lag behind other sectors in its 
implementation of IT systems, but does in the impact of IT to its busincss (Unisys, 
1996). 78.9% of those who responded to the survey within AEC felt that IT does not 
allow profit generation, against an average of 54% for senior managers within other 
industries answering the same question. 
'The opportunity for a big-bang in construction exists. Our problem is not the lack of 
technology but more a lack of awareness of how to exploit it." (Atkin, et al.1999). 
A survey based on interviews of more than 200 managers and heads of IT 
departments in some the UK's leading organisations (manufacturing & retail) 
supported the need for organisations to develop a "Corporate Knowledge 
Management Strategy" (Allcock. 2002). 
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Users of information management software were asked how long they spent on an 
average workday retrieving documents they had written or a colleague had sent them. 
60% said they had wasted an average of a quarter of an hour per day searching for the 
information they required, 15% spent an average of 30 minutes per day, 7% spent an 
hour or more. For UK organisations this equates to £17bn annually wasted by 
companies navigating the information "black holes" (Allcock, 2002). The uptake and 
use of Information Management technology within the AEC sector is much lower 
than manufacturing or retailing. Therefore the figures quoted above are a better 
representation of what would be found within AEC. 
2.4 Types of information and documents used within construction 
Information within construction is usually given the autonomous label of a document. 
In terms of modern information medium development this term is obsolete, but since 
this is the common standard, understood and qualified across the industry, it is the 
term of choice in defining the existing standard. 
Construction Information can be split into four categories: 
Project Documents: These documents may be organised under the four main stages 
of a project, namely: Pre-design, Design, Contract and Contract Administration. 
Office Management Documents: These include Quality Management, General 
Office, and Archives. Encompasses documents which arc used in day-to-day 
management and operation. 
Communication Documents: Drawings Letters Memos, and Instructions. 
Reference Documents: these include Standards, Codes, Regulations and trade 
literature (Duyshart, 1997). 
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2.4.1 Multimedia documents 
Infonnation Management systems are designed not to just work with electronic text 
but can encompass the whole meaning of the "electronic document". Electronic 
documents can best be described as electronic infonnation objects, which can include 
any of the following: 
• A Word processing document 
• A Spreadsheet document 
• A Computer aided drafting (CAD) drawing 
• A Computer Output to Laser Disk (COLD) file 
• A Scanned or faxed image 
• Microfiche and microfilm 
• Sound file 
• Video clip 
• Database infonnation 
• A sequence of events - workflow 
2.5 Underproductive infonnation management. 
In the business environment, the analysis of specific business processes as 
infonnation systems has led to a wider recognition of infonnation as a resource. This 
view has been promoted in some quarters of management education. There has been 
a reorientation of teaching concept from management infonnation systems technology 
to management of infonnation in general (Middleton. 2002). 
2.5.1 Infonnation overload 
There are three tenns that have been used to describe Infonnation overload in current 
literature. These are, data smog (Shenk, sited in Edmunds and Morris 2000). analysis 
paralysis (Stanley. Clipsham. sitcd in Edmunds and Morris 2000). and infonnation 
fatigue syndrome (Oppcnheim. sited in Edmunds and Morris 2000). Infonnation 
overload is frequently mentioned in the literature of a range of disciplines such as 
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medicine, business studies, and the social sciences, and the social sciences, as well as 
in computing and infonnation science. It has rarely been mentioned within the AEC 
industry. Infonnation underload is exactly the opposite; organisations are capturing 
so much data that it is increasingly difficult to extract any meaningful information 
from it. 
2.5.2 Infonnation overload survey . 
In 2003 a study was conducted as part of this research investigating infonnation 
overload in construction project teams. 60 project team members from 17 projects 
totalling £953 million where interviewed. 
The main findings of this study were: 
• 60% of Project Managers surveyed directly admitted to experiencing 
information overload. 
• 87% of Project Managers believe that they work regularly work with 
colleagues who are infonnation overloaded. 
• Overall 38% of all personnel surveyed admitted to experiencing infonnation 
overload 
• In comparisons to other research of the same topic in other industries, the 
results indicate the Constmction Industry has a substantially greater problem 
with Infonnation Overload 
The results suggest that the Project Managers on the sites are acting as a filter to most 
incoming infonnation on-site. They collect the non-specific infonnation and then 
distribute it accordingly. Those who admitted to experiencing infonnation overload 
received a greater amount of infonnation than those who disagreed. This correlated 
with the Project Managers receiving a relatively large amount of infonnation, 
compared with the overall values. These amounts are not of substantial value to 
display an individual reason for infonnation overload, but provide a demonstration 
that the volume of information is only part of the problem. 
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In the same way that many organisations seem to ignore the Information in 
Information Technology when buying solutions, the Information in information 
overload does not simply mean volume, but many dynamics, some of which are 
extremely difficult to measure and change on a rapid basis. The key issue that must 
be described is a detailed examination of the information process within constmction 
projects, and the reaction to that information flow affected by the users. Information 
Overload is not the problem; it is only the result of many problems. 
The Architecture, Engineering, and Construction industry is an infonnation intensive 
industry. So much so that information overload is common and increasing in many 
key areas. The result of information overload is stress, poor decision making, bad 
moral, and an overall negative impact on an individual's performance. There are 
many other reactions and results of information overload, many having yet to be 
measured. 
Technology is constantly changing, but human nature is not. Therefore IT and 
Information Management Systems (including collaborative systems) need to be bctter 
designed and facilitated around the constnIction profcssional and not just the 
processes are needed to minimise impact of information overload. Additionally, more 
focused training and support on this issue needs to be implemented so that the 
individuallProject Director can identify the symptoms and effect change. Above all, 
the impact of information overload on AEC operations and its effects has to be 
identified as a problem by AEC organisations. 
2.6 Types of solution/system documents 
There are many different types of information management systems available to the 
constnIction industry across different industries. Table 3.1 presents a taxonomy of the 
main solutions. There are many definitions for each of the specific 
software/disciplines available across different industries, adding to the potential 
confusion to a non IT literate organisation. 
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Early EDMS used dedicated networks and user interfaces. It was often very difficult 
to get hardware infrastructure in place. Since the proliferation of the internet in the 
second half of the 1990's almost all EDMS have migrated to using the general 
Internet as their physical network, web servers as storage medium and web browsers 
as the user interfaces (Bjork. 2002). 
Content EDMS is concerned with the external classification of a document, the index fields 
Management and keywords chosen to describe it and its relationship to other documents. Content 
(CM) Management goes further by taking into account the internal content of the document, 
and the metadata associated with it - author, date and time of creation (Sutcliffe. 
2002). 
EDMS have evolved into "Content management" (Sutcliffe. 2002). Some vendors 
have achieved this transformation by simply re-badging their products although most 
have developed genuine added value capabilities that enable further business 
opportunities to be exploited. 
Enterprise ECM (Enterprise content management) is a market that is formed by the convergence 
Content of several existing markets including the document management market, the media 
Management asset management market and the web content management market (Zimmer, 2001). 
(ECM) 
The AIIM (The Association of Information and Image Management) describe ECM as 
"the technologies used to create, capture, deliver, customise and manage content 
across the enterprise in support of the business process" (Mancini. 2001). The Gartner 
group broadens this definition to include archives (Sutcliffe, 2002). 
Knowledge KM (Knowledge management) is not a single teChnology, but a combination of 
Management techniques that are drawn together to solve clearly defined business problems 
(KM) (Howlett. 2002). Daniel Rasmus of industry analysts Giga Information Group 
emphasizes the importance of aligning technology to strategic initiatives: 
''The success of KM depends on the selection of initiatives that align with 
organisational strategy and deployment of supporting tools and practices in areas that 
demonstrate a high likelihood of rapid adoption. "(cited in Howlett, 2002). 
KM is the process through which organisations generate value from their intellectual 
and knowledge-based assets. In the majority of cases generating value from such 
assets involves sharing them among employees, departments and even with other 
companies in an effort to devise best practices. It is important to note that this 
definition says nothing about the technology, while KM is often facilitated by IT, 
technology itself is not KM (Santosus. Sunnacz. 2002). Knowledge management 
deals with the organisational optimisation of knowledge to achieve enhanced 
performance, increased value, competitive advantage and return on investment, 
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Character Recognition (OCR) engines can recognise numbers, typed data and to 
some degree, hand written data. OMR is the process used to detect the presence 
of indented marked responses. 
Electronic Data EDI systems capture data directly from other systems across private networks or 
Interchange (EDI) Value Added Networks (VANS). EDI is the computer-to-computer exchange of 
routine business information in a standard format, normally using a 
telecommunications network. For EDI to work, the parties using it must agree to 
the standard format for the information of select from a transaction set developed 
by a recognised standards body, e.g. ISO. Vendor specifications, CCIIT 
standards, the ANSI X.l2 standard, or the United Nations EDIFACT standard 
may define the form and format of such documents. EDI is also used in general to 
refer to electronic data interchange. 
Fax Capture 
E-mail and 
electronic forms 
Voice capture 
BarCodes 
Scanners 
Fax Software allows Faxes to be captured and stored as digital files 
These can directly support data capture in a digital format via the Internet or an 
internal telecommunications network 
Within a construction project, it is common for decisions to be made across 
telephone lines, with no immediate documentation available to confirm and 
validate that the decision has been made. Voice calls can be recorded using 
today's technology, but the barriers remain, like which calls to record and which 
ones not to record? The system can not tell what are the important calls and 
which are personal, so it would record all of them, including all personal etc. It 
also asks the question of would the use of telephones on-site decline if the people 
knew that they where being recorded? This could have a serious effect of the 
communication throughout the site. 
Bar codes can be designed into a form and support the electronic identification of 
the form type as well as other form specific data (New York state. 2002). 
Scanners look and operate much like personal copiers and share much of the same 
technology. The most common types of files are the following: 
• PG JPEG (Joint Photographic Expert Group) 
• PCD Kodak Photo CD 
• TIF TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) 
• GIP CompuServe Graphic Interchange Format 
• IMG GEM Paint 
• CGM Computer Graphics Metafile 
• BMP Windows I OS/2 bitmapped graphic Format 
• MPG MPEG-l (Moving Pictures Experts Group) and MPEG-2 
Image processing This is the term used for the processing software that is designed to capture 
digital images of the content of a single page on a document. The focus is on the 
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speed of capture and on capturing a true facsimile of the original content which 
can be used as legally admissible proof if required. This is done through high 
quality scanning. Preparation is a time consuming activity that must be 
considered includes unfolding. distilling. guillotining the spines from the 
pamphlets if permitted. batching up documents and placing barcodes or header 
sheets at the front of each document (Hendley, 2002a). 
The higher the resolution of the scanner the better the quality of the image. 
However larger files can cause problems later when it comes to moving it around 
a network. Many scanners are supplied with built-in image enhancement 
software to try and improve the quality of images produced from poor quality 
originals (Hendley, 2002a). 
The main method for importing documents within a construction project is by 
scanning paper copies of relevant files and saving them as an image file. All other 
files can be imported from other file formats into searchable files on system. 
2.7 Collaboration 
The term "Collaboration system" changes as the technology continues to evolve. 
Throughout the 1990's huge steps were taken in hardware and software available. 
Consequently, differing Information Management philosophies have evolved to suit 
differing industry environments, industry technology and industry processes along 
with collaboration. 
2.7.1 Collaboration software 
Organisations across many industries are increasingly no longer seeking specific 
technology "fixes" such as EDMS. Instead, they are concerned with end-to-end e-
business solutions that can completely transform their business models so that they 
can compete in the digital economy (Kakabadse. et al .• 2004). TIle result is a move 
from a focus on product/service and process innovation to solutions innovation, i.e. 
the introduction of new solutions that combine product and process supported by the 
required skills, competencies and capabilities (Shepherd and Ahmed. 2000). 
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The latest development is the collaborations system. A collaboration system is a 
project extranetlweb based technology hosted and developed by an Application 
Service Provider (ASP) that allows for document management functions on projects 
across multiple projects/organisations with multiple organisations as primary partners 
(Becerik, 2004). The ASP's involvement with the product does not finish with its sale 
and therefore is part of the overall product. 
The fundamental difference between ASP delivered service and conventional 
software applications is where each is stored. The internet has made it possible to 
provide remote services located away from the organisation within the surroundings 
of the services developers organisation, making servicing, upgrading and customer 
care of both IT software and hardware part of the service. 
It should demand nothing more than a web browser on each device (PC, laptop, 
handheld, mobile phone, etc.) to access the desired service, meaning the AEC 
organisation does not pay for the costs and associated costs for the design of the in-
house application servers or database servers to support the particular collaboration 
system (McKie, 1999). 
The term ASP is a relatively new concept in IT terms but has been made complicated 
by the media. A good way to understand ASPs is to look at non-IT ASPs, which have 
been in operation for centuries. A good example of which is a shipping organisation. 
Instead of maintaining their own distribution networks for packages, organisations 
pay other organisations a fixed fee to ship a package with the post office, FedEx or 
UPS. Though shipping is a good metaphor, ASPs are generally referred to as: 
"Application service providers (ASPs) are third-party service firms that deploy, 
manage and remotely host software applications through centrally located services in 
a rental or lease agreement." (Ekanayaka, Currie and Seltsikas, 2003). 
Customers of the collaboration software supplied by the ASPs have the advantage of 
access to technical expertise, achieve cost benefit, and access to better services and 
new technology at a far lower cost of ownership. 
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Among other advantages for the customers are: 
• scalability of applications over time; 
• access to better IT expertise; 
• state-of-the-art technologies; 
• rapid implementation time; 
• reduced downtime; and 
• free upgrades (Tao, 2001). 
Some of the disadvantages of utilising an ASP for collaboration software are: 
• ASPs lack customisation of other in-house proprietary applications; 
• Various ASP companies have gone bankrupt and others. although still in 
business. may be experiencing financial instability; 
• Speed. bandwidth and reliability issues; 
• Infrastructure issues (a company·s existing network must be suitable to utilize 
an ASP); and 
• Some ASPs aggregate or broker their services to other ASPs (Ticchllrst, 
2000). 
The pricing models of ASPs provide a predictable cash flow because the pricing is 
typically based on per user per month. It also provides a scalable solution in a market 
place where rapid changes occur in terms of technology as well as within business 
(Ekanayaka, Currie and Seltsikas, 2003). 
There are various types of ASPs available to modem business practices. including but 
not limited to. the following: 
• EASP (Enterprise ASP) provides enterprise-class software and applications 
such as CRM (customer relationship management) and e-procurement and 
B2B (business-to-business) exchanges. 
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• FSP (full-service provider) provides full service systems integration and IT 
management services in addition to ASP service. 
• V ASP (vertical ASP) targets a vertical industry such as a financial services 
industry (Smith and Rupp, 2002). 
Typical manufacturing or industrial supply chain models do not capture the reality of 
the AEC industry and its fragmented processes, this added to the complexity of the 
building process which is difficult for non-AEC observers to understand, means AEC 
has been slow to wann to the ASP technology (Unger, 2002). Another essential 
difference is that in manufacturing collaboration mainly takes place prior to assembly, 
where as construction project teams collaborate prior to, during, and after assembly 
the process. 
Application Service providers in a construction non IT context could refer to any 
organisation involved in a construction process but who docs take over responsibility 
for the process. For example a crane organisation is employed on a project where the 
main contractor has no expertise. They provide the specialised service or usc of their 
equipment onsite for a designated period of time. Every organisation except the main 
contractor and client organisation would fit into this category from construction 
consultants to small building finns. Major IT ASPs within construction include BIW, 
4Projects, Buildonline, Business Collaborator, IBM and Microsoft. 
Core benefits include access to crucial knowledge without the capital investment or 
responsibility for developing or maintaining that knowledge internally and the 
flexibility to access that knowledge only when needed. Limitations are the cost of 
accessing that knowledge being high, and the potential differences between 
organisation values creating an adversarial relationship. 
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2.8 Chapter conclusions 
This chapter investigated and presented a literature review on information 
management within the Construction Industry. The information was gathered from 
relevant construction and information management journals as well as relevant 
published books. 
Information is a form of intellectual capital. It conveys meaning, understanding and 
intent to others through a fonn of communication. An effective communication 
system allows that information to spread intact to others who can use it constructively 
within an organisation. 
Information management within construction is a philosophy which enables the 
construction information required to build and maintain a project effectively to reach 
anyone within a project who needs it. It also allows a transparency of process, 
enabling the transmitter to know when, where and how a person has received 
particular construction infonnation and what actions has resulted from it. Information 
management strategy in the Construction Industry has developed to the stage where 
the use of intellectual property effectively has a sustaining and positive influence on 
the organisations utilising such strategy and the construction industry as a whole. An 
effective information management strategy within a construction organisation can act 
as driver for quality, value and for liberating the tacit information contained within the 
personal of an organisation. 
Problems effecting Information management in construction include a lack of uptake 
or interest in the systems as a means of improving the construction process. Opinion 
within construction is sceptical of the potential improvements an effective infonnation 
strategy can provide, and organisations are hence reluctant to invest the required 
resources to instigate a strategic information management system. Underproductive 
information management leads to problems such as infonnation overload where 
construction project teams are receiving or having to deal with simply too much 
information. As a result they cannot handle the levels of drawings, bids, method 
statements, RFls etc that is needed for their working responsibility and the 
information chain is broken. 
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There are mUltiple types of information management solutions available to the 
Construction Industry. including: 
• Records management; 
• Enterprise Relationship Management; 
• Electronic Document Management System; 
• Content Management; 
• Enterprise Content Management; 
• Knowledge Management; and 
• Collaboration systems. 
Collaboration software enables document management on a remote scale. enabling 
people to work together when separated by distance or time, within the confines or a 
project or organisation. Collaboration systems are provided by Application Service 
Providers who provide access to the software on their own servers via the internet and 
a browser interface. This allows organisations flexibility in out sourcing their 
information management needs and not having to accept the capital investment of 
operating and maintaining their own systems within the organisation. 
The present level of development has seen one of the top 20 UK contractors take the 
first steps into using a collaborations system as a corporate information system. 
leveraging IT and the power of information manipulation into their core business 
processes. and not just the core construction processes. 
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3.0 QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT 
3.1 Introduction 
QFD is a method for bringing the voice of the customer into the product development 
process as a customer orientated approach to quality (Paulo and Cauclzick 2003). 
The unique characteristic of QFD is that the primary focus is on the customer 
requirements, specifically, the process is driven by what the customer wants, and not 
by innovations in technology (Bossert, 1991). 
It is a key strategic link in the total quality management chain, and is one of the group 
of Japanese management tools that mixes awkwardly with an often natural desire for 
quick action (Dickinson, 1995). Unfortunately, like TQM, there are many incorrect 
impressions on what QFD is and how it is applied. 
QFD was conceived in Japan in the 1960's during an era when Japanese industries 
broke from their post-World War II mode of product development based on imitation 
and copying and moved to product development based on originality (Akao, 1997). 
QFD was developed in this environment as a method or concept for new product 
development under the umbrella of Total Quality Control. 
Between 1960 and 1965, Akao first presented his concept ofQFD. The Japanese 
automobile industry was in a period of rapid change and growth, going through 
endless new product development and model changes. At that time the following two 
points became the seeds out of which QFD grew. 
1. People started to recognise the importance of design quality, but how it was 
done was not available in any books at that time. 
2. Companies were already using Quality Control charts, but the charts were 
produced at the manufacturing site after the new products were being churned 
out of the line (Akao, 1997). 
The concepts of QFD began to formulise in 1966 in Japan when Oshiumi of the 
Kurume Mant plant of Bridgestone Tyre produced a processing assurance chart 
containing some ofQFD's main characteristics and Ishihara developed the ideas of 
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process and the lack of ability for the novice individual to strip back the evolved 
versions to the original QFD and understand what is useful to apply and not apply. 
To help understand how QFD works, it is useful to contrast the differences between 
modem and traditional quality systems. Traditional quality systems often focus on 
work standards, automation to eliminate people, or in more enlightened organisations, 
quality improvement teams to empower employees to resolve problems (Mazur, 
1995). 
The absence of problems are not enough of a competitive advantage. For example, 
despite the narrowing of the quality gap between US, European and Japanese car 
makers, Japanese cars still win the top honours in the J.O Powers Survey of new car 
quality (www.jdpower.com. 2004). 
Modem quality systems such as QFD are different from traditional quality systems 
that try to minimise negative quality elements (Mazur, 1994). With traditional 
systems the best a developer can achieve is nothing wrong, which is not good enough 
in a tight market. QFD focuses on maximising customer satisfaction i.e., positive 
quality. This positive quality is delivered through seeking out both spoken and 
unspoken needs, and then translating those needs into actions and designs. 
3.2 The deconstruction of QFD 
To understand how the QFD process works, the basic aims of QFD must be 
examined: 
1. Prioritise spoken and unspoken customer wows, wants, and needs; 
2. Translate these needs into actions and designs such as technical characteristics 
and specifications; and 
3. Build and deliver a quality product or service by focusing various business 
functions toward achieving a common goal and customer satisfaction 
(QFD Institute, 2004). 
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To achieve these goals there are various tools and techniques that can be used. The 
foundation set of tools for QFD are the Seven new planning tools, but there are other 
more advanced tools such as Value analysis, Experimental Design, AHP and SPC 
tools that can be used in more advanced QFD studies (Bossert, 1991). Table 3.1 
shows how the basic Seven new planning tools can be utilised in the QFD process. 
Table 3.1 Basic deployment of QFD tools. 
1. Prioritise spoken 2. »eployment of 3. FOl'US busil1l'SS 
and unspoken needs tflll1sluted functions toward 
needs/designs common gouts 
Affinity diagram Matrix diagrams 
Tree diagram Process decision program chart 
Interrelationship Matrix data Analysis 
diagraph 
Arrow diagrams 
Most of the new tools are not new at all. Most of them have their roots in post World 
War 2 Operations Research Work. From the mid 1970's the Japanese have combined 
them with other tools to form a powerful planning cycle (Bossert, 1991). 
Which tools are used and to what extent they are used is the difference between most 
QFD projects. For example, in software development, the emphasis in using QFD is 
loaded into the initial development of the requirements specification, not the software 
manufacturing stage. This is because the most quality gains in software development 
can be made where the traditional software development stage is unfocused, 
supporting the needs of the stakeholders (Krogstie. 1999). 
Many books, articles and case studies describe what QFD is or could be. The QFD 
experience itself has largely been glossed over, as if it was self evident. The 
possibilities for wasting time and leading a team into a cul-de-sac are endless. Many 
QFD failures have at their source the uninformed decisions of an in-experienced QFD 
facilitator. 
One of the key myths about QFD is that the House of Quality is QFD. The House of 
Quality is commonly associated with QFD and those who have briefly looked 
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at comprehensive QFD, such as the 4 phase method, it seems to be the only thing that 
needs to be completed. In technology driven QFDs and cost reduction driven QFDs, 
the House of Quality may not even be created (QFD Institute, 2004). 
Dr. Akao, the founder of QFD states "TIle House of Quality (alone) does not make 
QFD." (QFD Institute, 2004). 
Depending on the benefits a QFD team needs or is willing to work for, they will 
construct just the house of quality, or a collection of interrelated matrices/tables, or 
something in-between. Cohen's view is that this is all QFD. He applies the adage, 
"Science is what scientists do", and states that "QFD is what QFD practitioners do" 
(Cohen, 1995). Therefore, the QFD process used in software development appears 
different from the format used by the American Suppliers Institute's (ASI) 4 phase 
matrix system but the aim of the process is the same. 
How a QFD project is launched is critical to its success. Poor job preparation can 
place at risk the outcome and success. TIle QFD team cannot be cold started by 
immediately constructing the house of quality. QFD cannot be started by 
brainstorming customer needs and a team of people cannot be just put together and 
expected to understand or agree on content and work smoothly with each other 
(Shillito, 1994). 
The team will not rediscover focus on their own if the team mission and scope is 
poorly stated or non-existent from the beginning. Figure 3.2 demonstrates what 
events and activities and in a sequential order of events for a successful QFD project 
launch from the point of view of a QFD consultant (Shillito, 1994). 
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Figure 3.2 QFD project launch model (Adapted/rom Slzillito, 1994). 
QFD is a key strategic link in the total quality management chain, and a Japanese 
management tool that mixes awkwardly with a desire for quick action (Dickinson, 
1995). There are a lot of common misconceptions around QFD: 
• QFD is not a quick fix, and is not going to help short-term cash flow, and is 
not going to drive down costs in a couple of months. QFD is a long haul 
operation. 
• QFD is not just the development team's tool. Kodak used QFD to great 
success but the biggest problem they found was the lack of senior management 
support. If that is one of the organisation's challenges. then the whole 
organisation should be involved. 
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• QFD off the shelf and onto an organisation does not work. This requires 
creating hybrid customised models of QFD. It calls for using language that is 
natural to the company, and dealing respectfully with scepticism about jargon 
and "program of the monthism" (Dickinson, 1995). 
3.3 The House of Quality 
The House of Quality (HOQ) chart is the principal tool for QFD in manufacturing. An 
HOQ chart facilitates the translation of the requirements of one design phase into tJle 
design characteristics of the subsequent design phase. The structure of an HOQ chart 
depend~ on the objective, stage, and scope of the QFD project, and thus different 
HOQs can have different components. However, there are a set of standard 
components of an HOQ chart, including 
• Customer attributes; 
• Customer importance ratings; 
• Engineering characteristics; 
• Relationship matrix between customer attributes and engineering 
characteris tics; 
• Roof matrix among engineering characteristics; and 
• Computed absolute/relative importance ratings of engineering characteristics 
(Shin, et al., 2002). 
The HOQ chart suggested by Cohen can be seen in Figure 3.3 with the basic features. 
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A· customer needs and Benefits 
B· Planning Matrix (Market Research and s1rateglc planning) 
C· Technical Response 
D· Relationships (Impact of Technical Response on CUstomer needs and 
benefits. 
E· Technical Correlations 
F· Technical Matrix (Technical Response Priorities, Compe1lUve 
Technical Benchmarks, Technical Targets) 
Figure 3.3 The House of Quality (Cohen. 1995). 
The customer needs and benefits section (A) indicates the "voice of the customer". 
These are called the "whats" and indicate the requirements of the customer, i.e., 
"what" they think are important in the product (Delano, et al., 2000). TIle Planning 
Matrix (B) contains the customer perceptions where the relative importance of the 
different customer attributes are indicated. It also contains tIle customer's evaluation 
of the possible alternatives. 
The technical response section (C) records the technical aspects of designing a 
product. They indicate how the customer's wants can be met. The Technical 
correlation's section (E), contains the positive and negative relationships between the 
technical characteristics. This section of tIle HOQ is used to balance engineering 
trade-offs and helps to generate new alternatives by highlighting areas for 
improvement in current products (Delano, et al. 2000). TIle Teclmical matrix (F) 
indicates the relative importance of the differing engineering characteristics and also 
indicates target levels or measures of effectiveness for each (Delano et al., 2000). 
The center of the house describes the correlation between tIle Technical response and 
the customer attributes. The strength and direction of each relationship is represented 
by a graphical symbol creating a matrix of symbols indicating how well each 
Technical response meets each customer attribute. 
The HOQ is one small part of the QFD methodology. Based on the ASI model, the 
mechanism consists of a series of four connected matrices. TIlis can be seen below in 
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Figure 3.4. Table 3.2 also represents the relationship between "whats" and "hows" in 
the classical model of QFD. 
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Figure 3.4 The ASI 4 phase QFD process (Shillito, 1994). 
Table 3.2 Classical Model for QFD (Cohen 1995). 
Matrix What How 
House of Quality Voice of the customer Technical Performance Measurel 
Subsystem Design MalllX Piece-Part Characteristic I Technical Performance Measurel 
Piece Part Design MalllX Piece - Part Characterisbcs Process Parameters 
Process Design Matrix Process Parameters Production Operations 
3.4 QFD applied to software development 
From 1982-1987 using software QFD the 1000 person software development division 
of NEe was able to reduce first year post-shipments software defects from 45 to 0.5 
defects per million lines of executable code. Besides increasing their market share 
20% to 60% they were able to increase their productivity five-fold on key measures. 
Sales increased by five times, and profits by four times in this period (Zuitncr, 1993). 
Software QFD is clearly a viable and successful method for developing software. 
Traditional information management systems development methodologies are treated 
as a fa~ade necessary to present an image of control or to provide a symbolic status, 
and are too mechanistic to be much use in the day to day organisation of software 
developer's activities (Nadhakumar and Avison, 1999). 
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Software engineering and information engineering (IE) have long advocated the 
application of engineering like discipline to the software development activity. 
Integrated computer aided software engineering (I-CASE) represents an attempt to 
use automation to increase developer productivity. These advances provide improved 
methods for carrying out the software development process. However, there is no 
accompanying improvement in the understanding of this process. The adaptation of 
the philosophy of total quality management (TQM) from the manufacturing quality 
literature has been proposed by some as a possible guide for introducing quality into 
the software development activity (Barnett and Raja, 1995). 
The usual practice of designing software appears irrational. Programmers start 
without desired behaviour and implementation constraints. A long sequence of design 
decisions is made with no clear statement of why they do things the way they do, and 
the rationale is never explained (Pamas and Clements, 1986). 
Customers buy or accept software for the following reasons: 
• to solve problems; 
• to seize opportunities; 
• to look good to significant others; or 
• to feel good 
The first two are crucial for most software products. Any software that does not help 
the customer in at least one of these four ways is valueless (Zultller, 1993). 
3.5 Software Quality 
The term quality means conformance to requirements and customer satisfaction. It 
also means "fitness for use" (Chill et al., 2001). According to the definition from the 
BS EN ISO 8402: 1995, quality is the "totality of features and characteristics of a 
product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs" (BS[, 
1995). 
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The quality of the software product and process used by an organisation affects the 
competitive position of the business organisation. Poor quality systems consume 
additional resources and contribute to the two to three year backlog of development 
projects that exists in most companies (Barnett and Raja, 1995). 
In order to satisfy the customer within the schedule and resource constraints that all 
projects face. it is necessary to concentrate the best efforts on those things of greatest 
importance to the stakeholders of the system (Krogstie, 1999). To achieve this. before 
the design stage. the project team must obtain all the requirements specifications and 
the customer's priorities and ensure they are passed onto the next stage before it 
starts. This principle is illustrated below in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. 
Most Important Customer 
Requirements 
+ 
+ 
+ 
~ J-~ ~/ f::' ~e# 
<::l ,~q 
+ + + 
+ 
+ + + 
Developers' best efforts Mediocre 
software 
Figure 3.5 Unfocused development process (Krogslie. 1999). 
[!] :: :::::::~~ :::::;:: ::::~:: :::~:: :::::::::::(3 
Most Important Customer Developers' best efforts Great 
Requirements software 
Figure 3.6 Focused development process (Krogslie. 1999). 
3.6 Software QFD 
Software QFD is the generic term for QFD that has been adapted for the application 
in the software industry. The QFD process is shaped around the process or product it 
is developing. and therefore. it has to be customized for each application. Two 
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essential differences, however, have to be taken into consideration when transferring 
QFD to software development: 
1. Software is identified not by its physical characteristics but by its behavior 
(Herzwur and Mellis, 1999). 
"Software [ ... ] is valued not for what it is, but for what it does" (Zultner, 
1990). 
2. The production process of the software industry in the strictest sense is a 
duplication process. Therefore in a higher sense than in manufacturing the 
problem lies in the early stages of the development. The application of QFD 
has therefore to focus on the ability to prioritise the engineering activities and 
pay less attention to the deployment down to the software's last line of code 
(Herzwunn and Mellis, 1999). 
There has been a number of different software QFD methodologies developed in the 
last decade: 
3.6.1 Software Quality Deployment 
In the early 1990s Richard Zultner has developed a framework of how to apply 
Akao's comprehensive QFD to software development, including quality deployment 
according to the ASI four-phase deployment. The framework presented is a general 
one which should be customised for each application 
This methodology utilises an altered SUbdesign matrix (2nd house of quality) and can 
be seen in Figure 3.7. After the initial fundamental deployments (what for and for 
whom), customer deployments (determination of the types of customers the team is 
trying to provide for) and quality deployments (exploration and specification of high 
value customer requirements) which lead up to and are contained as a part of the 
House of Quality have been made, the quality deployment matrix at the top of the 
HoQ is used in the subsystem design matrix. 
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function deployrpent c Hardware ~ 
information depbyme~t I 0 ..... 
-a. 0 Software ~~ 
task dePlOyment I I I ~-~ t ~ l l Service t:r 
Figure 3.7 Zultner's comprehensive software quality deployment (Zu/lller, 1993). 
At this point various vertical deployments are used. The three common vertical 
deployments for software teams are technology, cost/schedule, and reliability 
(Zultner, 1993). 
• Technology deployment: aims to deploy new technologies into the design and 
development of new products/services. 
• Cost/schedule deployment: sets customer-derived cost/schedule targets and 
seeks the necessary reduction in time spent during the project to meet those 
targets. For software, costs derive primarily from labour hours expended. 
• Reliability Deployment: this looks at failure models and faults to prevent or 
improve the effects of failures. Standard reliability engineering tools and 
techniques are integrated into the design and development process. 
• Other special deployments: this section is used to address specific concerns of 
customers of the organisation. For example in embedded software projects 
with tight memory constraints, memory deployment may be found useful. 
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3.6.2 Ohmori's Matrix of Matrices approach 
Similar to Zultner's approach the basic structure of Ohmori's Software QFD process 
uses the manufacturing set methodology, i.e., the ASI 4 phase QFD shown in figure 
3.8. The difference is in the complex approach using 14 different matrix-matrix-
diagrams, and it covers only the frrst 2 main matrices in the ASI method. 
In this approach there are several activities for analysing a comprehensive business 
system that combines all the tasks necessary to reach the organisation's goals. Once 
these high-level functions are known, the customer requirements (here called software 
quality requirements) are identified and set against the product functions (software 
additional functions) in the SOftware-HoQ and (software) quality elements in the 
classic HoQ (Herzwunn and Mellis, 1999). The great number of matrices, shown in 
Figure 3.8 is a result from vigorously taking into account the quality elements 
concerning the business as well as the business software. 
Planning - Focus on the business 
system from a customer's I 
Requirements Engineering. Focus on the 
software from a developer's perspective 
Analysis· Focus on the 
software components 
perspective ~ -~ I I I Busines • • y .. Software Soflw .. I SoIIwa ... I tem quality Additional Quality Sub.ystems I olomont. Function. Elomani. I 
I Soft· 0 I 
I waro Oall Bu.iness ays- I qualny POOrH' alion I Priorilt lIIiDn PriorHI ation ~utlon Business tomqualHy I require-~ - FUot 
.yslem tasks elements mont. 5 Software- 6 Clalile 8 13 14 IHoO .1'\ 
Built- ~ L t)UIlt- Soft· SottWIn nesa . nos. W .... qualrty Iystem 0 Iyslem elements 
quamy Prloml iatlon Prior\1i; atiDn 0 quality ~ quaNty ~ ~ 10-- ekJ-require- 1 2 ele- 7 9 monl. 12 moots menta 
Soft· 0 l ::.on· ::.on-0 wire wire ware •• 1. ....... : Basic & OOligr.-poinlS Balle & Bailie Priorili atlOn I Addl- ~ Adell- ~talion 
FunQo ~ IIooaI analysl. lIOnal 3 4 I Fun!> 10 Funo- 11 tlons I liona liona I 
Figure 3.8 Ohmori's Matrix of Matrices approach (Herzwurm. Mellis. 1999). 
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3.6.3 Andersen Consulting (now Accenture) Method/I: version 11.0 
Method/l is the Software QFD method used by Accenture. The main difference 
between this method and the last two Software QFD methodologies is that it is not an 
altered form of the manufacturing QFD methodology stream. The majority of 
activities associated with Accenture's Software QFD methodology occur during 
planning and analysis where the projects scope and value are determined. The 
methodology is displayed in Figure 3.9. 
The matrices to the right of Figure 3.9 are similar to the House of Quality matrices 
found in other QFD-techniques, although not including the HoQ roof, where it is 
impossible to relate different functional requirements to indicate to what extent they 
are consistent or inconsistent (Krogstie, 1999). 
The Accenture SQFD process in Mehtodll is achieved in 6 steps: 
1. Determine stakeholder types and characteristics: Identify the stakeholders of 
the project, and their importance relative to the goals of the project (Krogstie, 
1999). 
2. Evaluate stakeholder inputs: the stakeholder Input table is used to organise the 
input collected during requirements gathering. The organisational problems 
and the opportunities the stakeholder wants to address arc found in the 
business needs category (Krogstie, 1999). 
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6. Managing value: Prioritising requirements serve as a guide to the downstream 
activities in the systems development process. The priorities and value defme 
where their project team should devote their scarce resources to doing their 
best work (Krogstie, 1999). Figure 3.10 summarises the overall SQFD 
process. 
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Figure 3.10 The SQFD process (Krogslie. 1999). 
3.6.4 Blitz QFD 
fttdblCl 
5tah_oldll Typt., 
bllft ... littdllhlrll 
Blitz QFD was developed in the 1990's after responses and feedback from both 
software and non-software organisations. A group of experienced practitioners at the 
QFD institute applied QFD to the QFD process to develop a better way to begin using 
QFD (Zultner, 2000). 
"some have stagnated at the level of "Kindergarten QFD" and are failing to get the 
full benefits that QFD for Software can deliver" (Zu/tner, 1996) 
As a result of their limited success they blame QFD for poor results. Blitz QFD can 
be described as an "essential minimum method" for QFD. It is a streamlined and 
controllable method that in its simplest form uses no matrices, although it includes an 
overall process that can evolve into any number of matrices (such as the HoQ). 
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Blitz QFD can support development projects using a spiral or evolutionary strategy. 
Object-oriented approaches, business process reengineering and rapid application 
development projects can all benefit from QFD when Blitz QFD is used (Zuitner, 
1996). 
Blitz QFD steps: 
1. Go to Gemba. In order to gather the "voice of the customer", their 
verbatim/statements, Gemba (location of the customers) must be observed first hand. 
2. Sort the verbatim. Requirements are not sourced from the customer. Verbatim 
are. These customer statements have to be sorted out by type, distilling the 
observations, verbatim, and notes into verified needs. 
3. Structure the needs. An affinity diagram is used to structure the needs. This 
process aims at discovering the natural structure of the customer needs, by using the 
customers themselves to complete the affinity diagram. 
4. Analyse the customer needs structure. The affinity diagram is transfonned into a 
hierarchy diagram (HD) that is used to analyse the structure and uncover additional, 
non-stated needs. The structure of the HD is used to analytically identify needs that no 
customer mentioned, but which every customer finds important. 
5. Prioritise the Cllstomer needs. The next step is to take the customer's needs on the 
hierarchy diagram and let them be prioritised by actual customers so that the 
important needs are known, by what degree and by whom. AHP (Analytic Hierarchy 
Process) is the method used to prioritise the needs. 
6. Deploy Prioritised Customer needs. The maximum value items for the project 
have been identified through the relationships between the high value needs and 
related items. It is at this point, where on every dimension of the project what are the 
most important things for the project to succeed in, and so therefore satisfying the 
customer. The value for the customer within the project has now been identified 
(Zultner,1996). 
3.7 QFD usage in construction 
QFD is used in many other industries such as automobiles, electronics, banking, 
insurance, healthcare, utilities, and food processing (Eldin, 2003). The practical 
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application of QFD to AEC has so far been used only in Japan although there are 
positive signs showing that the USA may follow. 
One of the fIrst QFD investigations in AEC was completed in Japan in the late 1980's 
by a group of QFD practioners (Shiino and Nishihara 1990). Their reaction to the 
AEC industry was the realisation of the complexity and variety of the processes and 
structures/infrastructures that were constructed. The system they composed has three 
sub systems in an attempt to deal with that complexity: 
1. Demanded quality deployment flow; 
2. Technology study flow; and 
3. Construction control flow. 
With the recognition that AEC can encapsulate many different project types this 
system is designed to be adaptable with the three subsystems described above 
allowing the accommodation of multiple project types (Shiino and Nishihara 1990). 
For a number of years AEC professionals have been trying to apply QFD. The main 
barrier lies in what type of QFD they have been applying. The majority have tried to 
use the ASI (American Supplier Institute) 4-phase method. This technique is tailored 
for manufacturing existing designed models and maximising deployment on a mass 
production scale, and deploying that quality in the controlled synchronised and 
duplicating environment of the production line, not on the vastly scaleable alternating 
and individual environment of an AEC project. AEC and manufacturing industries 
have been described as similar, with AEC a form of manufacturing with the stations 
moving through a fIxed product (Ballard and Howell. 1998) but in many respects, 
their characteristics differ. 
As a result, the attempts so far of utilising the manufacturing stream of QFD have 
been met with mixed results, from bland outcomes to encouraging but not quite 
successful practical projects. A key development factor of QFD that is overlooked in 
many AEC QFD studies is that the method being applied should be tailored to the 
project itself. Otherwise, any competitive edge from using it would essentially be lost 
(Gargione.1999). The primary difference between QFD and other conventional 
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quality management tools is that quality is being built into a product and not inspected 
out of it (Gargione, 1999). Therefore the QFD process itself must reflect 
characteristics of the industry/product it is being applied. Stated simply, there is no 
stock QFD process that can be transferred across industries. 
Construction Industry Institute (CII) is a consortium of leading owners, engineering 
and construction contractors, and suppliers who have a singular mission: to improve 
the cost effectiveness of the capital facility project life cycle, from pre-project 
planning through completion and commissioning. By collaborating on important 
industry issues and by providing guidance on best practices discovered through 
research, the CII members are collectively an industry fomm for the engineer-
procure-construct process. 
This research was commissioned by the CII to detennine the feasibility of adapting 
QFD for use in the project management process of the engineering and constmction 
industry. They have detennined the possibility of adapting QFD for use in the Project 
Management process of AEC and indicated the following points: 
• Quality function deployment has definite value as a tool for improving the 
project definition process. 
• It has step change potential for use by both Clients and Contractors 
The benefits are concentrated in the areas: 
• Enhanced identification of, and responses to, customer requirements. 
• More complete up-front planning 
• Reduced cycle time through less redesign 
• Better cross-functional communication (Oswald, Durati, 1992) 
These points suggest the focus of QFD should be mainly in the front end of a project 
in areas such as the design and feasibility stage. These conclusions are mirrored in 
other work were it has been found that AEC can be improved through looking at its 
ability to accurately determine client's requirements and successfully transfonn these 
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requirements into plans and specifications (Gargione, 1999). In addition. customer 
satisfaction has been identified as one of the most important challenges facing AEC 
businesses over the last decade. As industries and companies worldwide face 
increasing competition. slower growth rates. and price pressures. greater attention 
continues to be placed on customer satisfaction (Syed, et al., 2003). 
3.8 QFD in Construction design stages 
The design stage in AEC is where the requirements of the client are identified sorted, 
items of value and quality are designated through specifications, drawings and design 
plans 
One of the key problems identified in the design stage is little interaction between 
design and construction and among the specialists were the majority of the design of 
buildings is completed, which results in the following phases working on incomplete 
designs. and as a result. a large amount of change orders (Alarco and, Mardones, 
1998). These desig~ changes can have a huge effect on the overall project and have 
been estimated to take 40 to 50% of the work hours in certain projects (Alarc61l and 
Mardones,1998). 
QFD in AEC has gained new impetus with the increasing trend to adopt project 
procurement using the Design and Build method. As the organisation assumes full 
responsibility for design and construction in a DIB contract, the ability to identify and 
respond to the client's needs will have a vast impact on the delivery (Pheng and Yeap 
2001). 
The use of a correct QFD methodology in AEC has been recognised as having 
benefits across the sphere of control on a project, and specifically design. Integrating 
a tailored QFD system would result in the contractor experiencing following benefits 
though only if they were working with a QFD knowledgeable client (Oswald and 
Burati, 1992): 
• A standard approach to obtaining and using the clients' requirements; 
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• A more complete set of owner requirements, and a more complete 
understanding of them; 
• Fewer conflicts in design requirements; 
• Less rework, leading to lower costs and shorter project execution time; and 
• Greater opportunity to integrate constructability concepts into the design. 
Clients would also experience benefits, such as (Oswald and Burali, 1992): 
• Optimum internal definition of project requirements, coordinating such 
diverse considerations as market timing and financial, technical, production, 
and maintenance inputs; 
• More efficient communication of the requirements to design/construction 
contractor/s; 
• Shorter cycle time for project concept to start-up; and 
• Greater conformance of project execution to project requirements. 
Simply put, it has been recognised for a number of years that the integration of design 
and construction during the early stages of a project provides the potential for 
designers to give the clients better value for money designs (Yang el al., 2003). 
Previous work such as the Construction Industry Institute correctly target the front 
end of the construction process as that with the most potential for improvement of the 
over result, and that which needs an overall improvement compared with similar 
industries. 
The potential for QFD to be of great use in AEC increases with the size of the project. 
Capital project delivery in AEC is a complex process and often takes many years to 
complete. There are often multiple changes across several rounds of design evolution, 
leading to the basic and original customer's requirements being sidetracked (Ahmed, 
Sang, Torbica, 2003). As a result, customer's needs and their equivalent functional 
requirements may be ignored and unfulfilled. 
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QFD was developed in Japan within the shipping and electronics industry at the end 
of the 1960s. It was developed to extract quality from customer infonnation and build 
that infonnation into an effective and efficient production process. QFD is a method 
currently used mainly in manufacturing for deploying and refining products and 
production methods through the use of a number of management and process tools. 
QFD in its purest fonn uses the seven Japanese management and planning tools: 
• Affinity Diagrams; 
• Relations Diagrams; 
• Systematic Diagrams; 
• Matrix-Related Tools; 
• Process Decision Program Chart; 
• Arrow Diagrams; and 
• Other Japanese-Origin Tools. 
These tools derive from the United States military occupation and rebuilding of Japan 
after World War Two, and have been in widespread usc in Japan since the mid-1970s. 
It is a measure of their effectiveness that those tools became of interest to American 
organisations in the 1980s and 1990s. 
The House of Quality is commonly associated with QFD, and through misconception 
many organisations who apply QFD have the impression it is the only action involved 
within the process. The House of Quality should only be seen as an interchange 
between the voice of the customer and the voice of the engineer, with much work 
needed on either side of these facets needed to complete a successful QFD process. 
There are different variations of QFD that have been developed to apply to producing 
a software system. They are: 
• Software QFD; 
• Software Quality Deployment; 
• Ohmori's Matrix of Matrices approach; 
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• Andersen Consulting (now Accenture) Methodll:version 11.0; and 
• Blitz QFD. 
They range from Software QFD to Blitz QFD, with each version from the former to 
the latter moving away from the formalised manufacturing deployment focused style 
of the House of Quality to a user focused development style of searching, focusing, 
extracting unspoken user needs and building them into an effective system 
specification. 
The use of QFD in construction has been sparse but there is a continued interest in 
applying a tool that has proven very successful in manufacturing. There have been 
various studies within the Construction Industry into applying various types of 
customised QFD templates but the continued focus on deployment and the use of the 
House of Quality instead of a more customer focused QFD methodology like Blitz 
QFD has produced unambiguous results. 
Finally, the greatest advantage of the QFD method is the flexibility inherent through 
allowing integration of special, company or project-specific peculiarities into the 
procedure, which within construction, would provide a powerful decision making and 
development method. 
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4.0 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter introduces and discusses the philosophical background to the design of 
the research methodology employed to complete this research. It also introduces the 
methods of data collection and analysis together with their strengths and limitations. 
The Concise Oxford Dictionary (The Concise Oxford Dictiollary of current English, 
1995) describes research as: 
1) the systematic investigation into and study of materials, sources, etc., in order 
to establish facts and reach new conclusions; and 
2) an endeavour to discover new or collate old facts etc. by the scientific study of 
a subject or by a course of critical investigation 
Research is therefore concerned with the what (facts and conclusions) and how 
(scientific, critical) components. Two types of research exist: quantitative and 
qualitative. Quantitative research is seen as the stream where numbers and statistics 
are used and a scientific method adopted in which an initial study of theory results in 
precise aims and objectives with hypotheses to be tested. With qualitative research an 
exploration of the subject is undertaken without prior formulations, the object is to 
gain understanding and collect information and data such that theories will emerge 
(Fellows, Liu, 1997). 
4.1.1 Quantitative research 
A survey design provides a quantitative or numeric description of some fraction of the 
population - the sample - through the data collection process of asking questions of 
people. This data collection, in tum, enables a researcher to generalise the findings 
from a sample of responses to a population. An experiment tests cause and effect 
relationships in which the researcher randomly assigns subjects to groups. The 
researcher manipulates one or more independent variables and determines whether 
these manipulations cause an outcome (Creswell, 1994). 
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The design of a survey method section follows a standard fonnat. Below are five 
typical components: 
• The survey design: All the reasons why a survey is being completed, and why 
the preferred type of data collection method is being used. 
• Population and sample: Specific characteristics of the population and sample, 
including discussions on clustering, sample selection, stratification and the 
method used to identify the demographic. 
• Instrumentation: If an established instrument is used, its validity and 
reliability must be discussed, and a pilot/field test should be confirmed with 
appropriate rational. 
• Variables in the study: Relations between the survey variables and the 
instrument, e.g., a table could be used to cross reference the variables, and the 
questions or hypotheses. 
• Data analysis: A summary of the techniques used in a step by step method 
(Creswell, 1994). 
4.1.2 Qualitative research 
Qualitative research is interpretative research and as such the bias and values of the 
researcher should be stated explicitly in the research approach. Being open is useful 
and is seen as a positive quality (Creswell, 1994). Table 4.1 shows a table of data 
collection approaches in qualitative research available to the researcher and highlights 
, 
the wide approaches available: 
Unlike quantitative designs, few writers agree on a precise procedure for data 
collection, analysis, and reporting of qualitative research. Qualitative research seeks 
to describe and explain the particular phenomenon lmder investigation (Marshall and 
Rossman, 1989). The questions and problems are usually derived from real world 
observations, dilemmas and questions and take the fonn of wide-ranging inquiries 
(Marshall and Rossman, 1989). 
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Keep a journal during the research study 
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Collect personal lellers from inrormnn t ~ 
Analyse public documents (e.g., official memos. minut_cs. archival material). 
Exa mine autobiographies and biographies 
Examine photograph), or vidcotapcs 
Have informants take photographs or video lupes 
Co llect sounds )e.g .. musica l sounds. a child ':;, laughter) 
Videotape a soc ial situation of un individual/group 
Examine physical trat:e evidence (e.g .. roolprints in the snow) 
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methodology where the observer applied a project management tool in the field of 
software development. The observer was thus an integral part of the research process. 
4.3 Research Aims and Objectives 
The principle aim and objectives of the research are restated here to help provide a 
clear comparison with the adopted methodology and its design. The principal aim is: 
To detennine whether Quality Function Deployment can be used to develop more user 
focused Collaboration Systems in the Constnlction Industry 
The Research Objectives can be summarised as follows: 
1. To define a collaboration system and how is it used within a construction 
organisation? 
2. To investigate and document the previous usage of Quality Function 
Deployment both as a project management tool in its classical sense and in 
it's software developmentfonn and how it is applied (if applied) in 
construction in general. 
3. To evaluate the current Collaboration systems used within the top UK 
construction organisations, and to what extent are they used? 
4. To develop a user requirements specification using QFD for a construction 
collaboration system. 
5. To assess QFD as a development methodology for construction collaboration 
systems. 
4.4 Research Methodology 
Essentially, this research asks if a project management tool (QFD) can help to develop 
a better project management tool (Information Management Software). This research 
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looks at whether QFD can develop better Infonnation Management systems, the 
chosen method to investigate this is a case study. As QFD is both a time consuming, 
and very rigorous method, only one project will be completed due to time constraints. 
4.4.1 Limitations 
It is important to critically evaluate the results and the ovcrall study. This thesis has 
certain limitations that need to be taken into account when considering its 
contributions: 
• The system specification will depends on the breadth of the people 
interviewed; they will be the key to how complete the specification of the 
system will be. Therefore throughout the interviews a broad spectnlln of 
collaboration system users must be sought for the interviews. 
• The users within this study are sourced from 3 top 20 UK construction 
contractors. With the construction industry being disparate and varied the 
results would mean the system would be specifically tailored to those three 
organisations, and not the construction industry as a whole. Therefore the 
Collaboration system requirements developed from this project can only be 
presented in the sense of 3 top UK contractors, and not industry wide. For this 
reason discussions of the results have been made with a UK Collaboration 
system manufacturer to assess its overall competency as a construction 
industry software specification. 
• QFD studies are mainly completed by a fully trained QFD practioner with 
experience and training. In this case the QFD methodology was designed and 
completed by the researcher with minimal QFD training and no previous 
industrial QFD application experience. 
• Collaboration systems are produced by software developers with a grounding 
in software development methodologies and experience in writing software 
requirements specification. With this project the researcher had neither. 
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4.4.2 Validation 
Validity asks whether the research measured what it intended to. Validity is 
necessary to give the research and its findings the basis to be used outside the studies 
specific circumstances. 
This will be done through taking the requirements specification and QFD 
methodology to a major collaboration system developer for the construction industry 
and have them examine the results and the development methodology. Three fonns 
of validation will be addressed: 
Technical validity: This refers to the results of the QFD process. The functional 
specification of the collaboration system must be viable for the construction industry. 
Economic validity: This refers to the ability and economic viability of construction 
software or generic software developer to use QFD in developing a software 
requirements specification. This will involve examining at the QFD process to sce if 
the costs/resources of using the process would be at an acceptable and usable level. 
Operational validity: This refers to the tools and the structure of the QFD process 
used including the team focused methodologies and the stepped program. 
4.4.3 Surveys 
The main body of infonnation collected within this thesis will be done through 
interviews. It was felt that a postal survey/questionnaire would not give the quality 
and offer the flexibility to collect sensitive or dynamic infonnation that the QFD 
process needs. This was based on the belief that a questionnaire is most suited to 
surveys where (Fellows and Liu, 1997): 
• The questions must be simple and straight forward to be understood. 
o There is no direct fonnat of questions as each system users 
experience and process will be different. Different aspects of how 
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a user interacts with a system will be explored as they appear in the 
interview. 
• The answers have to be accepted as final, there is no opportunity to probe 
o One of the essential parts of the data collection method is the 
ability to probe answers for additional information or further areas 
to investigate. 
• Questionnaires are inappropriate where spontaneous answers are wanted 
o The interviews will be conducted in the users work to encourage 
spontaneous experiences and reminders of how they work and what 
effects their interaction with the system. 
• The respondent can see all the questions before answering any of them, 
and therefore different answers cannot be seen as independent. 
o The questions in the interview would start off with a basic 
grounding to explore how the users interact with the system, after 
which probing questions regarding answers given by the user 
would be done on the spot. 
• The researcher can not be sure the right person completes the 
questionnaire 
o With the interview teclmique, all users will be identified before 
they are interviewed for their appropriateness and place within the 
study. 
• There is no opportunity to supplement the respondent's answers by 
observational data (Fellows. Lill. 1997). 
o Part of the data collection/manipulation within QFD relics on tile 
use of observational data, this is essential to the process. 
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4.4.4 Interviews 
This project will use Interviews as the primary source of information. Interviews can 
vary in nature and can be one of the following: 
• Structured; 
• Semi-structured; or 
• Unstructured. 
All data gathering within this project will use two types of interview. Structured 
interviews will be used for an initial study of existing software systems used, and then 
unstructured interviews for the information gathering on the QFD project. Some 
essential points when conducting the interviews are: 
Structured: An interview with a set of structured questions will be completed as part 
of the initial research into Collaboration systems. These interviews will not seek to 
probe the responses given to a great extent, but if necessary or pertinent to the study 
this shall be done. 
Unstructured: The inputs of the researcher are critical, especially probing, as the 
questions asked will influence the response obtained. Any probing done throughout 
the research will be an indirect response to areas that may be useful to the overall 
aims of the study. Also any body language or 'non verbal communication' will be 
captured under observations in the Gemba visit tables. All interviews will be 
recorded for transcription and further analysis. 
4.5 Layout of Thesis 
Table 4.1 is a quick reference navigational aid to each element of the research. It 
states the objective of each item contained in the thesis with a reference to the 
location. 
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Table 4.2 Locational guide to the research 
Element of research Objective Chapter Page # 
Introduction • Introduction to this thesis 1 
including basics of research and 
main results 
Research Methodology • Present a concise and complete 2 
album of the forthcoming research 
Information Management • Consolidate the existing 3 
Literature review Information Management theory 
Classic QFD and Software QFD • Present the founding philosophy of 4 
Literature review, Construction QFD as used in manufacturing in 
QFD Literature Review Japan and USA 
• Review the alternate QFD 
methodologies used to develop 
software. 
• Outline the research completed 
into applying QFD in AEC 
Survey of existing site • Evaluate the different Document 5 
Information Management Management Systems used on site 
systems in the top 10 UK and trace their development. 
Contractors (6) 
QFD Project: Gather the • Project goats + Customer 6 
customer needs segments. Investigate the QFD 
project goals and the identify and 
define the customers. 
• Visit Gemba: Visit the value face 
of the customer and investigate and 
collect information about the 
customer characteristics/process 
• Discover the customer needs: 
Take the information gathered 
from the visit to the gemba and 
clarify customer needs 
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QFD Project: Deploy gathered • Structure the customer's needs 7 
information through task using management and process 
development stages tools and then examine them for 
unstated needs. 
• Prioritise the customer needs using 
AHP and the customers 
themselves. 
• Deploy the Project Tasks by 
driving the prioritised customer 
needs forward through 
customerlsolutionldesignland 
project issues. 
Conclusions and • This chapter witt conclude the 8 
Recommendations thesis and contain conclusions to 
over study and thesis 
4.6 Literature review 
Published literature constitutes the most accessible font of peer reviewed knowledge 
from which to start any investigation. The core of the literature review was sourced 
from a selection of peer reviewed journals and conferences such as the CIBW78 
generations of meetings. The literature review commences by reviewing the literature 
within the construction management discipline, and then diversifies out to 
manufacturing and project management disciplines where QFD is more established. 
The official source of QFD literature is the QFD Institute based in Michigan, USA 
(www.gfdLorg). The QFD Institute has regular symposiums where some of the 
founders of QFD itself review papers. The topics at these symposiums arc generally 
concerned with service/manufacturing sectors though there have been some 
construction orientated studies presented there. 
There are very few references to QFD applied to constmction, and those that are 
available are generally theoretical studies or administered on a small scale. 
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The literature review consists of a review of Collaboration software followed by a 
review of the different types of QFD methodologies and a section relating to QFD 
material in construction. 
The critical review of the literature will: 
• Help spot gaps in contemporary knowledge; 
• Make sure that the most current thinking and theories were considered and 
included within the thesis; and 
• Ensure this research is not a duplication of other works. 
4.7 Current status of Information Management in UK Construction 
This survey was designed to tap into as many top UK contractors as possible and find 
out what Information Management Systems they were using for their projects, and to 
discover information about how they replace/update and choose/develop that 
software. The survey took the form of a short interview of the Business Systems 
Manager or equivalent of each of the constmction anns of the contractors. The 
primary aim/objectives were: 
AI. Investigate project software used and related IT strategy that was implemented 
throughout the UK by the top construction contractors. 
01. Evaluate what software is being used for projects tmder each contractor's 
umbreBa; 
02. Investigate the replacement updating strategy used by each of the 
organisations for their software; 
03. Gain the key features as looked for by the Business Systems Managers when 
they are looking to develop or buy the software; 
04. Compare the different types of software used by each of the organisations who 
take part. 
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The survey was targeted at the top 20 UK contractors in tenns of size. All of the 
interviews took place in situ at the contractor's office and took a maximum of an hour 
to complete. The interviews were conducted at the user's work place because that is 
where the user interacts with the software and realises their problems and successes. 
The questions covered includes what systems are used on projects, their key features, 
the replacement strategy for the software, how much contact there is betwccn the 
software suppliers/contactors in tenns of software development/support. 
This chapter is aimed at giving a presentation of the existing software systems used, 
by whom, how the system features compare, and how they are updated/replaced, and 
presenting all the infonnation one place. 
4.8 Methodology - QFD project 
4.8.1 Introduction 
This project assessed QFD's ability to develop Infonnation Management Systems in 
the construction environment. Therefore the best way to test this was to attempt to 
use it in a practical sense. 
QFD is a product development methodology that has no fixed path. From conception 
each QFD project uses the available tools in a different manner and to a greater/lesser 
degree with the result that each QFD project process is unique. 
QFD used in the traditional sense can be a time consuming activity designed to 
implement a solid long tenn manufacturing project, for example the manufacture of a 
car. For these projects, development time can be extensive. For software 
development, the development time is significantly less, and the product is a one off 
and replicated automatically. These factors indicate that the traditional foml of QFD 
is not suited to fast development processes and individual projects. Therefore, Blitz 
QFD, a shorter more potent fonn of QFD is being used in this project. It was 
developed for the use on software development and places a lot of emphasis on the 
initial gathering of the customer requirements. This method was decided after an 
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extensive literature search and a review of its origins and method can be found in the 
literature review. 
4.8.2 Chapter 6 - QFD project: Project inception to discovering the user 
benefits 
Project goals: For QFD to have a long-tenn impact, it mllst address the key problems 
facing the users of the collaboration systems today and in the future. TIle project 
goals in this case refer to the goals of the QFD project, and not the PhD project. 
The cause and effect diagram (C &E) was used to explore the potential or real causes 
(or inputs) that result in a single effect (or output). Causes are arranged according to 
their level of importance or detail, resulting in a depiction of relationships and 
hierarchy of events. This can help search for root causes, identify areas where there 
may be problems, and compare the relative importance of different causes. 
The C&E diagram is also known as the fishbone diagram because it was drawn to 
resemble the skeleton of a fish, with the main causal categories drawn as "bones" 
attached to the spine of the fish. For the project goals stage, the QFD project is only 
concerned with the main goals. The bones of the fish diagram will be dealt with later. 
If more infonnation was needed at this stage then an affinity diagram and Analytical 
Hierarchy Process (AHP) could have been used to prioritise data and examine it more 
carefully. 
Identify customer segments: The Identify customer segments step is used to identify 
which users will help the project be most successful. This process will define the 
users based on characteristics of use. These may well be different from existing 
demographic attributes whose purpose is advertising and promotion. The purpose 
here is software design, and so usability, functionality, integration, and longevity 
issues need to be understood. 
Some questions about the users that will be answered in this stage are: 
• Which users will help achieve the project goals? 
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• Are all users equally important, or are some more valuable to us than others? 
• Are there limited resources? (time, people, money) to visit customers? 
• If so, how should they be visited? 
The QFD at this stage will define the user by how they interact with the system, for 
example the level of computing experience for on-site operatives will affect the 
design of the software system. This step will be particularly helpful when exploring 
unspoken needs, since the user may only reveal them in the process of using the 
product. Some of the information needed for this exercise: 
• Who will buy the software? 
• Who will use the software? 
• Which are most useful to understand in order to achieve the business goals 
already identified? 
• How will the software be used? 
• How else could the software be used? 
• How should the software not be used? 
Visit Gemba: In Japanese manufacturing, the word gemba means the shop floor. 
When there is a problem, the engineers go directly to the work area and use their own 
eyes to see, their own ears to hear, their own hands to touch, etc. They rely on their 
own experience, not reported data, to understand the situation. 
In QFD, the gemba is where the product or service becomes of value to the customer, 
that is, where the product really gets used and delivers real value to the customer. An 
analysis in the gemba can clarify unspoken opportunities for new products and 
services. 
Analysis at the gemba starts with the user walking through his business processes 
under consideration. The document capture and transmission stage will be mapped 
using a basic process map to aid discussion of the process. Modelling and process 
mapping methods are two powerful ways to understand the context of the user in 
more detail. They allow the QFD process to hear and see what is going on. After the 
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processes have been mapped and the user visited, the Gemba visit table will be used 
to document the customer's experience of the system they use and focus all the 
relevant information recorded in each interview and notes taken into one space. 
The upper section of the table gathers data regarding the customer, the team, and the 
visit. The lower section will contain the information gathered from various media 
types on the gemba visit. Explanatory notes from the scene may be added. Finally, 
this data is reduced to single issue statements that clarify what the user means. 
The Gemba can be divided into three steps. 
1. Visit onsite; spend time with the project team talking about their job and how 
they interact with the software on a daily basis. Spend time with as many 
people on the project team on-site for up to 2 hours each. Complete this on as 
many sites as possible. 
2. With the information gathered, meet with 3-4 project managers and discuss the 
information topics gathered, seek explanation and additional infonnation on 
specifics identified by the project team 
3. Analyse information and conduct short interviews on specific infonnation 
areas accessed in first step. 
Discover the customer needs: To satisfy any user, a software developer must 
understand how meeting their requirements affect satisfaction. There are many 
specification approaches for gathering user requirements. If the product in question 
has users who are completely knowledgeable about all their requirements and able to 
articulate them, they work, but in almost every occasion, customers arc untrained at 
giving their requirements. 
QFD takes a different approach to exploring and then engineering requirements. It 
asks the user to derme value by telling the QFD practitioner, or demonstrating 
important problems they face that prevent them from achieving their personal or 
business goals, by identifying opportunities they cannot currently seize, and by 
revealing things that make them look good to others or feel good about themselves. 
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The following become the starting point for further analysis: 
• Problems (negative statements of what is wrong or what needs to be changed) 
can be reworded into positive needs or benefits 
• Opportunities and image issues which are usually positively stated can be 
reworded into needs or benefits. 
The information gathered at Gemba in the last step is entered appropriately in the 
CVT (Customer Voice Table). If for example the user data comes in the fonn of a 
software feature, an attempt will be made to identify the underlying benefit that would 
be satisfied by the inclusion of the feature. The CVT is started with the benefits and 
features. If needed additional categories can be applied in the table. Typical 
categories are technical performance and quality characteristics, functions, processes, 
tasks, reliability, technology and cost. This concept is especially useful to understand 
true user needs that underlie customer's spoken comments. 
The user needs entered in this table should be stated in positive words. Resolving 
positive needs is more powerful than eliminating negatives; nothing wrong does not 
mean that there is anything right. From the gemba visit table, and the clarified item 
column containing the distilled customers voice, the following will be deployed: 
• Customer opportunities directly to the customer needs column, 
• Customer characteristics and scenes into the customer section and look for 
corresponding benefits go in the customer needs column. 
• Customer image and esteem issues can have their own column in the customer 
section, and then look for corresponding customer needs. 
4.8.3 Chapter 7 - QFD project: User needs to a software specification 
Stmcture the customer needs: The KJ (Jiro Kawakita) Method is a means of 
organising diverse observations and qualitative information into useful documented 
facts. 
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It was developed for creative activity support and uses cards for making a conceptual 
map from brainstorming. Using this KJ Method produces the affinity diagram which 
shows the natural structure of the customer's requirements. This is a "right brain" 
method, as most people are not aware of what cognitive stnlcture they use for their 
requirements. It was developed by anthropologist Dr. Jiro Kawakita to surface the 
cognitive stnlcture of group samples. This method is also unique because the 
grouping categories come after the groups are made, not before. This allows for 
breaking the paradigms that existing information places on data. 
For this step, the customer needs discovered in the CVT in the previous step arc used. 
The users are the people the process wants to explore so they must silently place the 
items where they "belong". After this headings arc created for tlle groups. There may 
be several levels of grouping nested within each otller. Some data may actually 
become the header. It is important to note that tllere arc no right or wrong groupings, 
only different points of view. 
This process can be shown using the following animals: cat, pig, horse, sheep, dog, 
grizzly, lion, buck, tiger, and rabbit. A group of people, move tlle animals into 
groups. If anyone person disagreed with a choice, tllen tlley could move it where 
they thought it should go, and then place headings on those categories. The result is 
demonstrated in the following affinity diagram. 
I Domestic r- I Wild ~ I l 
-l Pets I- -l Farm t-- rl Carnivores t-- riHel'tllvoreS I-
DOG HORSE LION RABBIT 
PIG TIGER CAT BUCK SHEEP GRIZZLY 
Figure 4.1 Example of an affinity diagram 
The affinity diagram was not originally intended for quality management. 
Nonetheless, it has become one of the most widely used oftlle Japanese management 
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and planning tools. The affmity diagram was developed to discover meaningful 
groups of ideas within a raw list. In doing so, it is important to let the groupings 
emerge naturally, using the right side of the brain, rather than according to 
preordained categories. 
This step sets up the next step, where the exciters (un-stated needs) are uncovered and 
promoted. 
Discover the un-stated needs: The structure uncovered by the KJ method is used to 
find missing, implied and other possible needs. A complete set of needs is not 
required, just enough to see the structure. 
The Hierarchy diagram provides a more analytic perspective on the data, by rotating 
affinity diagram from a top-bottom to left-right orientation. The Hierarchy Diagram 
performs three tasks: 
1. Starting at the left most "column", confirm that the level of detail or 
granularity of the items agree. In this example, domestic and wild are the 
same level of detail, and so they pass this test. If some items are less detailed, 
they should be moved to the left; if more detailed, moved to the right. 
2. Next, for that level determine if there are any missing members of the set. 
Here, using the classifications of domestic and wild animals. Is there another 
member of this set, such as "semi-domesticated" which might include animals 
such as llamas? 
3. These two steps are then repeated for each of the columns to the right. 
Figure 4.2 is an example of this Hierarchy diagram working for the simple animals 
example used in the previous step. This is a tool to uncover unspoken needs which 
should be confirmed with the user. 
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Deployment: In the Customer Voice Table (CVT) all columns were driven back to 
explore the customer needs. In the Maximum Value Table (MVT) key user needs are 
driven forward to the various dimensions of design that must be aligned in order to 
assure customer value. 
The MVT does not itself kick off the whole project, but illustrates areas where there is 
need to focus the best design and delivery of the product. The columns in the MVT 
start the same as in the CVT, but new columns may be added to assure end-to-end 
activity to deliver value to the customer. The MVT shows areas that have great 
complexity or uncertainly, and where matrices need to be done between two design 
dimensions and at what level of detail. 
In the CVT, the aim is to understand what the customers arc saying through their own 
words, so it is worked from right to left. On the MVT, the aim is to plan the delivery 
of the benefits to the customers, and is therefore worked from left to right. 
The MVT shows everything on the project that is most important to the customers, 
what the project must apply best efforts too. For this reason, it is the single most 
important piece of paper/software produced throughout the development process. 
This is the end of the Blitz QFD process. Though if more detail is needed, the best 
known matrix in QFD, the house of quality, can be used. nlis matrix deploys the 
"voice of the customer" into solutions characteristics and capabilities. 
4.9 Chapter conclusions 
This chapter investigates and presents a research methodology for achieving the 
previously stated aims and objectives. It seeks to complete an effective and sound 
methodology consistent with current standards and practices. 
PhD Research has to be a contribution of original work that seeks to measure reality 
depending on which research paradigm is chosen: 
• Positivism; and 
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• Interpretivism.· 
An interpretivitist approach was chosen assuming that the researcher would be an 
integral part of the process being researched. Certain Limitations surrounding the 
study were recognised as: 
• The breadth of the people interviewed; 
• The number of organisations involved; 
• The lack of industrial experience in QFD; and 
• No experience in developing a software specification. 
These limitations were noted, and steps were taken to limit any impact they would 
possibly have. Those limitations were considered the overall impact of the study in 
the conclusions. A validation strategy was constructed which involved presenting the 
software specification and overall results to a leading Collaboration system developer 
and requesting their opinion of the project in tenns of three cmcial factors: 
• Technical validity; 
• Economic validity; and 
• Operational validity. 
The main body of infonnation in this project will be collected using interviews. A 
survey of the current status of infonnation management in UK constmction will be 
completed by interviewing prominent personnel in the IT department of each of the 
top 20 UK Main contractors. The interview will revolve around 10 main questions 
with the flexibility to follow different lines of conversation if appropriate. 
Chapters 2 and 3 will comprise of the literature review of the two main subjects, 
Infonnation Management within the Construction Industry and Quality Function 
Deployment, with Chapter 4 being the research methodology chapter. Chapter 5 will 
investigate the current status of infonnation management in UK Constmction with 
chapters 6 and 7 recounting the QFD project. Chapter 8 will comprise of the 
conclusions and further recommendations of the overall study. 
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5.0 CURRENT STATUS OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT IN UK CONSTRUCTION. 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 3 described the theoretical framework of information management within the 
UK construction industry. This chapter presents the current practice of infonnation 
management within the UK construction industry. 
Approximately 1.5 million people work in AEC in the UK (Morlon, 2002). These 
personnel are split into many professions that come together and contribute their skills 
and expertise to complete a building project. The four main professions arc the 
Architect, Civil Engineer, Surveyor and Builder. These are not only professions, but 
also distinct identities that have developed over the last 300 years (Morlon, 2002). 
This culture of individualism has led the architects, civil engineers and surveyors to 
often work in isolation in their own organisations separate from the other main 
partners in a construction project. This means that contemporary construction is 
operated by a group of essentially different organisations. with different identities, all 
working towards the same goal in different ways on multiple and individual projects. 
Added to this confusing work method is the varying contributions made by the client 
or the client organisation, contractors. sub contractors, and supply chain organisations. 
Bowley sums up the result as: 
"It is difficult to see how any system more wasteful of technical knowledge, 
intellectual ability and practical and organising experience could have been invented" 
(Bowley, 1966) 
5.2 Organising the Information 
The sharing of information between the key stakeholders in a construction project is 
not a new concept, it has been the focus of study and research for many years. Prior 
to the use of computers all communication was mainly achieved using paper fonns. 
The integration of IT into AEC can be seen so far in three broad stages. 
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The first stage (prior to 1980) used computers to help streamline manual tasks like 
bookkeeping, typing and number crunching. The second phase started with the 
advent of the personal computer where construction computing became more 
application focused and specific stand-alone programs such as estimating, scheduling 
and design were developed (Anumba et al., 1997). The third phase, which dates from 
1990, has seen the development of IT as a communication medium capable of 
establishing favourable supply chain relationships (Thorpe et al. 1998). 
This third stage is still active, and the subsets of the stage have moved from basic 
document scanning technologies, to EDMS where the scanned infornlation can be 
manipulated, to internet based systems such as intranets and extra nets, and then 
finally collaborative internet based systems that allow multiple organisations and 
stakeholder access to project specific infonnation. 
5.3 Sharing the infonnation 
Good communication is vital to the construction process. Previous research 
completed by the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) has shown that there 
has been a poor take-up of electronic communication as part of the procurement 
process in AEC. 30% of Bills of Quantities were prepared in digital fonn, less than 
30% were made available to the contractor as an electronic document and less than 
10% of priced bills were submitted electronically (Breetzke, lIawkins, 2003). 
5.4 AimlMethodology 
Contractors were used for this survey as it was felt they arc the largest group of llsers 
of collaboration software within the UK construction industry. They arc also the 
prime users of those systems as designed by the ASPs themselves. 
AIM: To survey and present the current document management/collaboration 
systems used by the top construction organisations in the UK from a contractor 
perspective focusing on what is being used, by whom, where why and what 
experiences with infonnation management they have had. 
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OBJECTIVES: 
1. Interview each of the top 20 organisations in the NEC COll1ractorsfile "top 20 
finns" concerning their contemporary collaboration strategy. 
The semi structured interview consists of ten questions. Those questions were chosen 
to examine which collaboration system each contractor llses, were they use it, how 
long they have been llsing it for, what they think are its good/poor features, how they 
chose the software and how they intend to replace it in the future. 
2. Present that infonnation with a concise type on each organisation, alld a rllndown 
of the mainfeatures of its chosen system. 
The majority of surveys/reports that exist about recent AEC industry trends and 
applications have been lead/commissioned from a technology organisation 
perspective, focusing on the functional specifications of the software available, stating 
what AEC organisations are using what software and sourcing that from the 
technology organisations themselves. This can almost be looked on as a sales 
measure, if not, a biased account. 
The aim of this survey is to examine the collaboration systems used by UK main 
contractor organisations by contacting the organisations themselves, and not their 
technology suppliers. The interview was designed as a semi structured interview, or n 
structured conversation with 10 stipulated waypoints. The result is not only the 
answer to the basic 10 questions asked, but also a more complex picture on the 
relationships between contractors, technology organisations, and the systems they 
both use. 
5.4.1 Limitations 
• The survey was limited to the top 20 UK contractors as reported by the New 
Civil Engineer (NEC, 2003). 
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• The survey is aimed at discovering what is being used by main contractors, not 
smaller niche sub industries within the construction industry that may usc 
various fonns of infonnation management. 
5.4.2 Survey type: interviews 
The survey was completed using a structured interview. A questionnaire could have 
been used but it was felt that potential for a response would be greater if personal 
contact where made with the contractors and the effort spent in travelling to meet 
them. Also the use of an interview facilitated a more in detail response to questions, 
allowed the interviewer to encourage extensive answers for each of the questions and 
allowed various answers to be probed for more pertinent answcrs. Also with the 
extent of different IT implementation throughout large organisations, an interview 
setting allowed the questions to be directed at the right systems. 
The use of fixed date interviews also allowed the interviewee time to source specific 
infonnation about the infonnation managcment systems used by their organisation 
and approach the interview with a balanced opinion of their employers systems. 
5.4.3 Questions 
The survey consisted of 10 questions. These were aimed at gaining a topographic 
viewpoint of the systems used within the top UK contractors. The questions were 
developed round the following: 
• What systems are being used? 
• Where are they being used? 
• When are they being used, and since when? 
• How are they being used? 
• With what are they being used? 
• Why are they being used? 
• Has your organisation been able to use those systems as desired? 
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* Permanent stalf onl y 
o 
n/;} 
n/a 
4.X 
nla 
.1 17' 
160.1 
.Il)'\ t 
C RII \{o WW 
/\ 1 B M 1'1'111<[\ 1\11 
Ai B 1)1 M I'll Ib R_' __ _ 
n til (i I' l ' IIRa l{(l ' l \I 
WW 
~C:!..!.hilla DL!.IC~r--,5,---__________ --"".!:!.u,-,-rr.::.en:..:.;t,-,s.:.:..' t L",,[\[=u,,",-~..:.o;.:..f..:.( ,-,-n .:...:r(~lrmat io n 1 a na 'l'111L' 111 ill UK ('1l 11 \ t Ili l Il l) 11 
Table 5.2 Type!-- of worh. , ( ('/:' , 2()().I) 
AhhrcviuticlII TH'l' Clf \\ C1rk 
Ai Alrpon , 
B Building, 
C COll,wl/Hood de ll-nn'vln Ig.lIlon 
D Onl11v rc,crvoll ~ 
Of Dcil' l1cC 
G Gtolcc hnl l'1I1 
M Mnl1ufat: lullIl l! 
PII Pon , &. II a I hom\ 
P Power/enel)! ~ 
Ra RnillRnil hlldg.:\ 
Ro Rouds/Road hi itlgl" 
T TdcCllllll1lUlIll'illllll" 
Tu Tlllll1clill1g 
Wa WIl ~IC handllll!'/Jl caII1Wnl 
WW Will t:. r/wa, ll·wilICI 
5.6 urvey r suits 
Fourteen out fthe t I tw nt y ntra lors a r ' <.I to h' intLTvi ' 'd . F)r illtl ~ tra t i l' 
puq.,ose. , the non-participating 'ontra ' I m; 'I" I ,I't in til ' rl'~ lll«.. . 
Ea h of the ten questions ar PI' sented in onl r witll tit ' sP ' 'ifi . an:- \\,l'l':- frolll l':I 'II 
of the organisati ns. wi lh additi nal mol' 
patti ipating organisat i n ntnin d ithin I p 't1( li . I Oil th ' H ' 'O IllP 1\1 ill I di :-k. 
QI. What coll aboration syslem/s is your org,a nisation lI :-i1lg at til ' 11l01lH:nt 1'01 L' 
projects? 
Organisation 
Balfour Beatty (") Busine~~ Collaborator, Build Online 
Carillion ProjeclNet. Pmjcci Eagle (illlnllll'l ) 
Mowlem 
Edmund Nultal Business Co llaborator 
Skanska SkandOl.:s, BuildOlilinc, 
EDDA (Electronic Documenl Drawln ~l ilnd I\ll'hh ~' ",tL' Ill ) 
Amec docs open (Co l1slructiol1 scrvil't.~ s) 
Morgan ESI Build Online, Be:-,poh.e server & CD, Inloll11:rti, 
Costain Business Co liabor3lOr (L'uslol11iscd and 1IIIIl1L'd lcu\ IlL' I ) 
A lfred Mcapl ine Laserfiche, QDMS (Qua lit y J)oclIlllel1l I\ tal1a g.l ' lIlcnl S\\ lcm) 
Ringway Group None, consullanl's software : IBM \ uile 
JMurphy & sons 
M ay Gurney 
A WG Construction services Projectwise (on occasion) . Mailil y PIllJCl'1 I\ l an:l £L' I11 L' nl ,\ " "111111 
MJ Gleeson Group DOCS, DncsPro, Project !:'lnlnCI 
Jackson Civi l Engineeri ng None, usc ba~ic folder ~y slCll1 
Del:ln & Dyball Conslruction 
.::::C:!.!.h!!.lap!.!:t c~r....::5"--__________ L::::c·~ur'-!..r~n""t...;;s""t il:..:.l U:::.:S"-(",,,) l'-.-l:..:..n:.:..1 (,-,,)r'-!..n!.!.!1."-!.1l.!.!.lll:.!..!-!n Ma na'l.' n1l' 11 I 111 lJ K ('Olh lllllllO 11 
Birse C ivi ls 
Sir Robert M cAlpine 
Fi tzpatrick Contractors Project N et. BIW informal ion channe l 
Kier Constrict ion Currently deploy ing a documenl ll1anagl'menl "ys lelll 
Q2. Doe, your organi. ation Lise difr r nt syst ms hctw ' ' Il til h a I ollie' and proj .. \ 
. ites and over different r gions of the K. 
Organisation Answer 
Balfour B ea tty 1\1 times yes. bu t preferabl y no 
Cari ll ion Not for (;onstruction work 
M owlem 
Edmund Nuttal Y es. staff m~mber~ ullnwt' t1lo lI "l' wh ich ... y ... Il'lIllhn likL' --
Ska nska Yes though EDOI\ i ~ lI sed Oil ti ll sitl" 
Amec All the same, e 'cpt on sma II ' 1 .. ill'''' II l' l . 11 Il'''1 nkl' ... · ... l l·lll Ill :" 
be used. 
M orp.a n Est Yes. different systems lI st.:cI 
Costain No 
Alfred M capline Yes, Laser Fish and QDMS 
Ringway Group No 
.JMurphy & sons 
May Gurney 
A WG Construction services Yes 
MJ G le so n Group Th dir~ r nl Di visions U"'l' Iii flol 'nt 'y\tl·m .... hilI II Ithlnl'al'll -
Qivi sion Ihe same systeills art.: USL'd . 
Jackson C ivil E ngineering No (fi le system in u~ nn main :-'L' I W I) 
Dean & Dyball Construct ion 
Birsc C ivil s 
Sir Robert M cAIQine 
Fitzpatrick Contractors No, al l standardised 
Kier Constrict ion Some sites on the insistencl' 01 thL' dietl t 
Q3. Wh n did YOli tart lL ing IJlose sysl ms? 
Organisation Answer 
Balfour Bea tty 2000-200 I 
Carilli on 2000-200 I 
M owlem 
Edmund Nutta l 2002 
Skanska EDDA. 1990 Skandocs. 20()cI 
Amec 1996- 1997 
M organ Est CD & Scanning. 2001 2()02 BlIiltionlinl' . 2()()2 . Inlnllll(\ti\ . 1()(l 'l 
Costain 2003 
A lfred M capline 2000-200 I 
Ringway Group IBM . 2004 . Scanning software. 2003 
JMurphy & so ns 
M ay.Gurney 
A WG_Construction servi ces Projecl w ise 1999. PM 1\ 200 I 
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MJ G leeson Group 09~. 1998 OocsPro 2()O:l BIW ,2()()1 
Jackson Civ il Engineering N/A 
D ean & Oyba ll Construction 
Birse C ivil s 
Sir Robert M cAlpine 
Fitzpatrick Contractors Project N et, 2000 B IW , 2()O"" 
Kier Constriction 1999-2000 (cHent spec ified -.o l! Willl' onh I 
Q4, What in your pinion ar top fiv b n fit s r US ill 1 'o llaht nttiotl ... ,ftv. ill" 0 11 
projects, 
Organisation Answer 
Balfour Beatty 
ar'i II ion 
M owicm 
dmuncl Nullal 
Skanska 
A mec 
M organ st 
ostain 
Alfred M capline 
Ringway Group 
JMur h & ~ons 
I . 'rsionin ' 
2. Audit trail. 
3. 
I . The abilit to 'omllllin i ' all' III a Illllllhl'l II I pill Ii" 
simultane )u).1 , 
2. re 'ord orwh(l '~ ICl: ' iwd wllaland \\11 ' 1\ 
3. bilit tn tra ' ''in' do\.\n 1111 \'\'110 1\ I l"PUII'lhl' tPI 11II Idlll ' lip 
the pro 'css . 
. W ork d la warnin I lacilit y 
2. rOO I qualil d( 'L1mcnt ~ t ora' '/ fl1 lIl11j1I!1 alioll 
3. Personal ~ t ora 'C l imi t, . 
ullon" 
I . ~ ase of access, 
_. aplur or Ii c dala , 
3. Abi lity 10 a e "S~ r'cOld ~ 1((11l1 it P IO ' '" 11I:lt UI Il h 'lI'l'd III 
mea!'lur ' Ih ' en ' ' Ii v'n !'I~ 01 Ihlll rIO 'l'", 
4. bilit to capture Ihe IC 'mel in '\ al Ihe l'nd , 'I\'ill' a CO lllpl l' l l' 
work llow, 
8 
Chapter 5 
MJ Gleeson Group 
Kier onsir ici ion 
urrcnt SIUlu ~ oIlnlormation l al1al'l'ttlelll ttl tJ 
I . unent informal ion 
2. m tadata 
3. Auditing attribut'~ 
4. R m te a ' 'css 
I. 
i:-,ion mana 'cl11cnt. 
4. Issuin' dllCLlI11 'Il ts 
5.1 Ula and ti( 'ument \t 1Ii1 'l' 
'Othllll l 'lIlln 
\'UllllU \ 
Q5, What in your opinion ar Lh t P ri prohl ms with til, ') llahnr;lliOIl ~ ~ t l' t)1 S'! 
Skansku 
Morgan Est 
consLru ' lion ~iLe . 
3. lIa c to b' 'ureful nOllo il11pw C til ' plO 'l'\:-. II1al :tr ili al l ) 
sh w i I not be a prot:'~~ in till' lon' lUll. 
4, Finding a b'l ter wa of illlt' 'rulin' til ' nlln l' il' l' llIlnll' 
informuti In. 
5. The inlerfa" bet\ ccn the linli 
I . l3igg sl prohlem with un s :-. ll'llI Illl' hIli t!\\ IIIl' 
_. Tim' perin Is for 'cllin' int ' In ,t l'll I1IlL'l' tilln .. \1 111 I si l ' 
3. pe d o f int rn I conn 'ction 
4. ompl il an I inh ' renl ,Iall II ainin!! pl llhkttl \ 
8 
~l.!..!n!!JarL!!l!::!cr~)~ ___________ ~"LI"-,rr:..::e,,,n,,-t ...:..:..'t a lll' .. ot Inloll1latlllll illlil't·l11l.'lll III l Jl-.. C Oll,t lll ' tlPIl 
Costain I. Speed 
A l fred M capline I . Time takcn to lill In dpl'lIt11Cllt I ll'I<I, III \)t\l ,ol tv,l lI l' 
Ringway Group I . Will P opl ' u,c it'? 
_. Lack or Ilu!-.1 in ekCl lOllic t'OPW' 
JMurphy & san~ 
May Gurney 
A WG Canstl'u lion s 'r I 'e!-. I . Vi 'win ' Irawin ..... 011 ... ' l l"11 .... C Ilt'IIl'l\ dtffllll it 
:2. Some or lhci11 (, , Il'nh) til t' \ 'I hI 1111 1\\ Idth III1CtI"Vl' 
., Th ' ·o!-.I of lhe 11l1t 1l'lIlIl·tlll l.' to ... \tPI (lIt th ' '1I It'\:1I . 
4. 
MJ (I I eson Group I . Inc() ll si~ t e nc 01 OPl' l lI tOt Pt'l 101 Illlilln' 
_. Inuppropriatene ...... 
Jackson Civil Engineer ing N/A 
Dean & Dyba ll Cn n~ trllc ti on 
Bir!-.c Civil s 
Sir Rohert McA lpinc 
-Fit /pa lrick Conlra 'tors Mostl • ill ~l l w 'al-.!-., 110lillli f l'I IOlIl'h hI Ill'l'd 11 It' <il"l f " (ll thl' 
!>n ft ware 
Ki ' I' Constr ic t ion I . Suh con tractor ... h:lvi " ' thl' ... '1' 111 "' 111 ahllll\ til 11IIh p.llt:tl-.l' III 
the s ~ t l' t11 , 
_. L 'alnill' 'III \ l' 01 lI ' "1 ' ,IIHI till' 'llIlIlf ' 111 Illlll! I 'l' t 
.. tl 'IIM: oI CO tllpall ll· ... to It' pll'pa l l'd to I 'kll'\" IIlhlllltlltillll 
eI . ' tronica ll 
4. Resourcc!-. to illl)lI t and I-.t·l' 1 ' ... tt'lll 11I1l1l1l1t~ 
6 Ilow many proj IS is our oP:lni <;ati lllu,in' 1111'. ~() n :Il ' al til ' lllOlll ' 111 '? 
Orgunisution Answer 
Balfour BeallY ~5 10 :10 
Carillion 4050 
Mowlem 
Edmund Nullal (1 
Skanska Skamloc ... . (1 Ed cl II , 12 
A mcc 12 
Morgan Est :23 
Costain 15 
A l fred Mncap line 1(1 
Ringway Group '1 
JMul'phy & sons 
M ay Gurney 
A WG Conslruclion serv ices 6 
MJ Gleeson Group :25 
Jackson Civil Enginccrin~ () 
Dean & Dyball Con!> l fLlc lion 
Bil'se Civil s 
Sir Robert McA lpine 
Fit7palrick C() ntrac t ()r~ 6 
K ier Const riet ion ..j 
7 l ias your organisation 'r b n appr )(I 'h ,t1 h a ~ )It aI" k\ ' IOPI11l' tH 
organisa ti n for I' quir m ' nt s sp cifi 'a ti () n ~ or do ) It III din: 'II oil th ' , II '11'.' 
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Orgunisntion Answer 
Balfour Beall y Yes, onsullalion lak c~ placl' on l' i~lin • so ll WHll' u~ed Llntl II .. 
slrenglhs 
Cm'illion No 
Mowlem 
Edmund NulWI Yes, numerous 
Skanska Yes. bul nOI wanting III revea l orgalli ... nlions 
Amec Yes, a 10 1. 
Morgan ESI Yes, mosll y organisa liom lI y ing 10 se llihough 
Coslain No_ 
A I fred M capl ine No 
Ringway Group No 
JMurphy & sons 
May Gurney 
A WG Conslruclion servi ces No 
MJ Gleeson Group N , GI ' ~() n Ii I how'\ ' I WOl\.. \\ilh Ihe d' dO IK' 1 01 I)OC, P l(l It! 
add some fcn l ur'c~ 
Jack"on Civil En!! incering No 
Dean & Dyba ll Conslruclion 
Bir~c Civ il s 
Sir Rober! M cA lpine 
Fil zpalrick Contraclors yc~, a II: of them \~l' r ' 11(11 \ l ' II (1I1 \ Ih tlllFh 
Kicr_ConSlriction No 
8, Has your organisation r consid r d I ' lorin' it !-. mVIl ~() Ih :11' -'1 
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~h!!.aVW1~c!...r .:!.5 ____________ .=:u::.,:IT..:..c:::.;n'-"I'-'s"-"I.:,:.il.:,:1 u"'-~:....;(:.:..II!......!.:l n~1 01 ma I I(lil I a na 't' I1W III III II K '0 11'1 I lIt' llt III 
Q9, What pro ess 10 sy ur organi . ali nl1~ I ~ le'llh c( llahoralil11 ,,)ft arr lhal 
yo ur are using? 
A l frcd M 'ap l ine 
Ringway roup 
Q 10: Whal is the updated/replac 111 nl Slrat I 1'01' th ' co llab )1'4.11 ion " )Ihvar' Oil 
LI S ? 
Organisation Answer 
Bal four Beall 
ari llion 
M owlcm 
Edmund NUllal 
Skanska 
Ill! 110 ' I l"~ 111l'l' III1" ()11 't' a l'al 
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Amec Driven by companies coming together. If nothing happens then it 
tends to be the same. Tends to be driven by decision to 
standardise across the business. Though constant reviews of 
Docs ~en are being done. 
Morgan Est Long term agreement with current sl!rQIier 
Costain None, just update the current product. 
Alfred Mcapline We have used the Laser fish for about four years and as far as I 
know there is no plan in the future to change. We are reasonable 
happ~ with it. 
Ringway Group Currently none 
JMurphy & sons 
May Gurney 
A WG Construction services Update as projects are completed (onlyused on aJ:!fciect basis) 
MJ Gleeson Group An 'as required' basis 
Jackson Civil Engineering Currently none 
Dean & Dyball Construction 
Birse Civils 
Sir Robert McAlpine 
Fitzpatrick Contractors Monitor the market place. Look to develop good relationships 
with vender and then grow with their tool set as it is develop. 
Interact with su~liers at Partner levels 
Kier Constriction Not considered as the systems used are site based and hence are 
only for the duration of the site. (client re'luired ~ .. teros) 
5.7 Summary of results 
The most popular system used is Business Collaborator. The system is used as a 
corporate system for Costain who had the system customised to suit and renamed 
leosnet. The version developed was then re-released by Business Collaborator as a 
new version of the software. Other Collaboration software in use for the top 20 main 
contactors are Build Online, ProjectNet, IBM suite, Projectwise and BIW. 
The use of collaboration software as an organisation policy is limited to the top 10 
contractors, with the rest using collaboration software as part of the client's 
preference (the client's system) on their contracts and then basic document/image 
management systems such as Laserfiche and Docs Pro as a corporate system. The use 
of multiple software systems used to do the same thing within single organisations 
suggests there is confusion either with the best/original application of the software or 
the configuration of the software itself is not suited to the applied function. 
There are 7 different systems all from different organisations used by the top ten main 
contractors, not including systems used as part of client preference. These 
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collaboration systems were implemented between 2000-2003 therefore the uS:lge of 
these systems is still in the very early st:lges. 
The usage onsite of these software packages ranges from less than 5 project sites from 
Kier Construction and Fitzpatrick to 40-50 sites with Carillion :lnd B:llfour Be:luy. 
There is a threshold between the top ten contr:lctors :lnd contractors listed from 10th to 
20th of abovelbelow 10 projects at once. These projects offer varying percentages of 
the total projects being carried out by each of the contractors. 
The primary features/functions that were mentioned by more than one contractor as 
desirable functions of collaborations systems were: 
• Create versions of documents; 
• Create/track an audit trail of a document; 
• The ability to view various file types without h:lving the specific file 
compatible viewer; and 
• The speed and the ability to remotely access the documents. 
Secondary features/functions that were mentioned include: 
• ability to archive; 
• price of the system/access time; 
• drawing register; 
• adequate personal storage limits; 
• ability to upload multiple documents; and 
• clear user interface. 
These primary and secondary features clearly describe the essenti:ll functions of a 
collaboration system. The important factor in considering these software features is 
that including them all is not the key to successful system, more so the key is looking 
at these functions as a core set of system responsibilities and re:llising the driver for a 
successful collaboration is knowing how to present those core functions in a manner 
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so they will all be accessible and fully useable for the average construction industry 
worker. Without that usability the system is worthless. 
Problems with the software were more varied and will be directly related to 
experiences with the software. The major soft issues raised included dealing with the 
inconsistency of the operator perfonnance/mind set and trying to sell the people the 
benefits, "working with the way people work on a construction site", the complexity 
and inherent staff training problems, the unease of companies prepared at releasing 
infonnation electronically and lack of trust in electronic documents. 
Issues regarding a more technical nature revolved around: 
• The speed of the internet connectionlbandwidth needed to run system: 
• Timescale for getting bandwidth onsite; 
• Bugs in the software; 
• Viewing large documents on small screens; 
• Sub contractors having the ability to partake in the system: 
• The resources needed to input and keep the system running: 
• Dealing with the unchanged paper processes (faxes/paper correspondence): 
• The quality of the optical character recognition: and 
• The interface between printing facilities and reprographics. 
These points are essential issues that need to be addressed before considering taking 
on a collaboration system. Without those addressed, even the best designed 
collaboration system would fail. Aligned with the primary and secondary software 
functions discussed previously, these provide a basic template of issues that need to 
be considered as a roadmap for success. 
Only the top contractors have been approached by software developers looking to 
examine their construction processes, and this was only in the attempt to sell them 
their products, an examination and customisation of the product to suit the specific 
contractor is only done after the sale is complete. 
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The majority of the organisations would not consider developing their own 
collaboration software because of the costs associated with developing the 
sophisticated IT operation needed, the non-guarantee that the investment will produce 
an acceptable solution compared with the products on the shelf. Also developing 
software in-house creates a dependency on certain personnel with difficult 
circumstances arising if they should decide to move on or realise their worth to the 
organisation, and hardware/software moves on so fast it would not a be a good 
enough investment to consider. It is simply more cost effective and less risky for the 
organisation to seek a product from a number of IT specialists. The only organisation 
that has developed it own collaboration software is Skanska with its Skandocs system. 
Many of the organisations have however developed various smaller applications such 
as in-house access databases for drawing management, basic Intranet systems with 
folder systems based on an in-house server 
The Collaboration systems used have been selected by assessing the organisations 
information needs and then contacting various software developers for an invite to 
tender their software. The major differences can be seen in how the contractors assess 
their own needs, which can be split into carrying out a survey on the intended end 
users of such a system and relying on the knowledge of onclseveral persons to 
stipulate and articulate the needs of the organisation from personal experience and 
expertise. 
Several of the contractors including Balfour Beatty (Business Co])aborator) and 
Fitzpatrick (BIW) have made investments in specific software developers and have 
senior members of the contractor on the development boards of the software 
developer. Once the functional requirements of the contractor have been self assessed 
the most common method for selecting the software is for a team of 2·8 people to 
conduct background checks on each of the software developers, attend various 
software developer's proposals/presentations and write a report with 
recommendations for board approval. 
There are mixed results regarding the update and replacement strategy of the software 
systems. Some of the contractors have not thought about this stage so far, while 
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others are using the same process as for the other long standing IT software systems 
they use. The remainder are happy to leave the software to be developed and updated 
by the software developers, and have no formal replacement strategy. 
5.8 Chapter conclusions 
This chapter investigated the current use of collaboration systems within the UK 
construction industry. Interviews were carried out with 14 out of the top 20 UK 
constructor contractors looking at what systems were currently being used, how, 
where, by whom, and their most important and disappointing features (in their 
opinion). 
Collaboration systems are generally only in use in the top ten main contractors, 
smaller contractors tend to work with large main contractors and gain experience of 
such systems from them but do not actually use them as a direct decision. 
The systems that are available have been adapted from other industries with the result 
that much of the functionality of the systems are not used. There are approximately 
ten software functions that are used 90% of the time. The difference between the 
main software providers is how well they accomplish this basic functionality. 
The majority of contractors use their IT personnel to decide on what system they use. 
These IT personnel have a sophisticated knowledge of what the software is used for 
on a project but they lack the experience of the day to day usage of the systems from 
an AEC perspective and therefore tacit issues that pervade and heavily influence AEC 
personnel's use of such systems. 
It is a contradictory attitude for a contractor to put a large effort and use valuable 
resources to choose a collaboration tool for their organisation and then agree with a 
client to use their preferred software on their projects. 
The contractors started using collaboration systems between 2000-2003 and the top 
ten contractors use seven different systems, and all have used most of the other 
systems at some stage. This suggests that the market is still in early development and 
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has yet to become stable with two or three main suppliers. With the market in this 
condition, there is an opportunity for a well-developed system to become the Market 
leader. 
There were a number of unfilled user requirements that became evident from speaking 
to each contractor. Each contractor used the systems slightly differently and had n 
different view on how they wanted to use the system within their own organisation. 
These unfulfilled user requirements ranged from the system dealing with non-
electronic faxes and paper correspondence, to publishing from systems directly onto 
the internet, training issues and user/system interaction. 
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6.0 QFD PROJECT: PROJECT INCEPTION TO DISCOVERING TilE USER nENI~FlTS 
Chapter 5 described the present configuration of collaboration systems used in the UK 
construction industry. That survey explored and discussed the various characteristics 
of the systems available, their advantages, features and failings. 
This chapter is the start of the QFD project where the requirements for a better 
collaboration system than what exists currently is explored. 
6.1 Project Goals 
Every project must have a focal start point. This start point is used to access the basic 
qualities that will make the process a success, and clarify the overall aims and 
objectives. 
To do this the first stage in the QFD process is to examine the project goals. A cause 
and effect diagram is used with four different bones. While these categories can be 
anything and customised to suit, typical cause headings can be: 
• Manpower, methods, materials, and machinery (manufacturing) 
• Equipment, policies, procedures, and people (administration and service). 
For this project the values are: how measured, time frame, who judges success, and 
means to achieve it. Table 6.1 was constructed to show the basic project goals that 
this QFD project would target if completed within an industrial setting. 
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Table 6.1 Project goals table 
Goal Statement, Including target How mellur,d? Tlm,trlm, Who JudO" luce .. l? M .. nl to Ichlne It 
(Blilel) 
/' ./ ./ /' 
Develop user focused system Level of user support 6month~ Chents '-~----"" needed. topics reporting -.-. ... ~ _ 3 ' IUII_. 
needing help with ~ ... --, r __ • _ 
 .._ ..._ . 
..,..,. ........ 
Deliver a system able to be used by the ConstructJ on Industry 1 year Industry IM>" 01 ch.ntS ,--... "'-entire construction industry uptake/dispersion 01 Interested In software) _ ........ _ -~.,2 ............... _ .. 
software """_0 __  ,, I 
-_ ...... -_._v........ _. 
,,-
Improve the satisfaction of customers Quarterly meenngs EveI'( 3 months CII.ntl ........ ~ ....... ,.,.... 
and associates With senior client stal! ... """""_ •• 2 ...... 
_ .... " ...... '_10_ 
-"'-~,-~ 
Improve profits and win/retam contracts Increased 6 months Chents '-.-.. -1-..... ), 
with new software sales/contracts 
3 ___ ..... 
~~.'!'_~ ... "!lI"!'! 
Be seen as an innovabng software Success of dynamic 1 year Inductty (1IlIor.Glln ' ......... _ ....... ft_. 
house always looking lor new attempts to access 50ftworlmwthOdIl) ~tllo_-"_ ~"' ___ I<MII4I'''_ 
techniques the customers POint 01 ""' ..  ..... 
view 
The first step in the QFD project is concerned with the main project goals. The bones 
of the fish diagram will be dealt with later. If it needs to be taken further then nn 
affinity diagram and AHP can be used to prioritise data and expand it for further 
understanding. The fishbone diagram is mainly used as a mechanism to discuss the 
goals and underlying business plans being considered. 
The primary aim of this stage is to understand the origin of the project goals to be 
dealt with and to give a constant reference throughout the project of the overall 
project goals. 
6.2 Identify customer segments 
Once the basic project goals have been identified, the software users have to be 
targeted. The purpose here is software design, and so usability, functionality, 
integration, and longevity issues need to be understood. The user segments table 
shown will be used to focus all data collected. 
At this stage some specific questions about the users were asked 
• Which users will help achieve the project goals? 
• Are all users equally important, or are some more valuable to us than others? 
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• Is there limited resources? (time, people, money) to visit users? 
• If so, how should they be visited? 
This step is used to identify which users will help the project be most successful. This 
process will define the users based on characteristics of usc. These may well be 
different from existing demographic attributes whose purpose is advertising and 
promotion. The main point is to set up the rest of the QFD process with the main 
users of the software identified and their characteristics clarified. 
The QFD at this stage will define the user by how they interact with the system, for 
example, the level of computing experience for on site operatives will affect the 
design of the software system. This step will be particularly helpful when exploring 
unspoken needs, since the user may only reveal them in the process of using the 
product. 
Some of the information needed for this exercise is: 
• Who will buy the software? 
This is usually split between main contractors and large client organisations. Only 
large main contractors have the resources to nm collaboration systems, and client 
organisations such as Tesco who project manage their own projects. 
• Who will use the software? 
This is dependent on the project. Typically it can be split into four groups. 
o Project staff on site, e.g., Project managers, engineers, site 
administrators. This group is primarily located in site. 
o Project Partners, e.g., all subcontractors involved within a project such 
as lift contractors, stmctural engineers. Any organisation who works 
onsite, but is based remotely. 
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o Project design staff, e.g., Contractor design staff, Consultants, 
Architects that are involved remotely on multiple projects 
providing/reviewing design information. 
o Clients. Project owners accessing the system remotely often or at 
intervals. 
• Which users are most useful to understand in order to achieve the project 
goals? 
An examination of the project goals and the customer segments is completed to 
investigate what users are most important to a collaboration system. There are 
endless possibilities for different people to access collaboration across the 
participating project organisations. The key is identifying the most important users. 
• How will the software be used? 
In what surroundings will the software be used? Where? When? What level of IT 
experience will the users have? 
• How else could the software be used? 
Other possible uses of the software within the organisation. Is existing collaboration 
software used only as a project tool or as a corporate infonnation tool? Do the users 
have their own uses for the software that it was never designed for. 
The customer segments table takes much of this information and galhers it in one 
place for consideration and reference later in the QFD process. 
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6.3 Visit the Gemba 
6.3.1 Introduction 
Table 6.2 Customer segments table 
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The QFD project started with contacting various organisations with the aim of getting 
access to multiple projects and access to the people on the project that use project 
management software. Appendix A shows a detailed diagram used during these 
meetings. Two approaches were used to gain access to the projects: 
• Technology organisation: Gain the interest of software developer in the QfD 
methodology and use them to facilitate contact and organise project visits for 
two of their client contractors in return for a detailed report on their systems 
performance written from the QFD reSUlts/process. 
• Construction Organisation: Gain interest from a number of construction 
contractors in the QFD methodology for access to an agreed number of their 
projects in return for a detailed report on the organisations infonllation 
needs/performance cherry picked from ll1e QFD results/process 
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6.3.2 Initial challenges 
The initial strategy was to approach a number of collaboration system developers. 
One organisation was particularly interested and used their contacts to approach 
several of their clients. Initially the contractors contacted through the software 
developer were interested but this dissolved due to various time/resources impact 
issues. 
The second strategy was then applied. Various main contractors from thc NCE (Ncw 
Civil Engineer) Contractors File 2003 were approached through thc Dusincss Systems 
Manager or equivalent. Two contractors stated interest in the project and thc resulting 
report that would be provided. Their companies were met and tlle QFD projects aims 
and objectives were discussed. Both organisations agreed to take part. TIIC project 
visits for contractor A were organised by a senior project manager within tllC 
organisation and best dates for visits provided. Contractor D's project visits were 
organised by making contact with the various project leaders through email initiated 
by the senior contact who agreed to take part. 
After the first visit to contractor A, an accident forced tllC contact within the 
organisation off work for 8 weeks. There was no other members of staff willing to 
take over, and contact with contractor A was broken. At tllis time Contractor C was 
contacted, and after a meeting to discuss targets, an agreement to contribute towards 
this research was made. 
To help understand the organisations involved, a short profile of each has been 
constructed: 
Contractor A: A is one of the largest privately-owned constmction organisations in 
the UK. Turnover for 2006 is anticipated to exceed £290m, WitlI most work being 
repeat business. Founded in 1921, Contractor A has a successful track record witllin 
the Building, Civil Engineering, Highways Services, Rail and Facilities management 
sectors. 
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Contractor B: B dates back to 1865 when a 26 year old jobbing builder from the Isle 
of Man founded the original construction business in Liverpool. For more than 140 
years B has been at the forefront of UK and international construction. With an order 
book of £1,900 million for 2006 contractor B is a major organisation within 
construction. 
Contractor C: C is the world's leading airport company, and own and operate seven 
UK airports. They also manage contracts or stakes in airports outside the UK and nre 
also a world-leading developer and manager of airport retailing. C will spend nn 
average of £2 million a day in investment on new airport facilities over the next 
decade, and are one of the UK's principal developers of infrastructure and one of the 
construction industry's largest clients 
Through discussions with the participating Contractors a list of projects were drawn 
up with easy access, a wide range of situations and participants. The 17 Participants 
included within the data gathering stage were: 
• Project manager 
• Quantity surveyor 
• 3 site administrators 
• Site engineer 
• Project planner 
• Document controller 
• 2 sub contractors 
• Main design consultant 
• Design co-ordinator 
• Main contractor 
• Architect 
• Oil and gas sector project manager 
• Information management administrator 
• Health and safety manager 
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6.3.3 Gathering the infonnation 
All the infonnation was gathered using un-structured interviews. Un-structured in the 
sense that certain conversation themes were discussed but with no fonnal itinerary or 
order of discussion. The themes were: 
• A walk through of their main job processes. 
o What they do? 
o With whom? 
o Where? 
o When? 
o How? 
• How their job interfaces with IT tools 
o A demonstration of the user using IT in their work place to complete 
their job. 
o Step by step walk through of the exact processes used with 
commentary from the user. 
• A discussion on how their current system meets their needs 
o How much the current system used by the user meets their job needs? 
o Where the potential for improvement is. 
o What the best parts of existing system is. 
All interviews were held where the user accesses the system. Contractor A's 
interviews took place at their regional headquarters where the users were based. 
Contractor B' s interviews took place in the site offices of a project, their oil and gas 
head quarters where engineers were based, and the design offices where the design 
co-ordinators were based. Contractor C's interviews took place during a monthly 
design meeting onsite. All the project partners were present and pennission was 
given for/from them all to spend twenty minutes being interviewed each. Each of the 
project partners were excused during the morning and the interviews conducted in the 
site offices. The interviews took place between February and April 2005. On all 
projects the interviews took place when the site was live. 
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of customer/process intent or dissatisfaction were inserted word for word into the 
Vertabims column. Once this was completed all three columns were examined to 
'clarify' the user's voice into short precise statements that can be taken further in the 
QFD process. An example of one section of one of the completed Gemba tables can 
be seen in Figure 6.2. All of the completed Gemba tables arc contained in Appendix 
C on the accompanying disk. 
This process is time consuming, but allows different issues to be placed in line with 
the process they are involved in and examined as an issue in a process, and not a 
problem with the user. 
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Gemba Visit Table 
Interviewee: 
Contact Info: Design CD-ordinatot 
Interviewer, I): 
Dat. and Tim.: 12th Jun., 2005 
Pillct: Manchtettr 
Interviewee Characteristics ("memorable): IT literate, proceallt.rat., motlvaltd 
Environment: 
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Figure 6.2 A section of the Design Co-ordinator Gemba visit table 
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provides all the hand written symbols makes the atOOlS" and rtlrleval or 
that would be used if using pen/paper docllml'nt~ 1l'5$ j,rohlcmnlic 
I want to be able to track RFls for their I want to know exactly where I am on the 1 wan I to be able 10 use my email on 
completion status system. and what is infront of me, and both the ayslem and an uternal 
where I have come from program like (lUllouk encue of a 
8y~lem [lI'ohll'm. 
1 want to be able to upload saved files I want a back button within the system 1 want ttl be able to Iood up foldm In 
from a computer onto the system one hRlch. nllt tile hy Ii Ie 
1 want a backup system/server that 1 can 1 want to be able to distribule documents I want 10 have tailort'tl tralmng In Iille 
access the essential files if the main and drawings to the Othl'l' members of the with myJob 
system goes down project team/project partncrs 
1 want a list/link of/to favourite folders I want to have support for the system Olal I want all area thaI aivel me alllhe 
that are accessed regularly to be is efficient. easy to contacl and have the infomultion relevllnt to my J(lh/dilY to 
displayed for easy access on my ability for fix problems fast dayaclivlties 
homepage 
I want to be able to archive all the I want a customisable folder system to I want 10 know Ihe proph: who drt'w 
drawings in a systematic order in a store the various documenls Ihe drawlna and nol jusllhe re\1l(ll\ 
folder system who puhlishrd onlillhe aVklem 
1 want to be able to access the drawings 1 want to use the system essentially as a I want 10 be IIhle 10 IlIg nch drawlna 
easier than from the hardcopy racklin a document store and archive with rtlevanl infannllliu" IIbl.lUIII 
good format on the small screen 
I want to be warned when a package is I want to be able to print OUI the I wllnl the do('umenlilo amve on my 
not on time and is running close to the drawings/documents quickly and easily homl'plIge aplillnlo foldcn 
limits dcsignoting whnt h •• 10 hi: dOlle 10 
them 
I want early warnings to be sent to the 1 want to have a homepase where all I Wllllllo be Infomllx! when 1111)' new 
different contractors for each package if informed concemLxI with my part In the itemA come In 11I1(II'I\IIllclIlI), 
it is going to run late project is slored/accessed 
I want early warnings to be posted onto I want to be able to open the I wanl to be lib Ie 10 vlcw muluple file 
the internet so anyone concerned can drawings/documents easily from m)' funnats 1.':1I511y 
access them homepa~eJstart pa~e 
I want to be able to send a notification to I want a timer with a countdown on the I want 10 know who hal lookt'tlllll,hted 
users on the system that a drawings with alerts telling me how long I Ihe drawing prt'vlou~l)' and 
document/drawing has arrived have left to action the drawing wh('n/hllw/wheR' they did IIIIA 
I want to be able to set up different I want a separate marker telling how many I wanl to be able lranhfer mel a 
distribution lists for group notifications unseen/viewed drawings I have that have infonnlltion ahoul a duc:umenta 
to be sent out been distributed to me 
I want the process of notifying persons I want to be able to mark up those 1 want 10 be Ihle to ~lIrch fur Ihe 
about a document to be quick and easy drawings using the viewer, and not hllve 10 drawina numberl file nnmel pn.ljl"C1 
open specific software 10 chnnJ!e it Matu~ and drawing ('nding 
I want to have a customisable I want to know whercJto who the drawings I want Ole cU5l0mer'. orglll1ll11llon 10 
distribution list enabling me to add have to go to before they are compleled be able 10 configure/cu5tomise Ihe 
companies/persons instantly easily search engine 
whenever I wish to send out a 
notification 
I want the system to show me more of a I want to be able to use lablct/stylus I wllnllo be taught how 10 use Ihe 
world view in terms of site activity and equipment to mark up drawings digitally syslcm/service 10 lIS (ullcst dc~rte by 
statistics Ihe ayMl."m dev('I(\\X'I' 
1 want to be able to use the system to I need a good desktop PC I wanllO be ahle 10 manipulille the 
send correspondence to all the project file met. dilia 
partners 
1 want the client to be able to use the I need a good Internet connection I nced I 1(Xx! dl."sktopl'C 
system to examine the project 
documents 
I want to be able to access the system I want to use a management system I nced I 1(Xx! Internel conllcction 
away from site for project documents 
I want the contractors involved on the I want an environment where I can I wDnt 10 use a management 1)'51cm 
project to use the system concentrate on usin~ the system 
I want to be able to search image files I want to be able to access RFis and send I wanl an environmclll where I can 
them off using the syslem conc('fltrale on lIslnllthe .y~t('rn 
I want to be assessed as to my IT I want to be able to audit the drawings and I want all drawings Ihlll hAve bl.'en 
competence find out the history of the drawing/s rtdlined 10 be lived hnmedilltcl), IS 
updated versions of the ol'iginnl 
docummts 
I want a document controller to I want to use the system 10 access any 1 wanllo be lrained OIIsite where I 
controller a distribution list, enabling drawings/files I need will be wolking 
him to notify specific people of when a 
document regarding them has arrived 
I want to receive an email with 1 want the drawing/file names to be I wanl traming to be comJlIl:hen~lve 
notification telling me a document has descriptive of the contents of the file and on going if nceded 
arrived 
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1 want that notification to tell me what 1 want a small box/view when the title of 1 want to have the upload procell 
document has arrived, who sent it, and the document is highlighted to appear and compatibh:lcu5tomisahle with the 
when it has to be actioned by give a small description of the contents CAD checking fll'(lI.'eKS of the dcslrner 
I want a system that is well supported 1 want a section in my/my organisation I want all the clltesorh:a In the file 
and in the event of a problem, the homepage in the system that lells me all storase centre 10 he availlible fur 
suppliers are instantly contactable the drawings that are directly related to sorting the documents 
me/my organisation 
1 want all common/major software 1 want a software system that is relillble I want to have suppoc1lhal I, quick. 
systems used onsite to be compatible and doesn't crash regularly efficient lind experienced at dealina 
with the system with my Inltuiriea 
1 want one person on each site to be 1 want a system thaI is complltible with all I wanl 10 be able uplOlld 
highly trained in the use/maintenance of drawing file formalS, so I don'l have to drawlnss/modelsld(lI.'umentslfilel 
the software convert any before an unlond onto a central aY51em 
1 want the contractor to set guidelines of 1 want to be able 10 access any drawing in I Wlnlto be l'ul1y trained by an 
use, a protocol for best practice a viewer from anywhere in the syslem, and official software IY51ema )lCt'I()nnd 
not have to go through a process of 
downloading it first 
1 want to be able to write comments on 1 want the system to have an "essentials" I want a searth ensine that II eH«tive 
existing documents saved on the system mode for f1l1lls that only access the system and finds whllt I want 
on few occasions where only specific 
actions/areas can be viewed to give a 
simpler direct interface 
1 want to be able to track previous 1 want there to be an Instant messaging I want a wamins 10 go olr 10 an 
revisions of a drawings, seeing who did service. allowing those online 10 see Ihe adminislnllor when the number or 
them where and when. other project staff that are online. and be actions oulslanding n:llche •• certain 
able to send instanl messages 10 them level 
1 want to be able to track the history of 1 want to be able to layer drawings on lOp The aCliona olltstandins "'oulll (lilly 
the comments made on the drawing. of each other 10 compare thcm be able 10 he deleled by a site 
who made them. where and when ndOlini~trnlor 
I want to know what has been done 1 wanl to be sure every lime I download a I wanl aClions 10 hllve I "Iell by ,.hlle·. 
about the comments that have been file that it is the mosllip to dale version Illhal date I, n:llchoo. Ihcn I mcunge 
written on the drawings Is 5cnllo the fll'(ljC('llendcr 
1 want 10 be able to open the 1 want the project administrator to be able I wan I 10 be able 10 chan~e Ihe 185ue 
drawings/regenerate them quickly with to add users on the spot without needing slatus of Ihe drawlna 
no short time delay authori~ation. 
1 want to be able to manipulate the I don't wanl to have 10 fill out forms 10 I wan I 10 be able 10 bal~h pubh~h 
drawings onscreen easily and naturally create users on the system, nor do I wanl a multiple files 10 the Iyslem 
time delay 
1 want notification on emails status 1 want to be able to create subfolders and I want 10 he able 10 notify JlC''Ple 
main folders inslantly. withoul nceding when I pUblbh drawlnss 10 thell\ 
~ission from ASP 
1 want a simple notification system I wanl a preset filing structun:lsuggestions I would lake 10 given III~tructil.ll1 on 
built into the system basic IT IY51eOls, as wdlas the 
mnnRgemenl ,y~lem hci~! u!\('\1 
I want to have notification on all I wanl a simple filling system with no I want 10 be trllillN Inline Wilh my 
correspondence as to when it was overlap with other foldL'I'S jobs IT rcquin:ments 
received. what was done, and warnings 
for lack of response 
1 want to be able to tell that that I want to be able 10 notify people of an I wanllo know whal aClionl have 
notification has been read uploaded drawing been laken IS a n:5ull of n:aJina Ihe 
meS5nl!e 
1 want to be able to upload and 1 want to be able to link my email to the 1 want to see when Il)OlCOlle hilS n:nIl 
manipulate electronic documents to the system Ihe action nle55age I hav," lent them 
svstem. 
1 want to be trained on project in the 1 want an Instantly viewable audit trail I wan I function thalteH! me ablllli 
situations where I will use it nClions thlll have nol hr<-n comJl!rled 
1 want a Summary page setting down the 1 want to be able to load diffen:nt versions I wanl to have a strlltegy documenl 
actions taken/access made on documents of the same drawing onto the syslem delailing methods or Informal ion 
I have published to people ~lratel!V 
1 want to be able to re-traee my steps on 1 want a fast system I wanl every action on every 
the system easily 10 where I started from doculIIl'nl n:gislered and Ivaillible ror 
Rudit 
I want to be able to access the search I want to be able to access the I wan I 10 be able 10 scan documenls 
engine on every page system/documents whether ever I can 
access an internet conneclion 
1 want a one page at the front that tells After I have downloaded the document I want to he Ible 10 lave Ihe scanned 
me everything I need to know: from the system I want it locked while I documL-n1 as various file ly)lCs 
documents, communications, etc. alter it 
1 want large storage space to store all the 1 want the document to be aUlomatically I wanl a user guille thulis frlenllly and 
documents uploaded and added as a new version when easy 10 access 
I save my version 
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I want the one page that tells me I want to be notified of any changes to any I wanta qUlcklautomall,'d uplOlldmS 
everything to have a headlines page project documents on any projects that I method/function 
detailing broad information regarding am involved in 
the project 
I want the system to be able to use tabs I want the system to be able to handle all I want to be able filled out the RH 
to open multiple pages in the one common types of file. especially the forms electronically 
window Microsoft file types 
I want a search engine 1 want a vendor area giving aniclcslnews I want to be able 10 1t0001'rBi5ter 
on projects for an external \'lOint of view drawin~~ on the KyMcm 
I want the system to log me out after a 1 want to be able to use the system to I want to be able to acce51 older liIel 
cmain amount of time not used complete requisitioning/purchasing to be accessible on new system 
1 want all priceslbuying material to be 1 want better performance of the system at I want to have one penon (In each .ite 
kept on the system set times related with system load that has bccn specifically trained 10 
lise the system tn I high dt'gll't' 
1 want a mark-up system 1 want a protocoVautomatic function for I want 1111mB system de~illned 
naming documents ~pccifieally in mind for c(ln~tnlctio" 
I want to be able to use the mark-up I want the use of the system spread out I want to be able III u~ the aystem fUf 
system directly from the viewer over the day. maximising the useful all forms documelllatilln (1n~ite 
bandwidth and minimising the mass usc at 
one time 
I want all of the organisations standard I want the system to default back to the I want a 1'rp<lI1lelhna me aClill"s 
forms online previous upload meta dala maLic as lhe I'rsult of acm1ina 1()l11ctlfle 
a ducumenl to reud. I.e •• rCctlbllCk (Ill 
Ihe results of scmlina ()ulll&S 
manunls 10 site 
1 want the folder syslem to be more 1 wanl to be able to fill out RFIs 1 wunt 10 be able to nllviaate to the 
representative of its contents electronically on a form straight onlo the mnin areas of lhe Ihe (/'(1m wherever I 
system am 
I want to be able to find the doc 1 need I want to upload folders and have Ihem be I wanl a 10 be warned when '''l11eOIlC 
easily through the folder system in the same folder structure as in the 
ori~inal format 
hnsn'l complelL-d • act leli4»> 
1 want the system to accessible for low I want a search engine that will find Better orglUliliC\VCl!.tcndL'd roldc:r 
IT standard organisations documents I need system 
1 want a filing system that is compatible 1 want a widt..-r/more effeclive scnrch Scpllrllte folder for loolhoJl lools 
with construction criteria available 
I want a filing system that uploads I want to be able to find the document I am I wan I • Iystcm Ihut CDn deal with Ihe 
drawings faster looking for easily rail ",!!u'"li"n ludits 
In this form they comprise of a mixture of software functions, and cllstomer needs. 
The mixture the software functions and user benefits in the clarified items nre then 
examined for greater breadth and depth, and the benefits that arc the result of the 
functions are brought forward and identified to find the underlying benefit that would 
be satisfied by the inclusion of the function. The reasons the benefits rather than the 
features are examined in the QFD process are: 
• The user can relate to them easier than spccific features, making it easier for 
them to examine and sort. 
• Once a benefit of a feature is discovered, cheaper/more effective methods of 
fulfilling that benefit than the original basic feature can be assessed. 
• In QFD, the Voice of the Customer (benefits) is later translated into the voice 
of the Engineer (features), so it is important to distinguish between them at 
this early stage. 
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Defming a customer needlbenefit from a product feature is an essential part of the 
QFD process and the easiest way to do this is to look for the following when assessing 
a clarified item. 
• Is the statement of benefit to the user? 
• Does it talk about the user, not the product? 
• Is the statement technology and product independent? 
• Does it defme value to the user? 
• Does it talks about solving problems (positively reworded), opportunities, 
look/feel good? 
The Customer Voice Table (CVT) is split into benefits and features. Ifneeded 
additional categories can be applied in the features section to correspond with the 
application, and un-used sections can be deleted. Typical categories arc technical 
performance and quality characteristics, functions, processes, tasks, reliability, 
technology and cost. Essentially the CVT is a multiple intenningling Fishbone 
diagram with the benefits at the head (the desired results or outcome) and the features 
as the bones, or casual factors that contribute to that outcome. 
A single CVT was not completed for each individual Gemba visit table. but the users 
were grouped into three categories, site staff, project partners, and main contractor 
design staff that were identified in the customer segments table. Site staff included nil 
personnel that were directly related to onsite activities, project partners consisted of 
all sub-contractors and main contractor design staff included design co-ordinators 
acting as intermediatories between site and project partners. 
The generic CVT can be seen in Figure 6.3 
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Figure 6.3 A Generic CVT 
The CVT 'was taken and customised to suit this particular usage. Three different 
CVTs were used, corresponding to the customer segment table. A section of the CVT 
table for the Project Partners can be seen in Figure 6.4. All 3 CVT tables can be seen 
in the Appendix D. The Clarified items taken from the Gemba visit tables can be seen 
in the shaded boxes. Features were distinguished from the benefits and placed in the 
right side of the table, and then extrapolated back to their basic benefits on the left 
side. Other features, observations, situations relevant to the benefit were also 
identified and inserted into the CVT. The lines crossing the table provide the links 
between the Fishbone head and its bones, which in turn can be related to other 
features or benefits. Some of the clarified items were benefits, and were entered 
straight into the customer needs column. 
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The result of the CVT is the 'voice of the customer'. A list of specific benefits that a 
user wi11look for when using the collaboration software. 
6.5 Chapter conclusions 
This chapter described the flrst half of the QFD process. The QFD process itself is 
part of the results since it is what is being investigated within this research project. 
This chapter investigated the project origins to the emergence of the user needs 
through four steps: 
• Investigating the project goals; 
• Identifying the customers (users); 
• Gathering the 'voice of the customer'; and 
• Discovering the customer needs. 
Investigating the project goals: An investigation into the project goals was primarily 
used within industry where there may be conflicting agendas within an organisation or 
project. Once these goals were identifled the origins of these goals were investigateu 
speciflcally looking at how each goal was measured, what time frame is involveu, 
who judges the success of the goal and flnally what means were needed to achieve it. 
Identifying the customers (users): The customers (users) were then identified using 
the following questions as a guide: 
• Which users will help achieve the project goals? 
• Are all users equally important, or are some more valuable to us than others? 
• Is there limited resources? (time, people, money) to visit users? 
• If so, how should they be visited? 
These questions helped build a proflle on who used the software systems, provided 
initial incite to plan the information gathering strategy in the next step, and enabled 
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the interviewer to understand fully what users use the software for before going to 
interview them. 
Gathering the 'voice of the customer': 17 users were then visited across 3 
organisations. Those users had a wide range of activities and responsibilities on 
construction projects, but all relied on the collaboration system. Each user was 
interviewed where they used the systems, with the user walking through the process 
of how they used the system, giving a constant commentary. From this, different 
patterns of usage emerged depending on job responsibility though many had common 
core points. The interviews were recorded using a PDA. The files were synchronised 
onto a Laptop in media player file form for processing. Each interview was 
transcribed and information from the transcription inserted into a column on the 
Gemba visit table. Statements were then created (clarified items) summarising the 
user's position and opinions taking into account and observations and notes. There 
was a total of 173 clarified items after the 17 interviews were completed. 
Discovering the customer needs: The clarified items were split into three sections 
depending on employee and inserted into three different Customer Voice Tables. 
These CVT tables extracted the generic customer benefits behind the clarified items 
which mostly contained software functions and service characteristics. The 70 
generic customer benefits discovered in the CVTs were then used in the next section 
of the QFD process where they are taken on and transfonlled into a software 
specification. 
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7.0 QFD PROJECT: USER NEEDS TO A SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION 
7.1 Introduction 
Chapter 6 dealt with the project goals, identification of the users of the software 
system, the gathering of the user needs, and the investigation to discover the benefits 
behind those needs. The last 4 steps of the QFD process will find a natural stmcture 
for those needs, identify any holes within that structure (missing customer benefits), 
prioritise those needs by the users themselves, and then deploy the high value benefits 
into a software requirements specification for a construction collaboration system. 
7.2 Structuring the customer needs 
7.2.1 Introduction 
The KJ-Method was introduced by the Japanese and has become one of the seven new 
management tools of modern Japanese quality management (~laZllr, 200-1 J. This is u 
"right brain" method, as most users are not aware of what cognitive structure they llse 
for their requirements. This method is unique because the grouping categories come 
after the groups are made, not before. This allows for breaking the paradigms that 
existing data place on data. 
The KJ method was used to produce an affinity diagram which shows the natural 
structure of the user's requirements. The users are the people the process wants to 
explore so they placed the items where they "belong". After this headings arc created 
for the groups. There may be several levels of grouping nested within each other. 
Some data may actually become the header. It is important to note that there is no 
right or wrong groupings, only different points of view. 
Table 6.3 was printed, and the requirements cut into individual cards. Those cards 
were then taken to a meeting room where two users spent 45 minutes taking the pile 
of user requirements from the middle of the table and placing them within groups and 
then deciding on the group description. 
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The advantage of using the KJ Method are r ot d in it s simpli ' it . No c,p ' Il ,i\(.~ 
software tool are needed, and the proce take, ar un an h Ul't( '( tnl Il l: . Th ' 
only resource needed is the time of the useL tJ1ems I s. 
The groups identified by the KJ method weI' : drawings: d ltlll Ill s: f'il '!'. all I r( Itln!'.: 
information management; training; system upplicl'supp 1'1 and S sl ' m 'a pah ilili '" 
with user control, sy tern functionality and user int ra Ii n as s sl Jl1 'al al ilil !'. lIh 
folders. The fo llowing group. Table 7. 1 t 7.7, w I' th r sull rIll ' .J M ' til ) I: 
Table 7.1 
I can store drawing, on the server 
I ca-;:;--kno~ e~-a tiYwhafd~'a~ngs are mine 
and what 1 have to do with them. without 
.. ~a_". in~ to sea.!_~~ f<? r the .i.~formation_ 
I ca n see who has approved a drawing and 
k~l0V'. . .I!ll_ ~.!Jo_ ~~ t h..a_~ _ . .e.~c i.fi c s i I u a ti 0 n 
I can ave different versions of the same 
d!.aw~g.2.~~Jl~t:!E:J.e-'!1_ 
I can up-load my cu tomised 
dr~wi~g (!!l_~!:1. __ ~!~~ .. __ h~~..t.~g~!.o the '1' t m 
I can see instantl y what new drawings have 
b~en_~.~~~I ~I?.!s>ade._~ __ 
T can mark each dra wing with information 
about it 
l ean mak~ s~;'e o~e'''person on sit knows 
everyday what drawing have been 
distributed to who 
I ca n eas ily use the sys tem for all typ s of 
construction document 
"' .......... _··.·H· •••• M.· .. M ..· ........ _M ••• ·._. 
f e'an know all the informal ion surrounding 
why a document ha been sent to me 
rca~ ~1fo;:-n:' peo pl~ a-docu'ment~ requiring 
their attention ha arrived 
._.,.,.,... .M...... • __ ._ .... _._ ........ , H.M .. 
I can find out all information on the hi. tor 
~f any d()cument ~fl.t~e or.! p lace .. 
I can audit every docllment to see how it 
has been modified 
.... -
r ca n open/regenerate my chosen document 
9.0c kl)' . _ __. __..._ ..... 
J can upload/create my own document 
template 
I c an change document. eas il and . imply 
on screen 
I can be sure all document are named 
co.rrectl y .... 
J can upload documents to the system 
I !l itwin', 
an upload multi l k h ;H\in~., uilln 'l' 
l ' 'an a " s~ til ' dl UI ill '\ I IK'l' I 'a,il lIlld 
qui 'kl 
11 an I ' to ld ho mut h liml' I hav' Il'fl In \\ l lik 
on u drnwi n ' 
an kn IW hn did Ilw ·hlln' · ... 10 II dltlWl1l ' 
an 'han " the S l alU~ 0 111 tim" in' Ihul Ila ... 
b 'en publish 'd 
I an alter Inll in ,~ lind h ' ti l I . 10 II III (11 11 
Ii nts s mbob in l UI ch llwin" 
'un 
S)'SI m 
J an ie w and Sltl! '/rclril'Vl: do ·lIlt1l·nt ... on tit ' 
sy. tem 
11 can add informal ion 111 'xisl in ' alld ... :1\\:(\ j d 'umenls on I h ~ .... lem 
J 'an be inform'd )1' an) 'h llil 'l'~ to pi ('Il't I ... on a 
proj ' t 1 :.IITI in o lved wi th 
1 I can uploa I arioll~ do ' lllll 'nl,:In Illot h:tH' In 
Iyp the . ame 111 la-data in t' \: 1\ lilli ' 
I an 1' 1 'o llea 'uc~ kn 1W 1 ha\'~ lIplpad'd a 
clo 'um nt for Ih 'i r vicI-l'in • 
j I an mak sur wilen I ,a \ (' it (\Ol'llll1l'll l it I ... 
I sa ed as. a new en, ion tIntl Ilplotllkd automat Ica ll 
j I an LI S Ihe s ~ I c m for all til llll ~ 01 ... i l . do umentati l n 
I ca n s e Ihe histnr of' cr In 'Ull1l'll t on lill' 
sysl m 
I can 'ee where a do 'um'llt hil'" hl'l:1l 11 l"lllll'" 
and wi th who . 
1 ] 5 
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I can let a co lleague know when a 
document has been oaded for them 
it 
on 
.~ ....... _ •. ~._"_~M_"_"'·"··"··M_·M"'·'·'· ."... . .............. __ .... , ... ,-, .. ,.. " .. " 
I can create sub fo lders/folder. w ithout n din ' 
~l.:.s.!.em ~~P2!i ~t.·_~!it.lc~iQ~_. ____ _ 
1 can make sure every time I download 11 file that il 
is the most u to-date version 
I c~m eas ily f ind documents'- i~ th fil ing system 
] 
c 
I can rely on the support services to 
fi~ . ~~>.'._ p.~.~ b.! .~~~.9.~i ~_k I . 
1 ca n be assured that any problem, 
w ill be sorted out as soon a 'b le 
I can use search wi thout hav ing to go 10 th ' 
. s~<I.~c._b _p~g~_. __ .......... __ ._._. 
I can purchase items and place requi ition 
orders u ~~g the .. _ l.:ste.~. . 
1 can have IOtal onsile contro l o f 
administration of documents/distr ibution 
lists 
1 can use the system to examine any fil e Iype 
8 .-.. -.. --........... - ... -.. ----.-.-- ..... -
I can alter users details/existence on the 
I .. _ .... , ............. _ .._ ........ i... n ... s ...t. ~.~ .~l Y.......................................... . 
T can read articles regarding my proj ct 
partners activ ities/company profi le 
1 can use all my normal program w ith the 
.. sX .. te~ . ___ .. ___ _,, __ .. _". __ 
1 can make sure no two peop le are ed iting 
the same document at the sa me time 
i can ha·~e- asoft·~a~e· ~·ys tem tha t i reliab le 
_a.I~.~ ~?~s n ' t .. ~..':~_~ h re g.t:I I ~r I t . 
I can be sure I w ill never run out of siorage 
space 
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n 'W fil'~ Ihat lIIl' 
0 1 Ih ' I dc, lin 11\l' 
S SI m 
'an S fi r 'h Ih ' !.. 1-1C1l1 1'01 lin Iii ' 
'an l in ' lip mult ip l ' fill- , I I pulll , 1l 
aulomal i 'nil 
I ' ;]11 nllel' fo l I 'r Coni 'll1~ li nd 
'onfi ' uration, ul lI: 1' upload 
I 'un view d i fh~1l 1 f d ', In ~\' lh ' I ill 111 \ ' 
I Ii il' , 
I 'an 'rani p 'rmilll 'Ill a 'C '" 1<1 Ill ' ,,'I '11\ 
pr )j' 'I pllrtl1er:-. in ~ lilll l l) I III 111 II ' Il l' POI IIII 
I an lise Ih ' nltlrk -uJ ~ " ll' 1l1 dil l'll l 
from Ihe vil.!\ er 
I an s 'C if a 'oJka 'U' h:1 ' 1101 IOllkl'd al 1I 
a 'l ion 'd u nOl if'i 'aliol1li1al \\,1' 'l'111 
t 
I 'an S" whll l hil I- hupp 'Ill' I :1' till' I l" lIlt 
(r s ncling H 110l ificu lillll 10 :I l'tl II l'" 'Ul' 
I can LIS' a ~ Sl 111 thai i , cO I\1j1:1lihl ' \\illl 
clifT 1" 1111 p':-.ofilHill'II . / 'Oll1pal1) Illltill 
] ca n LIS' iI mark LIp ~ ' tl' m Ihul ha\ allll1l' 
1 s mbo ls/icom, Ihal ti l ' lI \ l'd 111 tl1l' p:1J l'l 
pro ' CSS 
I an 'OJ 
I P il in 
I ' an s arch usin ' /I \\ ii' lIml il11111111l'd 
any inlern ' I cO lln 'c l il1l1 
I ' il l1 ac 'e s~ Ihc s ~ I CIll Oil a limiled II " I 
lip 
1 'an be sur ' il il ihe oltlel tile dalaha, ':-' 
' an he reu I on Ihe ~ ,I ' \11 
1 ' an know n1(ll'e Uhllll i ll 1111 l i l l 'al i(l i\ 
wi thou t huvin.; 1(1 (111 ' 11 Ihe d ll' lI111l' I11 II 
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I can store a much as I like on the , y tem 
th 
I can find out what the content of a fil e ar 
without havi to download and it fir t 
I can make sure no-one can access my 
account if I leave the work station 
I can use a search engin that is effe tive and 
find what I want _ 
I can use a tab feature instead of op ning 
mul ti Ie browsers 
I can contact-anyo fthep;.oJecr---t1;rF 
immediat~ly _______ . ____ _ 
I can use the sy tem as normal in times f 
. ~.g~ .I ()~ld _. _________ .... _____ _ 
I can acce a simple, limited functi n 
version of the so ftware 
TCa~-know" exactly where I a-;:;:;Tnthe y t m 
at all time, 
~--... --- --_ .. _- -- ---- -
I can make ure I don't get over load d wi th 
actions I haven't I led 
I want to be able to acce s all the 
information I need from one area 
l "canbe informed w'hen -~or-k"onrhe 
project is running_late __ 
I can acces all organisation do uments, 
forms, information online 
r fers I 
I can ha a ' ntrol p linl \\-h ' Il' all 111) 
information is stored 
I 'un mak sur Ih s ~ t 'm i, l'(\ l1lpallhl ' 
wi lh all Ih 'olh r )oi l ' ~ 11'1\ ar' :-.. )o lt~ m, 
I 'an he slIre all old'r til' daillha,c, n ll1 
b r ' :ld lIsin) Ihe ... )01 'm 
I 'un li S th ' S ). 1 'Ill on u 111\\ ,p"<1 
conn 'I ion 
I l::ln a ' "S)' Ihe Il l 's :-.101 ' I 011 Ihl' '\ ' ll' 111 
i f Ih 
'an 'llstomi). ' th ' ), 'arch 1'I ill'1 ia 
a ailall 
I an s'e m ),1' [1)' Ihl HI 'h Iht' ')I'll'lllllI 
m 'UIT 'n11 oi 1l1 wherl' I 'till ted 
I cun LIS Ih' maill lunction, a, 'I'd. '" 
r lss ib l 
I 1 'un rna).. , 111 's ,I 'Ill 'U' 1\1 1I'l' 111 1 
clislanl 'I ill llll'f's 
I ca';, ' upload any'info~matfon'''r see'a- -
rele~a,:!!...!:() .. ..!he""'pr j~~t ont !.!:'e sy"s t~l!l.._ 
I can be informed if any in formati n for 
me ha arrived 
I can hav a 'cnirallocalillll II h '1' 1 ';111" 'C' 'a ll 
m inI' rmati 11 from 
- - -_._- ---
I can noti fy colleagues in a simple 
manner that information for them has 
arrived 
I ca~~- se .. n·cTde~-j·gn ·i~-for;,-atio~. q~estion-
to ~~..!!!.E!!:peoe.!e_____ _ .. __ _ 
I can change the upload process to • uit 
'!1y_p~!l_c~ .. f!.1£an~~~_p!oced~!~_s _. __ _ 
T can access information to help me use 
t!~e ~y ~f!.1..~S! ____ .. __ ._. 
I can examine information howing me 
be t of the stem 
I 'an end illf(lrmati( nln illl ' 0 Ill' \\(lI')..il1 ' lllllh' 
proje t 
1 an illPlll informali()n (', " HFb) 1I11 " II ' (1 111 \1 I Ill' 
sy, lem 
$ . nil the informaliol1 I Ill' -clIIUIll (l ilt' 
1 an learn h w 10 handl ' in ro 111111 I iun h'lI l'l 
I I can a 'cess ani ' Ies III Ihe ari(\ll~ lIh'l Pluj' 'I, 
I bing ompl led b Ih ' olher or 'alli~a li (l ll ' pI "l' lll 
I 
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Table 7.7 raining 
I can be trained in the scenarios that I w ill be 
u ing the system, and not just generic training 
modules ,._- -
I can gei"baS"ic 1'1' tra ining apart of the main 
system training course 
I Can be trained onsite where I will be working 
J can-have uiiiored training to.UTt mYJob 
resE().']~!_~i~.ities ...... _____ . ___ .. _. 
] can make sure all my co lleague can u e th 
. y~!~m_ .. ___ ..... ___ . __ . __ ._ ._. __ ._ 
J can rely on , meone onsite who kn ws how to 
._. ,:,~~_ ~b~ sLt~m ._ _ .. ______ . _._ .. ____ . __ 
I can be a. sured the mo. t appropriate people n 
site are trained 
J c~n rely o~o-ne -per onon eachsite that i 
trained to a hi in the em 
7.3 Di covering the un- tated need 
r 
I 'an b ' truined in the b " t \ U ' to lJ)all,l fl' 
inl' rmation manu' 'm 'nt 1111 I inlm m 111(11) 
now 
I 'un ha u us 'r gu idl' that i, II i 'IHII\ IIld 
us to a ' 'cSs 
I 'an us basi' IT I ' lor ' I urn tl 11I11'd 101 
, th main sst 'tn 
1 'un mnk ' sure 1111 SllIfiu,il1 • Ill ' ') ' 1 ' 111 
hay b' 'n ol'ri iull IlIlin '(\ 
] 'an ha l' lh r'opl ' \ 110 1'llIal!) '''I' IIll' 
i' stem train 'd in il 1 'u n sp ilk 10 SO IlIl'OIll' who \" Ilaim'" III Ihes SI min!>tuntl 
T 1 'lin hn e th ' m()s; C\P 'I il.'l1 'l'd 1ll'1 'O il ' 
deal wi l h the 11.'111 
The tructure uncovered by the KJ meth d is us d t fin I mis:-.ing. inlplil'ti :t lld IIh ' (' 
po sible needs. A complete set of n 
to see the structure. 
Once the user benefits had been organi ed into gr ups, th \ c(" print'd alld :1If'illl 'l' I 
in their groups in tab le. They were then rotal d fr mate p-b tt III alli llil I din '(':1111 
layout) to left- right orientation into a hi rar hy dia r m so til ~J'O liP 
descriptions/headings were facing the I ft with th o !'OIlPS that . nt aill 'd th l' u" ' (' 
benefits on the right. Thi layout provid am r an. I ti ' P !'s i t i 0 11 til ' daln , 
and allows 'holes' in the information t b 
At this point a three , tep proce s was us d to e amin < nd manilulat the infolll1flt inn 
in the hierarchy diagram. 
• StaI1ing at the left mo t "column", onfirm that th I r d ' tnil or 
granularity of the item descriptions agr e. If : 111 it 1l1S aI" I .~~ d tail 'd, 
they should be moved to the left ; if mor d tail d. m ' d t ) Ih ' rinht. 
• Next, for that level det rmine if there ar ny miss ing 111 mh ' !'s )1' Ill , !'>L' t. 
11 8 
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• The e two steps are then repeated for each of th olumn. t th rioht. 
The results of thi can be een in Table 7.8 to 7.12. Th gray bo s mark tit shifl ' el 
levels ladded level added group . The first column on th I ft hand sid is til 
Primary colwTIn, the second from the left i the 
right is the tertiary column. 
ondary and th final '( IUI11 J1 n tit ' 
Table 7.8 Project Do 
J can store drawings on the server 1 an us 
drawing, 
I can k~ow exactly whatdr-a;i;;g- are mi~and- r I an upload mullipl' drnwin" al Oil " 
what I have to do with them. without having to I 
earch for the information 
----- --- 1 
J can ee who ha approved a drawing and know 1 can fl" ss th ' dra in' ~ I ne' I ':\ \ il )-
all about that specific situation and qui ' kly 
--- - --.... --'-'--' - .. ----~j I can ave different ver ion of the same 
t: 
I ca n b loll h)\; I1lU 'h lim' I h IV' 
left 10 work on a dra in' '3 drawing onto the system 
~ .- ------ -- --.--- ----CS 1 can up-load my customised drawing /mea ure I an know wh ) di I tlw ' hnnr'~ lOll 
drawing sheet. onto the sy tem 
I can ee in tantly what new drawing ha eben I can 'han' > Ih ' slalu, or u Ii'll Will ' 
recenlly uploaded t Lhal has be 'n publi sh 'el 
!cao mark each-d;:a;i;:;g~ith--i""O"form'ai'io;; about - - I an ~ It r dra in's .un I b\.' IIhll'. l(I add 
It our 'II nlS S ml Is 111 our 11m 111' \ 
Tca~make s~~ one persononiteknow ev ryda whal drawings hu c h 'en c1i ~ lrihul 'd 
~ 
5 
E 
::s 
'..) 
o 
o 
to who 
I can easily u e the y tem for all type of 
construction document 
- I can know aiTthe- information s~lfrounding why 
a document ha been ent to me 
-I can info-;:-m people a document requiring their 
attention ha arrived 
'-1 can fi ndOut-;il i n-for~ation-o~-the hlSioryo·r 
any document in the one pia e 
I can audit every document to see how it ha. 
been modified 
- ._. .~~ ••• _ •• _ ._ ••••• ___ • - H. ____ ••• _____ .... __ .... _. __ •• __ •• __ ... • .. ·_··· .. • 
I can open/regenerate my cho en docum nt 
quickly 
I' I an 'dil e i ~ lin' do ' lIl11enl, slnt 'd nih syst '111 I 'an view an I Sior '/1' ' Iri' , cI Ul11enlS on I h' ~ I ~I '111 
I
I can acid informal inn )n e . i~1 in' lIlld 
saved cI lllll nls l n the ~ I ~ I '111 
I an b infmme I of nn 'han' '\ III 
proj 'Is on a proj' 'I I am in llwd 
wit h 
I an upload var ious d ) ' LlIll ' IH~ :Ill I 
n t have to type Ih' ~tll11' 111'la dala in 
v ry time 
I an leI ' )11 a 'Ul'S kno 'IHIV ' 
uploa I d a do urn 'nl I'll" Iheir vi ' \ ill ' 
I can upload/create my own document templal s ] can mak sur wh 'n I sa e a 
do umenl il is saved a ~ a Ill'\ ver~i(ln 
and upload d aUlomali 'all 
r can change document~ easi ly and imply on I an use Ihe S slem for alll\ lIlll\ or 
screen site do um ntal ion 
lcan-be su-~e all do u-ments are named-correctl y l I can se Ihe hislOf of e\l ' I" 
_ .... _. ____ .. ___ ._. I clncum ili on Ihe S sl 'm 
I can upload document to the system I 'an se wher a clo 'um 'nl ha~ hel'n 
pr viollsl and wi l h who 
- - ._- --
I can let a co lleague know when a docum nt has been upload d for Ih 111 . 
'0 Q.) I can sort all the documents in the folder in 
t:~ ~ 2 multiple ways 
L-_-'-----'=::..1 
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I can see who has had access to a file I can finu oUl lhe hi ~ t (ll) (If 11ll' Ilk~ (III 
Ihe syslem 
I can use a fili~g system that is compatible wi th 
the construction industry 
- - -
I can upload folder and have them keep their 
own subfolder structure 
-1 can open any fi le instantly from the page il 
appears on 
I can create sub folder -/folders without need ing 
system supplier notifica tion 
I can make , ure every time I do~nload a file 
that it is the most up-to-date version 
1 ca n easil y find document. in the filing syst m 
J can search thc sy ... tcm Itll :111\ fill' 
T can line lip muitlrlc flk, 10 plIhll'.h 
automal ica ll 
J ca n all ' r folder l:tlI1IL·nts and 
configuraliom, af l ' I upload 
I can v iew din ' I' ' 111 fi l e~ IIIFl'Ii11.'1 III 
one screen 
I ca n onl y L' Iii Ihe lall'st \l' I \1t11l (II" 
file , Ihe rcsi me Icad on ly 
I ca n clear ly SCI.' an) infolllilltl(lil 
regardin' Ihe ll10dift '11 11011 01 il 11ll' L-~ __ -L ________________________________________ 
v: 
.2:! 
o 
1:: 
t: 
o 
U 
.... 
Q) 
C/l 
~ 
~ 
.S 
tI 
t: 
2 
Table 7.9 ystem apabi lilies 
1 can use search wi thout having to go to the 
search page 
I can purchase ilems and place requisition 
orders using the ystem 
I can have 10lal onsite contro l of 
admin i tration of documents/distribulion 
lists 
I can use the sys tem to examine any file type 
I can alter user. details/existence on the 
system instantl y 
I can read articles regarding my project 
partners activities/company profi le 
I ca n granl permanent a 'l'l'S' t(l til ' ... , "'ll'lll 
projc' t partncr~ ill ~ I;tl1ll v from a ' Il l' jl(lll :1I 
1 can lise th ' mar" lip S :- tt' 1l1 dlll'l"ll) 
from I he viewer 
I an scc if a 'o lleaguL' ha \ nol 1 0(l~l'd .11 (II 
aClione(\ a nOl ificali(1I1lhal \\a" "l'n l 
I ca n sec whal ha~ haplK'I1'd " ... thL' Il· ... \l11 
of s n(/ ing a not i Ii 'at ion In a col kUr llL' 
I can use a s 'stel1l thai i\ l 'ol11patihk "lilt 
different type:- o f indm.lt /nll l1pat1 \ ;1\11 111 
- 1 
I ca n usc a mark up -,):-ICt1l 111 :1 1 II" ... ;11 1 III~' 
symbols/ic l n ~ Ihal arc used in tlt t' p.lpL'1 
pro 'es~ 
I can track all forms of communica tion 
I can alter u ers detai ls/existence on the 
system instantly 
I can usc al l my normal prog.rams with the 
system 
I can make sure no two people are editing 
the same document at the same lime 
I can have a software sys tem that is reliab le 
and doe~n't cra, h regu larly 
I can be sure I will never run out of storage 
space 
I can , lore as much a ' I I ike on the system 
1 can use different hardware to make 
marking up easier 
1 can be sure all employee, ca n log onto Ihe 
syslem 
I can find out what the conlents of a fi le are 
without ha\ ing to download and open it fir t 
I can make ~ure no-one ca n access my 
account if I leave the work sta tion 
120 
I ca n CllPY mcla dala " "Il'ad 01 II.!, 111 ~' til 
Iype it in every time 
1 ca n search lI ~i n~ a \\ ide IIlld 1I11(1II11Cd 
crit eria 
I can acce~~ Ihe syslem c\ 1 ' 111 :1 11\ 110111 
any inlernel conneclion 
I can acces~ Ihe ~ ,,, tcm Oil a 11I1,ill'd II 'l·t 
up 
I can be ~ l\r' allihe ollIL-1 lik' dalaha\l" 
can be read on Ih ' s \lel11 
I can know mOl C ahout a nol i Ikal 1(111 
I wi thoul having tn (lpen thl' d(\l"\lll1l'nl II 
refers to 
I can have a central pn il1l ,",eIL' all 1lI\ 
informalion is slored 
1 can make sure Ih' syslem i:- lOl1lpatthk 
wilh all th other .. itl' sol twa te .,y,,!L'IlI'" 
I ca n be sure all older filL- dalahn'l" l '; lll 
be read using I he:- stem 
I can L1 SC th ' syslem nn a 10\\ 'Pl'l'd 
connection 
1 can access Ihc li lc" stored Oil til l' " ... tL·111 
if Ihe syslem goes down 
~Ce..!.h!.!!a~p~lc:.!..r...!.7 _________________ QFD project: U!>er ne'd ~ to a ~() ftwar " Iw ' lfll';lllllll 
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I can u 'e a search engine that is effective and 
find what I want 
I can use a tabs feature instead of opening 
multiple brow ers 
1 can contact any of the project staff 
immediately 
I can use the system as normal in times f 
high load 
I can acce s a simple, limited functions 
version of the software 
I can know exactly where 1 am in the system 
at all times 
] can co mpl tl! all major fun ,t lOll , Vl'1\ 
simply 
I can Lise an efTectlv' , 'HI 'h l'Il" II1l' 
, can c ustomi~e the semc h l' l 111.' 1 III 
availahle 
1 'an s e my steps I hrough till' ... ) ' tl'lll III 
m current point \; h 'Il' I "wIled 
I 'an us' Ih ' main funclion";1\ e:t'lh (I, 
po, sihle 
I can make sure I don't get over loaded with 
actions I haven't completed 
I can make til ' ~ystem '''') III U'l' fOI 
, distanl project parlnels 
c:: 
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C<i 
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.9-
c:: 
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information I need from one area 
r can be informed when work on 
the project i& running lat 
I can access all organisation 
documenls, forms, information 
online 
I can upload any informal ion I ~ee 
a, relevant to the project onto th 
system 
I can be informed if any 
information for me ha. arrived 
I can notify co lleagues in a si mple 
manner that informa tion for them 
has arrived 
I can , end design information • 
que tions to multiple people 
I can change the upload proce s to 
suit my own companies pro edures 
r can acce. s informalion to help 
me use the sy. tem~ best 
I an examine information 
showing me best practice of the 
stem 
Table 7. 11 Training 
I can be trained in the scenario thai I will be 
using the system, and not just generic training 
mod ules 
I can get basic IT u'ain ing apart of the main 
system training course 
I can be trained onsite where I wi ll be working 
I can have tailored training to suit m job 
respon~ibilities 
:§ ~ I can make sure all my colleagues cunll . e the 
g c:: system 
cess all thl' 1I l l ll1l11a tlol~l'l'd 
to do my job 110m the ... , Il'm 
I can noti!, ' co lleague ... l'a,il\ Ih,ll 
infolmation fOI Ilwln Ita , .tfll\l'd 
1 can aece'll all tlK' illfollll:1I101l1IWl'" 
fro m a cenlrallo ';lIion 
1 ca n ha ve a ce llilal Illta ll \l ll \\ IWlt, 1 
ca n a 'cess all Ill y infollllali(lil 111111\ 
I ca n s nel infoll1lati(ll1lo II II \11 Ill' 
work i ng on the proJl'l'1 
I ca n input infol matmll (l' g 1{1" ) 
directly onto the 'y' tl'lll 
I ca n acccs' all th ' il1fOllllal lll1l IIWl'd 
from (l lle pia ' , 
I ca n Icarn h lW to handle 1I11lllll1atilill 
beller 
J can ac 'CS!'o al l it'le, on I he \ "I lOll' 
other proje '''' being cOlllpil'll'd b\ tltl' 
othel or ani\; lIlnll~ll"l'llt 
T an be trained by the pellplt: \\hll 
deve loped Ihe <, stern 
I ca n be trained in Ihe he,1 \\': 1) III 
mana 'C information m;IIH1 /:,l'rnl' l1l and 
information now 
I cun havc a u'-oe l /:, lIldc Ihal I ' It Il'l1d" 
and all to aeccs<, 
I 'un use basic IT h ' fOil' 1 am I Ii II l1l'd 1111 
thc main system 
1 ca n make ,ure all ... taff u,illp till' "'ll'1l1 
ha e been offi cia ll ) lIalned 
L-._~-~ 
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I can rely on someone on ite who know how I can hay the p opl ' who a ' tuall u~c 
-.:~~ the ySlem __ .j...the , y. l m train d in it 
I can be a ured the most appropriate people I I can speak to s m one wh , i ~ traine I in 
on site are trained the syslem instantl 
I a n rely o none per, on on each site that is I an hay th m )SI • peri 11l"d P 'r~(ln, 
trained to a high degree in the system d al with th s st m 
Table 7. 12 System supplier support 
c I can rely on th upport 
t: ] ·3 any problems ou ickly 8. .0 2 - -
0.. e £ I can b __ 
5; t:l.. ~ be ork : 
..... 
. S:! 
'" -0
o 
-5 
~ 
6 
I can el 
.. 
lcan -:;. 
rep to t"-= _:_ 
-
viII 
eet 
umin the S li t m 
I can have; £ '_ -
organi ation 
an hay an r impl'm I1t It i n I 'am \ itltin 
my organi ation 
The fir t point that became clear in the analy i of th hi rar h lin! ralll 'V a:-. Ihe 
relationship between 'File and Folders', ' Documents' and' raw in )S'. " h 'S w '1" 
all shifted into the econdary column and oIl cted und r 'Pr.i I d) 'um illS'. Th ' 
next group ' title. Inf0l111ation management, wa th sa m granularil 'IS ' I rnj ' ' I 
document ' th refore needed no change . Howev r 1h b n fits in th s ' nd . IlIl11l1 
were too detailed and had to be moved into the third lumn. 
to plit into relevant group heading that would lot inl lumn I Til 1\· ( 
secondary group heading are 'Project ba ed informati n ' and 'E t 1'11'111 ' 1mpilll 
inf0l111ation ' . The next heading in the primary olumn, 'Trainin " is f Ih ' sa m ' 
level as the pre iou heading within the primary olumn and was a pluhl , 'I he 
econdary item for training were too detailed and where m 
column. The tertiary group wa then plit into group, and the or up I s Ti l Ii 1\ :-. 
slotted into the, econdary column. The new group heading. WI': 'M lraini n " (In I 
'M y colleague' training' . A large area ofdi c Llss ion in th is il s L' nlr 'd 
round the training of coll eagues working on site, es ntially, if . 0 111 f th proj ' I 
team was not confid nt in their co lleague from other organi ati ns us ing and h II ) 
trained in dle y tern to the arne tandard a th m. e lve , th r 
confidence in lL ing the ystem for es ential ta ks. Ther f r th 
eek to confront that problem from dle user persp ctive. 
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The last group to be organised into the hierarchy diagram was 'collaboration system 
supplier support'. The primary heading in this group was consistent with the level of 
detail shown by the other primary column group headings. The secondary items were 
too detailed so were therefore shifted to the right into the tertiary column and given a 
group heading. At this point a missing requirements section was identified. Another 
group on the secondary column titled 'Contact methods' was created and a number of 
contact methods/solutions were introduced to the tertiary column under this group. 
The result of this step in the QFD process is a set of organised, structured customer 
needs that can be prioritised and then deployed into a software specification. 
7.4 Prioritising the customer needs 
The user needs on the hierarchy diagram must be prioritised by the users. Analytic 
Hierarchy Process CAHP) is a procedure which provides accurate ratio scale priorities 
based on natural language comparisons and which is used widely in QFD 
methodologies. 
Using AHP on the hierarchy diagram seemed the ideal method of prioritising the 
customer needs but one of it's drawbacks that became clear is how complex it can 
become when applying AHP to more than 10 items at once. The original plan was to 
apply AHP to the primary and secondary column group names and then apply it 
within the tertiary groups enabling the prioritisation of the groups and well as the 
needs within the tertiary groups, but the limitations of applying AHP meant it would 
only he practical to use it on the primary and secondary columns of the hierarchy 
table. The AHP for these sections was done using Expert Choice software and 
undertaken with one user. In Tables 7.13 to 7.17 the first 2 columns 
(primary/secondary) the higher the number the more important the item. This AHP 
process was undertaken not as the main prioritisation process hut to add greater depth 
to the tertiary level prioritisation that is described below. 
For the tertiary or highest level of detail of the customer requirements, a questionnaire 
was constructed to keep with the planned methodology and enable the users to 
prioritise the customer needs, but in a more conventional manner compared with 
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AHP, Contractor B was contacted and agreed t III ' if lI ' r ... 
complete the questionnaire in a group exer i e, h xamin d ' jI 'h ( ' ,11 ;1 1 ' 1 11 1) 
individually and picked out the most imp0l1ant half f a h an I th 11 prit ,il l '" I th ' Ill 
from I -x depending on the s ize of the gr up, 
The result at thi s point is a complex set fuser r quiT 111 nls th , 1 hll h ' tl ... li t d 
into natural group by the user, then examined ~ r th miss ing 1I " r 11 ' , I .... alld III 'II 
given an imp01tance rating by th user th ms I s, Th r suit r thi ... 'an hI.' "'l' ' II III 
Tables 7.13 to 7,17 
Table 7 . 13 Project docum 
I can sto re drawings on the server 
....• _.~._, • • _no'_ 
' i ca'~ k~o~" e~a~tiy~h'a t drawing are mine und 
what I have to do with them, without hav ing 10 
search for the information 
... __ ...... _ .. _ ....... _ .. _-_. __ .- -_. 
J can see who has approved a drawing and know 
all about that specific situation 
o -T~~11 save'dijj~;~~u'''~;;:~i-;~-;;iihe sa/l1e dmwill /: 
onlo the syslem 4 VJ OJ) c:: .............. , ... _--" ............ _-, ........ " .... _.- ..... , ...... -_ ......... . ·~ ·Tc~·~ l;p~Ioad my customised drawing 1m asur 
~ sheets onto the sy. tem 
. --i~~;'l ' S ~~ 'j;;;-.~ i-;;;·;-ti); '~;i;a;-~;-~~;--d ,:~;';;',i~ g s ilo ve he II 
recently IIploaded 3 
I c'~~ mark each-d~a~;~g with i~'formation ab llit 
it 8 
I can make sure one person on . ite knows v r da 
to who 
I call easily use the sySlem fo r all types of 
COl1stmctioll documellls .3 
Ic~·~'k~o~'aii'th~i~fo~matiol~ .. s~lrro lindin ' why 
a document has been sent to me 
-T~-;;;~ ·i;;.k;r~;;f~opi~' a dOClimenl reqllirillg Ilteir 
aflellfiol1 has arrived 9 
"J ca~' fi;~d-o'~t-aili~;formatj'o;;on the history of 
any document in the one place 
'j ~~,;''a ;;;.iii'~;;;;}-:Joc~,;ne~11 fo--;;e I~ow i l has 
been. modified 4 
-Yca;'1 u;;I'n;d/c~-:~-;Ie~;;)'-~;;1 doc l/I;~nI temp/ales 
6 
'1 can c'hange documems e,;s ily and s imply on 
screen 
-1 can be s u~e a'il doc~ments a ~e named corr cLl y 
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/ ('fill 1/1(' Ih l' .1 \ '.1/, '11/ /(/ I ('.'I ' II, I 
d r(ll I'i II ~ ,I 
/ (, fill 1I/'/O(/(llIlItf ll/II" dUll I II/~I ,,/ 
mil'{' / 
/ C//ll (lcr'C,11 IIII' /UIII '''' , '' / 111'1./ 
ellsi/" {/1Ir1 1/li it'/,I\ () 
I 'an I I.' lold ho\\ 1I1l1t' h 1I IIIl' I 11,1\ ' 
I ft 10 work on :t h a\\ III ' 
I '(/1/ k ll O ll ' Il 'ho rli Ilh(' I hllllg/,l In ,I 
dl'(/\\ 'ill /i 7 
I ( '(/II '!tIlIlM! ' Ih l' .lillI/ I 0/11 ./, III/IIL' 
Iltm 1/(/,1 h C/'11 1'11"" ,It/'r! 
I 'an li lt ' I th a \\II1' ~ ,l lId h ' ,ll1k 1(1,1(\11 
our ·li ' ll l .... S ' l1lhuh III Hit dl,I\lIII1" 
what c1rnwin ., 11:1\ . I t'l' lI II"" l\lll ll' I 
1 ca n ' Iii ' i .... lin' ttl ' \\11\ 'Ill .. ' 11l1nl 
on Ihe ~ ~ I l:rn 
t 'an vic w lind .... l tl l 'It' ll It'\l' 
do 'lI l11ent .. nn 111 ' .... ) ' t l: l1 ) 
I III (/d / i ll /(I I/ /l 11/(111 /11/ (' II lilli,': d//l/ 
s 1\ '/,£1 do '11111 ('11 1,\ III tilt ' 1\11( ' /1/ 
t / Oil he illjO/lIl t''' 1/11111 , "illig, I / 0 
I proj"cls Oil (/ I ,mj, ,( / I 1111 111\ (lil, '" 
willt 
I I 'an upload \'I ll iul\'. <h I ' \111) ·1\1 .... ,I Ill! 
I n 1I hu e to t. P' th ' .... 1\ 1l1 ' 1I1l'1.1 d,lL I III 
C cr lime 
I 'an I ' l 'o liL' a ·lI · .... 1...11 (1\\ I h .IIl' 
upload ' d Il 10 'um ' 111 101 11 1l' 1I \ Il'1I1I1!, 
I an ma ~ , ~ ur ' wil l' Il I .... it \ ' II 
dO ' liment it i ~ sawd I ) 1ll' 1I \ " 1'11111 
I an I up l{lucil:d lIu lo m at i 'al h 
/ C{l1I 11.1'1' 11/1'1' \ '.11/'1/1 /0 1 1111/(1/1111 0/ 
I .I'il (' d ()(, lIlI lI'lIl l1lioll /() 
I C(/II .\t'C /h l' h i ,l/on (~/ / ' 1 ,'1 \ 
10 (' 11 11 1£'111 (I II / 111' \ \ '1/ / '1/1 2 
hanler 7 proj ' I : ... '1' n (' j., lOll ,nll\\ \1· ... 1 t' 111 '.1111111 
ci 
Vl 
:E 
, call upload docwn.ellls 10 Ihe syslem ' I ·un)o.l' wlll' l c II till ' UIII '111 h I I "'11 
pre iou,1 I IIml \\ illl \dlll 
---;-U;;7"id, a W!L~~g/~e kllow when a do '/lII'lellI has bel'li IIplom!t't! Jm 1111'111 
] can sort all the documents in the folder in I C(/II h(' ililomlt'd of 11/\ 1/,'1\ /11,'1 I}, " 
multiple ways are IIIIII(I(/I'd .J 
I ( ' (11/ jill I (1111 111/' 11111011 IIf I}" , /11"1 
Oil IIU' S \ '.I/( ' /11 8 
-I;an '''~ ,se a fi ling syslem Ihal is coll1pCll ible wilh 
~ Ihe conslm clion induslry 6 
~ -i'ca~up l oad folders ancl-have th m keep th ir 
I (' III S/' ,/,('h IIII' 1\ 11/'111 I," ,///\ II, 
J 
~ own subfolder structure 
"0 
1 ('(/11 lill(' /l1/1I1II111111t- {tI"1 Itl 111,"'/11/ 
(1/1 1()lI/fII i( 111\' 
;:§ 1~'a~1-'op~n~';,)~file i;,strlllllyfrollllh poge il I '11 11 all 'I fnl cil'l 'Ol1 ll'n" all I 
conf'i 'Illation ... Ufll'l Uphhld -g appears on 5 
~ -I can crea le subfolde;-/fo lders wi lhoul n cd in ' 
~ 
system suppl ier notification 
I '1111 i 'IV dilll'Il'1l1 I II· ... IUfl' lh 'I III 
on·)o. ' 1" ' II 
N 
ci 
o 
b 
t:: 
o 
U 
.... 
~ 
Vl 
;:> 
1 c-an make -'~~I:e-e~ery ti~e r download a fi le Ihal 
il is lhe mo I up-to-dale vel' ion 
, can easil)'filld doc/llI1enls ill Ill ' filing syslem 
1 
I 'an 011 1 • fil I h ' 11I1 • ... 1 \ l'l " " 11 III ,I 
lilt:. tlw I ', I ;11 • Il·.1 111111\ 
I ('(II/ 'INI/I\ 1( ' / ' 111/\ IlIflll/I/"I/,II/ 
re~(// dill' IIII' 1110 It)/( 111011 (I /I III, 
7 
Table7. 14 YS lem capabilili )o.rliclIili)"1 
I can use search wi thout hav ing 10 go 10 Ih 
earch page 
.. w ___ •• __ .-
I can purcha e item and place I' quisil ion rder)' 
using the system 
, call have 10lal ollSile COlllrol of adlllilLislrmi JII 
of dOCUl1IellfSldis(riblllioll fists 5 
---' - _._. - .-
, call use the syslem 10 eXall1ille WI 'jil l' I 'PI' 
8 
'-Ic'~n "~i'j"~: ~~s-e~s-CiCt~TI. /existence on Ihe system 
instantl y 
~-.--~---
I can read arlicles regarding III)' I roj C( 
parlners aClivilies/compallY profile 6 
-"j -ca-n rrack all form of co mmuni ati n 
I ( ' (111 groll( {It'llIlfllll III It r r I I lr l (It, 
.1'.\'1'(,//11"0)/'( II' 11(11,'/1 /1/1(,/11/11 /1 " 111 
(/ si(t' port " 
I '(111 11.1'1' (/11' I/lt/I ~ "/' 1\ Ifl'll/ rill, I ( / \ 
jl'(l1/1 (h t' l 'il'\I '/ ' / I 
I COli .1(' (, !I (I ('(/III '/Igll( ' hIlI IItlll"t,~, ',1 
(I( (If 1('(iOll/'d I 1I(/llfll ,/fl"" (htll \I t il 
.I'1'1It 7 
I can ~l' • \\ hal ha, h,IPll'l\ '\1 .1 '" Ihl' 
re~ull 01, ' Illinr '1l111"ll,II""1 III .1 
c) 1I ':J '1I ' 
I ('(If I II\'( ' II \\ ' 1('111 (hilI /I tll/l/'tlll"" 
lI 'i(h dU/t'II'/l1 (\11t'1 of 
inrfll ,l/n'/cO/III'I/I" III h( 
1 CIlIl U~l' n mal" up '\ '1'111 Ih.11 h.1 ,ill 
Ih ' ~ymh )I)o./i ' (I n , Ihal :11 • \I\'d III 1Ill' 
pap 'I' I ron:", 
I ciln CO l Y I1K'In d 11.1 ""IC.ld lit h,l\ III ' 
I I I P'iliIlC\"I') IIII1 ' 
" ica~ alre;:"·use~·~-det;il. /exi ten-: on Ih sysl m ' ('(//1 .\1'111/ h II .IIII .~ II III It I/ltl 
instanrl y i /ljomlt'rf ('f i(,1 i(l 3 
~~----~--------~------~~------~---r can use all my norma l PI' c.ra ms wi lh Ih I C(l1I (ICC/ ' ll 1/11' 1\ 1(/ ' //1 C' \(t 1/1/ /1 \ 
ci 
system frO/II (III\, 1I1/t'1I1, ' ( ( tlllIl/ " 11(/11 2 
"1 c~~ ~:Jke su-~e O"o'-rwo people are diling Ih I '(/II (/C ' 1'1 .\ (/11' .1\ 1(/'111 (//1 II 11I11I(t '" II 
same document at the same time .1'£' ( lip I 
.... Tcall·-'iwl'e ·~ software system Ihal is reli(//)h' (/1/(1 I can hc !-t il l" all 11ll' 01 1'1 Ilk 
doeslI '( crash reglllarly 7 dutaha,(')o. ' 1111 h ' Il'ud 1111 11 \l' ... , ... 1 ' Ill 
T~an be s l.;r~ 11l",iilllel ler ~:III1-o lll of.l'lomge I 'an \..11 \\\ m Oil' al \Iu l ,I 11111111 .1111111 
space 6 \ i lh( ul ha\ in' I11llPl'1I Ilw dnl 11111\'111 
il ref' r:-. In 
, can .I'lOre as much as ' like 0 1/ Ihe syslelll 5 
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I (' III 11(11 '(' I ( /' 1111 111"01111 II h, I,' rill 
Illy ill/O""lIIlioll i \ 1111/l'rt 3 
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M 
o 
ci 
I can use different hardware to mak marking up 
easier 
-TCQ~~ b~- ;;~-~e ;;ir~-/~p7;;ye"i"s -cc~-;I 0 g 0 1110 'h e 
syslem 9 
I ca;:;-fi -m1o L~ ~haithe conterusof a fi l ar 
w ithout having to download and op n it first 
--_.- _. -- ---
I can make sure no-one can acce my a unt if 
I leave the work station 
I-can use a tab feat_ure insleado f pening 
multiple browsers 
I ca;;;~o~7 /act;'-1YOJ(i;~-projecl slaff immediale/y 
1 
f hi 'h 
...... _. 
I can access a imple, limited fun ti ns ersion 
of the so ftware 
I (' 11/ //IUA, ' ,\111 til" I I 1/,1/1 " 
CO//llWlihlt ' \1 '/111 11111111' (lfh,., 1/1, 
so {wurl' ,IY, {t '1I11 .J 
I 'an b 'U I ' all (I I 1'1 ItI ' d,II,lh.I'I'\ 
un h' r II I u,in ' Ihe' ,I 'Ill 
I CUll 11.1'(' Ihl' ,1\' 1/1 ' /11 /III I It/I\ 'I" t'tl 
Ollll £' {iOIl 8 
'an act.:c~~ Ihe iii'''' , 1111 ' I 1111 Ih~' 
I C(II/ Oll/llll'lt' II//Ilfl/lll 111111111/1 I 
\ ll'l . ' .I'ill/ply .1 
I cun 1I~l' nn '1 It: 'IIH' \\.'!lIdl l'll 'Ill ' 
I 'lII/ ('/lsIO/l1I It ' {/It' I, (11 ( " I 11{, ' 11 I 
(/\ '(lilllhl" 6 
I ' /In ~C' 111 'Il'(' thlllll '1\ till' ''' \ 1"111 
ttl m CUI rcnl PPtrll \\ hl'l ' I ,I,lIl l'\I 
I can kllow exactly wI! ore I a1l1 ill Ille syslelll al I ('(III /lI't ' Iltl' 11/(/111 lillI, IltllI I ,/1 'till/I 
all ri1l1es 2 (/,1' po,nihlt' 
Ica~---ma kes~re Ido;l~get o;e-;Toaded with I 'an mnf..L' Ihl' ,,,'I\.'l1ll'lI , III I"l' hll 
actions 1 haven't completed di~llIn l plni' 'I IlIItllCI' L-__ L-_L-__________ ~ __________________ ~ ____ ~ ____ __ 
c 
!I) 
E 
!I) 
00 
o::J 
t: 
'" :E 
t: 
,Q 
~ 
E 
..... 
.2 
t: 
-
Table 7,1 5 Inf 
information 1 need from nc af 'u 
--- --- .-. -- .. -
I can be informed when w rk on 
th proj ct i running late 
I call access all orgoll isQ.liol/ 
dOClllllelllS, forms, illjorm(l{ iol/ 
oll/ill e 7 
- ---
I can upload any information I s 
as relevant to the proj e t onto the 
ys!em_____ __ 
I call he illjormed If 0 1/ ' 
il/jormaliol/ jo r me has arrived 5 
.-. -.-_.- -
I call nOl ify colleagl/es ill a silllple 
1I1al/ner tlIa t illjormatioll jor Iltelll 
has arri ved 4 
... _ ... , .......... _,,--_ .... . 
I call send design injonnmi()//, 
questiolls to II1l1lt ip /e people 3 
- _ ..... _-_. __ ... "..... .-. 
I can change the upload pro' Sf' t ) 
suit my own companies pro dures 
1 (,(/11 (I('C (',1,1 1/11 {It I' 11110//11,,11(111 1111,'.1 
{() do /I /I ' jOII/IWI/ rI/t ' 1\' 11('11/ (l 
I 'an notil '\l11e I 'lIl" l'iI"I\ 111,11 
in fnrmmionlll 111 '111 I III , .11111 'd 
I (,WI 1It'{'('SI' 1/11 {It I' 111/11//1/ /{1I111 /"n rI 
j/'{/I/I (/ ( ('III r(/I 1(11 Ifltl" 
I an haw a l 'l'llllnllol':t llon "ltl'I ' I 
'an (l ' ' t:"'~ ulllll) 1111111111,111\111 tl\ ll1l 
I C(l1I s(,lId ill/O//II 11/(111 {o 11/1\ ,III,' 
\\'orJ.illg /III Iltl' 1"(1/1'1 { 
I '(III illjlll/ illlll/l1ll1/Il/l It't: 10 ' I) 
dirl'(,lly fllllo flit' ,II Ifc' lI/ 
I 'an a ' 'C~~ nil tht' II1lllllll,lll\111 I II 'd 
from onL' pia 't: 
t: ~ :;:l I call access injormatioll to Itelp I '(/11 Icom hllll' III /11111"', ' 11110/111011(11/ 
"i .g .e ci me use Ihe systems besl J hl'lt(' r 2 t: "';>. _ _______ __ . ___ 
~ 1= § ;; tl I can examine informati n I 'llna ' ''~, a l tkll' ., Ill lh '\iIl1l11l' t:; o.. .,p ~ ..s 6 U sh wing me besl pra lice f the oth 'r r lje '1\ h 'III' \.'111111 Il'll'd h, Ih ' 
c 0 e 
L_.-L __ -__ ....:u~_O"_...L-s::..!....:s.:..:t.=.e.:..:m~ ___________ __'_...;.O_II_l ...;.·I_· _o.;.Jr o:.'t::.:"~li': 1I iOIl' 11 "l'lIl 
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c<'l 
<"'l 
-o 
oJJ 
,5 
,5 
cd 
b 
Table 7, 16 Training prior it i:-.cd 
I can be tra ined in the scenario. thaI I 
will be using the sys tem, and not jusl 
generic training moduJes 
I can get bas ic IT training as part of thc 
main system training course 
I C(/I/ h(' (I'(I/I/('d 1>\ /111 /,/ '/1/,1, ' II/'O 
tlc l ,(·tolwel (he I \ ' \(/,/11 J 
I 'an he Ira lned in IIIl' Ill"t \\,1\ III 
manage infol mal lOI1 1\11111.1 'l'llll'llt UIIII 
in lormil tion Ilml 
I call be (m illed ollsi(e where I will he 1 ('(1 1/ hlll 'I' II 1/1(,1 ,I: II i,/, ' (lta( /I /11/'1/,1/\ 
working 2 (II/( I ('(/.\ \ (() {II I ('I I .J 
I can ha\'(:, (ailored (raill ing to .I' lI i ( /IIy I l 'an lI"l' htl" ' II Iwhlll' I ,1111 11 ,llIll't\ hll 
job res!,ollsihili (ies 3 the ma In ') ,Il'nl 
~----~----~--------~~--------~ I call1l7ake slIre all 111)' colleaglles ('(I II I C{/I/ II/II~I ' ,1 1111 '1 111 l/tlllllIl/lf: (I" \I \/1111 
lise (he systelll 2 / /(11'(' /1('1'11 I!fllr'/(/Ih 1111;III 't! .I 
I can rely on someone onsilc who knows 1 ('(/1/ hlll'/' ,h(' 1II'ol>/( 1111(1 "IIIt1I/\ //1, 
how to use the system (hI' ,\yl/I ' II/ /IIIIIII 'd 11/ I( I 
I can be as ured the mosl appropr ia tc I C{/I/ I'I'(,(I~ (II 1(/111( '/11/1 1\ h,. II (11111/, .J ,,, 
people on site are trained (h('I\' \I/ ' /IIII/I(IIII(11 .J 
I ca n rely on one person on each silc Ihal I 'tin hil\e Ihl' I\UI't l' (It'lll' 1I1 l'" )ll'l 1111 
is tra ined 10 a high degree in the systcm d 'n l II IIIl tilt' "'ll'lll 
L-~L-____ ~________ ~L-~ ______ ~ ____ __ 
Tablc 7, 17 System supplier i>uppm l PI I!II III \l'd 
r- I can rely on thc supporl scrvices to 
\0 8 c:; fix any problems quickly ('I 0 
0 ~ '';:;; C' I 
-:::S r- I call be assl/ red thaI all)' problellls .0 _ , 
..... 0 55 0 .... .... will be sorted Oll ( as .1'0011 as possi/JIe 0 Q., ~ 0. 
0. 2 :::s 
til I call email a slIpplier rep resell ((/til'e "- CIl , ~ "0 0 2 a. oS 0. <1) 00 I ca n end an enquiry through a :::s E C' l til 
E ..... q proj ect rep to the suppl ier (,) 0 
<1) 5 I can have a support tea m in my v:; c:; 
>.. 0 
en U organisa tion 
7,5 User specification deployment 
7,5 ,1 Introduction 
In the Customer Voice Table (Chapter 7.4) all 
I ('{/I I I'd" 
.I',)'S/C·/I1 /" / 
(11/ (tl(' , \ ,\/' ((~I' /,/ \t./1 I rllIl 
)/1/1'111.1 fI ,l 1(1(11/ 1/1 /'(11 ,,/tit' 
I 'an I ' t II 1l' I r :-'lIpplll t l ' 1111111ll' IIIl' ,II 1\1 
rcmot ' l 
I C{tll /'('(/11 n( {/ 1'/1/1 fro/ll tilt ' 11//'/IIt,,/ 
I e(lf l (e/('/ >/tOlle' (/11' 1/1/'/'/1/1 
I ca ll havc 
myorga ni 
an n il11pll' llIl'IlI.r111l1t t ';till \\ IIh\ll 
~a t ioll 
Ilimns CJ'l \\'OIkl'd I() till' 1,1'1 III 
cxplore the user need and expose the benefits b hind th rca lll1 '(,~"' , In tl 1l' 1.1 111111111 
Value Table (MVT) key user need are work d to th ri ght to \ ill io ll \ .... 1l11\\ .11 ' 
feaLUres that must be aligned in order to assure lIser sati ~ ra ' lion, 
The MVT does not itself start the whole project, but illusll'at 'S l\ t 'a" \\ hl'l ' Ihl' I ~' j\ 
need to focus the best des ign and delivery of the product. 1'11 ' co lumn" I II til l' 1\ 1 
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tart the same as in the CVT, but new column may bald d 10 aS~ lIn: l' l1 d to ' 11 I 
activity to deliver value to the customer. Th MVT 'h W S ' II' as Ihut hwl' II I ':II 
complexity or W1celtainly, and where matrices n ed t b d n h t l ' 11 \\\ 1 d 'I 'II 
dimensions and at what level of detail. 
In the CVT, the aim is to understand what the CLI 10m t's at' sa in l! Ihn HI I It til l: II 1\\ II 
word , so it is worked from right ( L1 er featLlt' / larifi d il 1Il ~) t ) I II ( l l'> I I l' lI ' 11 1'» . 
On the MVT, the aim is to plan the delivery f th b n fit s to Ih lI .... er:-. Hlld I " 
therefore worked from left (prioriti , ed user b n fit.) I ri !!,hl liS ' I" f' i1tlll' .... ). 
7.5.2 Max imum Value Table (MVT) 
The 72 ranked tertiary user needs were taken fr m th n rili ~c d Iliu'lI l' il . llId 
placed in the empty MVT table. The MVT tabl was ell st mi" 'd to 'oll ta l ll lit e 
information shown in Table 7.18. 
Table 7. 18 MVT table coni nls 
Main Sub headings Software Notes 
sections features 
Benefits Situations This se 'lion pfe:-.e nl ~ an dClaiil' t lU\111I1WI \llli " 
Problems thai ne d 10 be 'onsidcll'd ' P '(.' 1 t Ica", "lIl'lI 
Solutions consider ing Ihe Ml lulio l1 
Features So lutions Characteri stics This s 'Iion I 'S -ri lles Ih ' 'P' ' 111 -lUll 111111 ' Ih.1l Ihl' 
H ard ware so ftwar w ill aim In t:o ll1pl ' It'. I '!alt' I III h.lld\\011 . 
funclions general 'hara ' Ierisl i ·S. " '1 \ Il'l.' 11111 '111111' ;11111 \ .IIIPII 
Service . oflwarc funclions. 
functions 
Software 
functions I 
So ft ware 
functions 2 
Soflware 
functions 3 
D es ign Components I The ompoll ' nlS reprl!\e I11 an) ' Ill' ' 111 III l1l" .111, 'uI 
considerations Components 2 any of Ihe so lh lIrc l'uncl iol1' in 11ll' 'Illtlllllll' "lll"" 
Components 3 
Components 4 
Components 5 
Project ASP service Thi •. ection descr ib's 111 ' ~I.'I\ i '1.' I l'qll~l'"" 1I~ 
Investigations l as~ Ole A P and nOllhe sol twa l l.' Il1U" . II lip il'1 l' 
ASP ervice 
tasks 
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The benefits section of the table contained any specific user problems or situations 
" gathered across the QFD investigation, and the Needs columns contain the Prioritiscd 
o 'Hierarchy diagram. The Prioritised Hierarchy diagram has been altered with the most 
, important primary/secondary/tertiary groups/items in order. 
The Features section of the MVT is where the User benefits have been deployed into 
the user specification. The Characteristics & capabilities column is used to place any 
limits or targets on the feature. The Functions (hardware) column represents any 
',hardware needed to deploy the user needs, and Processes (service) column is used to 
',deploy any service characteristics needed. 
The equal most important section of the MVT with the Project investigations section 
is the three Functions columns, where the main software features of the user benefits 
are deployed. The design considerations section is used to mention any important 
specifics about the Functions. Both of these are highlighted. 
The fmal section of the MVT is the Project investigations columns. This column 
represents any user deployments that are not software functions, such as 
training/support issues that have to be planned and dealt with. 
Taking each tertiary user need one by one: 
1. If there was a specific user problem or situation it was entered in appropriate 
column. 
2. Each user benefit was expanded into various software features or project tasks 
for training schedules/plans. Main design considerations if any were inserted. 
3. Any links to other user features were then sought and links created. 
The result is a large Excel table containing the main user value features of 
collaboration systems which a section of can be seen in Table 7.19. The complete 
MVT can be seen in Appendix E. 
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This is the end of the Blitz QFD process. The user specification can be taken forward 
if required and a greater examination of the user functions discovered and deployed 
further. 
7.6 Industry opinion 
The results and process were taken to a leading UK collaborations system developer 
where the QFD methodology and its results were presented for industry evaluation 
and opinion. 
The industry organisation develops collaboration systems that enable professionals to 
communicate and exchange information about built assets securely over the internet. 
Developed in partnership with industry organisations, the UK government and 
universities, the validation organisation services have been proven in the construction, 
property and utilities industries by thousands of users from client, consultant, 
contractor and supplier organisations. The industry organisation developed the UK's 
first project 'extranet' through an investigation into projecting project drawings onto a 
web browser. Combining the notion of a project database with new web-based 
browser programs, a solution evolved and was tested on two projects, for BAA and 
Sainsbury. Internet technology provided the means to enable coordination and 
integration, to improve efficiency and communication, and to reduce costs and risks, 
to the benefit of the industry. The industry organisation system creates a central 
repository of information about the built asset, and allows users to access infonnation 
exactly tailored to their needs. 
In early 2004, the industry organisation announced that it now hosted over one million 
documents and drawings, plus another 2-3 million system-generated process items 
(eg: transmittals, RFls, comments, etc). The total number of log-ins continued to grow 
rapidly, passing the four million mark in February 2004 and adding a further million 
before the end of July. 
The person chosen to validate the system specification has worked in construction 
industry PR, marketing and publishing since 1987, working with professional services 
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bu inesses, predominantl y in the construction and I T in lustri s. II work d for th l! 
Halcrow consulting group for even year bcfor taking up s ni r in-l1 01lS markel in 1 
and PR po ts at Tarrna Profess iona l erv i es (n w pari r arilli n). 
his cunent organi ation a a Director, he stablish d his own su ' ss 1I1 inti p nd ' l)\ 
consultancy, with client including HB nstru ti n, I h SI r ra '\ i " 
Programme, the Building ntre Trust and M. Wrilin' 
about construction IT, he has produ cd auid nl f)r O Il S I rll ,t 
IT in 2000, and has contributed te I1nol gy hapt rs t h ok~ on conSlrll ' I i )Jl hll ~ ill s ... 
development and on pal1nering and collab raliv workin . His h ok" >JlS I I'll ' I i ) 11 
Coll aboration Technologic: The xtranet volution" was pub lish 'd b 'I it lor anti 
Francis in September 2005 . 
A et of themes where dis us d: 
Technical reasibility: This refers to the resu lt s rlh -I pro 'l!SS and wh ~ 11t ' r Ihe 
' pecification i. a viable ollaboralion system sp iri "Hi )11 rlr III cOllslru ,ti )II 
industry, 
Chosen comments 
ommen! on u. er need: " I wa nt to ace ss my emai l separ"t Iy from the ~ sll'm" 
" We run an emai l-Iessystemsoirsomethinggoeswrongt h y .anrc ly on 'nwil anti til ' rl" ~ a pHIlO 'Ill 
for people to bring everything from ema il ba 'k int the , yst m aft 'rwards" 
"What we do have i the conc pt of team mail with in th system wh i 'h is an cmai llikl' lunction '\ ' 'pt 
we will capture proj ect related ommunicat ions b 'tween t 'am memb ' I~ thaI III" '(1 ntiul't 'tt in alll'mail 
lype fashion. They will be captured in the . ystem and subj 'ct to the sam' audit trail. " 
omment on user need: " I ca n input inrormation directl y onto thc "y:-. tCII1 , e.g. RFb" 
"One of the enhancements we got out this summ r was 51 eci fi 'all aimcd at dc s il!l1er~ hilt cou ld nj.,n 
impact on many engineers and . ite. tafl lr th y have got a drawin ' and the n 'ed ~()m' inforlllati(ln 
about, they ca n kick orf an RFI rrom the viewing or the drawi n ' so 111 'y don ' t nceci t() cOl1le 0111 01 11ll' 
viewer. In the sa me way you could previously mark a comment on a Irnv.in' YO UC(11l now i~~ u l' an 
RFL change order, instructions and any on or a multitude of procc!-.ses thilt mi ' ht Ill' ~ ta l ted from a 
dra wing env ironment" 
Comment on the sub, tantial amount of software supplier 
' 'The quality of a service is all important, SPs know with a lo w ini tia l CX p CIl liturc , l' 1I ~ t l)J11l'r' ca ll 
easil y swap to competitors, all you have to do is get back information, which i!-. u~uall p:1I1 ot' th' 
project co ntact" 
" I'm encouraged there is a push for system supplier support , because it i ~ pO lenlially a \cr 'ooti 
differential between li S and the conventional so rt war v nd()r~ , and Ihal wi ll also lie in to Ih ' Ilainin ' 
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All the fLmdamental features of a collaborati n . ystem w I' appal' nl within th 
specification. Additionally some of the prioritis dim nt s d s 'rih 'd nl 0 
prut or similar to some of the improvement. th d mptin o or had 
recentl y deployed in their ystem. The QFD pro ss mClllag d t d fin ' th . fa ·tors 
that software vendor have pent re 'ource. and time findin 1 f) ". 
One of the aspects that QFD ex ell d at was pro iclin o an additi nalla ' I' ) {' 
infornlation detailing how the user liked the functional I' quir III nt s )r thc s stem f( 
be presented, or how they wanted th main [un ti /l al asp ' IS of' til 's sl ' Ill 10 t i ' 
together. These a pects are patt of the final Max imulll Valul! i1bl and ~ h ()w III ' 
product developer not only tJle produ t fundam ntal s, bUI ho Ihos' fllnd:llll 'nt nl 
qualitie of software can fai l or suc eed through Ih ir appl i 'a t ion, or lin 
are applied, by the u er. 
conomic fea ibi lity: This refers to th abililyand ')llol11ic vi, hilil (r 'of)slru '1 iOIl 
r in d 'v ' Iopin (l a S) f't ar 
requirement pecifi ation. Thi. will involv kino at Ih i::' 
costs/resource ' of u 'ing the pI' css w uld b at an 11 " pl uhl and usahl ' l 'vl.' l. 
Comments 
" W e have things like user focus group forums. Iher ' an b' differenl Ie c l ~ or li' 'I' 'I(lUIl' . \\l' h,,\,' 
done des igner user . projecl manager users and many more. Th 'rc mi 'hI he :111 0pPl Illlllit Illl':lPllllt' 
the feedback thaI comes oul of those situations or us F b 'forehand in int '\'vic"'!o. and di,t'lI \\ Ihe 
" We have a business analy ts who wi ll sil and anal yse a rrot:es!o. bUI that ll1i 'hI Ilot '''pIUll' ,(l lll t' 01 III ' 
olher end user stuff thaI QFD mi 'ht do, so I ca ll see il I cin' alliable in lilal I'e, W '1" 
Time is the most costly resource within the pro "ss,sp in 'all ' li ' ntlitl1 ' 
where their users take pa l1 wilhin th QF pr )cess . Til s t '(j lll ~ at' th ' ll ~ ' r~ Ihat 
ca n function as the QFD team itse lf or as th workshop~ Ihat Illanipltlat ' til 
information and the prioriti se it. Within BIW Ih I' ar all' a I li S ' I' wOllshop" in 
existence. The. e workshop. coull eas il y be us d within III 
its information gath ring and manipul ati n tasks. 
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The developer stated they don ' t have a fi xed produ t d vclopmcnt m th d )10' . 
U ing a technique such as QFD could evolve their yst ms Furth r An I r al a ()) r 
focused user requirements pecification. 
Operational feasibility: This refers to th tools and th slruclur )f Ih 
used including the team focused meth dologi an I Ih st pp d pr orarn . 
Comments 
Cun'ently very few organisations out of I.h top _0 main K contr'l ' I or~ liSt: 
collaboration , oftware. Th dev lopcr r gnis s thallh ' , nslru ' lion illtlllslry is 
mainl y made up of SMEs. If they uld d vel p n syst ' l1) d namic ell ) ll I II I ) ' Xpi Oll 
thi area a large LU1tapped market would b ae' ssibl . small IT or )a lli ~,ll iO Il ill lit ' 
USA has recently been taking mark t shar fr m s m or lit ' major tll arkt: 1 I 'ad ' r" ill 
CRM. The rea on for this is that I.h y hav qu alit . ' llSlnl11 ' r 
focused software systems C r their licnl s. F "ss Ihal r< Cll" 's 
completely on user needs has the p Lential to d v I r a s )IUI i n ror Illi ~ UIHlp ' 11 'd 
market. 
The developer see QFD a a m tJlOdol gy that an gi Ih ' I11 '\ ' " ss I ) pr " ·io lt ,, l. 
unattainable levels of u. er informati nius r r quir 111 ' nl s. It 'i1l1 (\ ( sO in j\ 
methodology that is ea. ily appli d, lludil abl and r) lls d )11 hllildill • Ill ' oict: or Ill ' 
customer into a robu. t softwar sp eifi al i n, 
1. 4 
Chapter 7 QFD project: User needs to a software specification 
7.7 Chapter conclusions. 
This chapter described the second and fmal half of the QFD process. It investigated 
the project origins to the emergence of the user needs through four steps: 
• Structuring the customer needs; 
• Discovering the un-stated needs; 
• Prioritising the customer needs; and 
• Software specification deployment. 
Structuring the customer needs: The customer needs discovered from the CVT were 
individually written onto single cards and randomly placed on a table. Two users then 
sort them into rational grouping, placing a heading for those groups after the groups 
had been formed. The result was an affinity diagram of the customers needs. 
Discovering the un-stated needs: The affinity diagram of needs was then tumed into a 
hierarchy diagram with three levels of granularity. The different levels of granularity 
were then matched equally amongst each other, moving the different needs up or 
down depending on their circumstances. 
The hierarchy diagram was then examined for holes where there was obvious 
information lacking in certain topics and topics all together missing. This is the 
method where QFD discovers the unspoken needs of the customer. 
Prioritising the customer needs: The top 30 out of the 70 customer needs have to be 
discovered, allowing the high value items more focus when the software specification 
is deployed. AHP was initially intended to be used to do this, but applying AHP to 70 
different factors proved to big a task, and instead a focus group of users were used to 
choose the top 30, in order within their preordained groups. 
Software specification deployment: The MVT was then used to deploy the top 30 
customer needs into a user specification for a collaboration system. The MVT took 
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the generic user benefits and turned them into either software functions or 
service/training functions. 
The final result is the MVT table. It is an interrelating table of software functions and 
training/service characteristics. The collaboration software specification was then 
taken to a Director of a leading UK developer of collaboration software for the 
Construction Industry. He assessed the specification itself examining it for 
• Technical feasibility; 
• Operation feasibility; and 
• Economic feasibility. 
The Director was impressed by the technical specification paying particular attention 
to the support and training issues mentioned they are an issue they are trying to focus 
on. QFD process itself is a sound method for delivering a customer focused product 
to the market, and requested more information in view of a presentation to the 
organisations production team. 
Economically the Director could not think of a reason where the QFD could not use 
existing methods and resources to collect the information it needed. In some 
situations less information would be need to be collected, but with the QFD process 
the information could be leveraged better for a user specification. 
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 
This chapter draws conclusions to the thesis by discussing the findings from Chapter 
5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, in light of the previous research discussed in the literature 
review in Chapter 2 and 3. The chapter begins with summarising the research 
findings in relation to the research questions. 
8.1 Main research findings 
The principle aim and objectives of the research are restated here to help a clear 
comparison with the adopted methodology and its design. The principal aim is: 
To detennine whether Quality Function Deployment can be used to construct more 
user focused Collaboration Systems in the COllstrllctiolllndustry 
The Research Objectives were summarised in four key stages: 
1. What is a collaboration system and how is it used with ill a construction 
organisation? 
2. Investigate and document the previous usage of Quality FUllction Deployment 
both as a project management tool in its classical sense and in it's softlvare 
developmentfonn and how it is applied (if applied) in construction in general. 
3. What are the current Collaboration systems used within the top UK 
construction organisations, and to what extent are they used? 
4. Develop a user requirements specification using QFD for a construction 
collaboration system. 
5. To assess QFD as a development methodology for construction collaboration 
systems. 
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8.1.1 Research objective 1: What is a collaboration system and how is it 
used within a construction organisation? 
This objective was completed through a detailed literature search looking at the 
following in this order: 
1. Information 
2. Information management 
3. Information management strategy within construction 
4. Information management systems 
5. Collaboration systems 
A literature review was then constructed utilising journal publications, government 
construction statistics and published books to present a succinct narrative surrounding 
collaboration systems within construction. 
A Collaboration system is a type of digital information management system based on 
the internet and run by ASP. That collaboration system seeks to store and provide 
access to all the information needed throughout the constmction process to all the 
relevant people. It also seeks to provide a high level of control and hindsight over the 
information which is stored on it. 
There are mUltiple types of information management systems available to the UK 
construction industry including collaboration systems, most of which are existing 
systems that have been converted to be used in construction from other industries. 
They are all essentially electronic filing cabinets. The main advantages between 
manual and electronic file storing and manipulation could be stated as: 
1. The ability to track and audit file movements and updates. 
2. The ability to access and manipulate files remotely using the internet. 
3. The ability to file and store information in a fraction of the time and space. 
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These basic advantages fonn the basis of many of the features that make using 
collaboration systems cost effective and efficient from a process standpoint, but are 
not the essential items that make a collaboration system successful with the users, 
which is a key driver for the collaboration systems overall success. 
Problems in using collaboration systems arise when organisations are not able to 
understand how to apply these software tools in the correct manner, or the systems 
design means they have to be applied with a substantial amount of training. An 
understanding of how these systems are used best is often as valuable as applying the 
system itself. The result of applying a system without any basic knowledge of 
infonnation management strategy can lead to a situation worse than without using any 
electronic aids in the first place. 
Problems such as infonnation overload, are the result of poorly implemented 
infonnation management systems are, and very common on UK construction sites. 
This leads to many project staff being 'turned off to electronic aids, and makes it 
harder to achieve the certain initial buy in that is required when applying something 
which has results that cannot be physically evident. 
With collaboration systems being operated and supported by organisations completely 
separate from the client construction organisations certain features such as the system 
technical support and reliability (in tenns of connectivity and day to day usage) have 
become increasingly influent on the decision making process of construction 
organisations where previously infonnation management systems where bought on a 
functional basis with technical support/reliability the responsibility of the client 
organisations and not the software provider. Essentially some aspects of the service 
industries have begun influencing software development within construction. 
8.1.2 Research objective 2: Investigate and document the previous usage of 
Quality Function Deployment both as a project management tool ill its 
classical sense and in its software development form and how it is 
applied (if applied) in constmction in general. 
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This objective was completed through a detailed literature search looking at the 
following in this order: 
1. Current QFD practices 
2. The historical perspective and development of QFD 
3. Misconceptions and weaknesses surrounding the method 
4. The use of QFD in developing software 
5. A review of QFD's use within construction 
A concerted literature search was conducted across the American manufacturing 
project management and construction journals for published material in the last 20 
years. There is plenty of information and articles describing QFD applied in various 
streams of manufacturing and service industry situations, but within construction and 
software development the selection is limited. From these various sources a literature 
review was constructed. 
Quality Function Deployment is a real world technique developed, refined and 
extended in industry. It has a successful record in shipbuilding, software, automotive, 
service industries across the world but mainly in Japan and the USA. QFD could be 
adapted and used successfully in construction in the United Kingdom. 
QFD should be customised to suit each and every different project it is applied too. 
However, certain industries have been using skeleton templates of QFD for a number 
of years, which creates the impression that stock QFD methodologies can be used 
with guaranteed success in different sectors. 
Time taken to customise a QFD system would depend entirely on the project, 
participants and the QFD facilitator, though an initial starting point would be a one 
hour meeting with the project participants for the facilitator to understand the 
processes involved and then another hour meeting a week or so later for the QFD 
facilitator to present the QFD process and consult with the project participants. 
The core barriers to its use in construction include: 
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• Lack of foundation knowledge in manipulating various QFD tools to suit 
construction circumstances 
• Perception of QFD "adding" to the workload required on a construction 
project 
• Lack of trained facilitators in QFD 
• Lack of realisation that existing methods can be improved significantly 
The majority of practical QFD research in construction conducted from the early 
1980s has been in deployment, i.e., applying the house of quality in the 4 phase ASI 
(American Suppliers Institute) method. The ASI method was developed from QFD in 
America in the 1980s to deal with existing and confirmed customer needs, aligned 
separately from the 4-phase method. Also, it was aimed at constant process which 
evolved over a number of years. This is not construction. The ASI 4 phase method of 
QFD is not suited to constmction. 
Egan identified four key drivers for change which would improve the industry: 
• Committed leadership; 
• A focus on the customer; 
• Integrated processes and teams; and 
• A quality driven agenda and commitment to people (Egan, 1998). 
QFD is successful in areas such as uncovering, focusing and aligning un-stated 
customer needs, up-front planning, and reduced cycle time through less redesign and 
better cross-functional communication. They arc real world benefits that can be 
delivered from a correctly constructed front end Blitz QFD application. 
Contrary to most management techniques Blitz QFD is not added onto existing 
techniques, but replaces the existing processes utilising the existing teams, creating a 
methodicaVauditable pattern that is specifically designed to discover and build into 
the project the core areas of design in the initial stages that are extensive and 
expensive to alter in the construction stages, or not noticed at all using the previous 
methods. As such it offers real benefits to construction practioners. 
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8.1.3 Research objective 3: \¥hat are the current Collaboration systems used 
within the top UK construction organisations. and to what extent are 
they used? 
This objective was completed by interviewing a leading individual within the business 
systems department in 14 of the top 20 UK main contractors. Questions were asked 
regarding what is used, where, when, if there are problems, what are the successes, 
what points would you like to see changed. 
The survey discovered that in the top 10 UK contractors use 9 different collaboration 
systems. The majority of the 10 contractors started using the collaboration systems 
between 2001-2002. These two facts suggest the application/development of 
collaboration systems for construction is in the early stages. With 9 systems being 
used over the top ten contractors the market is still fluctuating, and the best systems 
have not yet emerged to control the majority of the market. There is no market leader, 
or perceived market leader, and a lack of awareness from contractors of what's 
available. 
Collaboration systems are not software products bought off the shelf and forgotten 
about. They are a service, not just a software product. Therefore post software sale 
contact with the supplier must be seen as an essential part of the product sold. Many 
of the contractors were not happy with the contact/support service provided by the 
software suppliers. When the service/support provided was acceptable it was 
understood there were areas where this could be improved. 
The contractors were not aware of the systems available. They each had several 
senior IT experienced individuals, but there still seemed to be a lack of understanding 
at Board level as to what exactly infonnation management could do, and where their 
organisation could deploy it. This resulted in a few of the top 20 UK contractors 
choosing the cheapest system (usually image storage/basic document management 
features) available after their investigations of various systems. Essentially 
organisations are not sure what they want, and not wanting to pay for something they 
lack in knowledge about. 
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Only the top 15 use the collaboration systems through choice. The rest can't afford 
the systems but do come in contact with them through clients such as ASDA who 
stipulate in their contracts a specific system will be used in any of their projects. 
The use of the current systems within the top 10 contactors varies from most of them 
using the document storage and recall functions and ignoring the drawing retention 
and transmission functions to one organisation using collaboration as a corporate 
infonnation system throughout all of its core information processes. 
The opportunity exists for a construction specific system to dominate the market. The 
infonnation needed to develop a system is available. With the right development 
methodology a system could be developed to match the user's expectations and 
surpass them. 
8.1.4 Research Objective 4: To develop a user requirements specification 
using QFD for a construction collaboration system. 
A QFD green belt course was attended, run by the QFD Institute. where a basic 2 day 
course on applying QFD was instructed. This balanced with a thorough literature 
search enabled the researcher to construct a QFD project. The QFD project took 6 
months to complete from the initial meetings with the involved contractors to the 
complete software specification presentation to the Collaboration system developer. 
The Maximum Value Table resulted in 78 software functions and 23 training and 
support functions being specified. Each of those functions has a clear audit path back 
through the prioritisation and grouping stages to the CVTs where again each user 
benefit can be traced directly to their origins of who said what and in what situation 
the input was made. 
This transparency allows a full auditing of where each software or support/training 
function derives, enabling the organisation to understand how their employees and 
partners try to solve their infonnation needs, and what existing actions add value or 
create waster within their infonnation management process. 
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30% of the functions derived from the users related specifically to training and 
support issues. This is an area with a large potential for development. Currently 
these issues are not being given enough priority. They are, and will continue to have 
a large influence on the construction industry's choice of system, whether recognised 
by the ASPs or not. 
The functions were examined by the Director of one of the market leading UK 
construction ASPs, who requested an extended meeting after the presentation of 
results to the organisations product development team. 
8.1.5 Research Objective 5: To assess QFD as a development methodology 
for construction collaboration systems 
The QFD process and resulting specification was taken and presented to the Director 
of a leading collaboration systems developer for construction. The Director had spent 
time reading through the methodology prior to the visit, and after the presentation of 
the results and the method questioned various aspects of the QFD method. In 
particular aspects of technical, economic and operational feasibility were examined 
for a thorough and industry applicable method of software development. 
There is a big difference between the QFD most professionals have heard of and tlle 
type that should be applied to developing software. Most applications of QFD that 
have gone wrong attempt to use a manufacturing style house of quality to develop a 
service/software/construction. Construction is similar in some aspects to 
manufacturing, but the applications in construction are usually directed towards 
developing customer requirements and developing them into a design specification, 
not as QFD is used in manufacturing, to deploy the chosen solution in the most 
efficient manufacturing process available. This if often why a 4 phase House of 
Quality process, which is seen as 'conventional' QFD, is applied. The House of 
Quality 4 phase method was developed in the early 1980s for car manufacturing by 
the American Suppliers Institute, not in Japan as the foremost QFD method. Other 
QFD methods are better suited, even specifically developed for certain situations but 
are rarely used through lack of exposure. 
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The resources needed to gather the user information are not prohibitive. Half the 
interviews completed in the QFD project took approximately 10 minutes to complete, 
and were more akin to a brain dump of information than a stmctured interview, and 
were completed in one morning at a bi monthly design meeting on site with minimal 
dismption. Software development organisations like BIW already use focus groups 
made up of representatives of their customers/users, meaning the steps within the 
QFD process that need to use the users to manipulate the information gathered could 
easily be combined with an existing process. With the correct process there is no 
reason for a QFD process to be used each time a new software system need is 
identified. The process does not take up too many resources and can open up areas of 
value and customer satisfaction that previously was not accessible. 
Software developer's existing methods for developing a specification do not involve 
manipulating the information from the users to find additional developmental 
information that can be constmctive within the software development process. They 
do not involve the users themselves in defining their own customer needs. One of the 
cmcial parts of the QFD process is having the users themselves manipulate their own 
user requirements within the QFD development process. This method is essential for 
accessing the meta information surrounding the users needs and how they interact and 
additional user needs that were not stated by the users themselves. 
There is a huge expectation or want for a better level of customer service from the 
ASPs. Currently ASPs simply do not provide the level of support and customer 
service that is expected by the constmction organisations. This is an opportunity. 
One of the biggest areas where users wanted additional functionality with the software 
is the support service applied from the software developer. This is a prime example 
where a service orientated organisation could deliver a support service far exceeding 
any of the current applications, and gaining value in their product, but not altering the 
software system. It is a very important aspect that has not been correctly deployed by 
the current system developers that can have a huge effect on how their clients 
perceive the software. Simple solutions like training client personnel in system 
troubleshooting allows client professionals to contact a familiar face before contacting 
an external organisation. That trained team/individual will have a greater investment 
in solving the problem since they are part of the same organisation. A simple 
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technique such as this could reduce the load to the ASPs helpdesk by solving all the 
basic enquiries that happen on an everyday occurrence, saving the developer money at 
the same time increasing the perceived value of the service/software. There are 
extensive possibilities on how service can be provided, all of which are easily 
accessible from the users themselves. 
The QFD method is simple to use, flexible with what it does, for example steps can be 
missed out if they are deemed in a particular situation to not be of use. The QFD 
process demonstrated within this thesis is an example of how one can be constmcted 
and delivered, not a rule book to exact application. Hence the tools within the QFD 
process can be added to with other techniques or replaced completely of better 
techniques are found, or seen to be more effective in any particular situation. 
The results in this situation were gained through examining 3 different constmction 
organisations working methods and constmction professionals currently using 5·6 
different systems regularly. A software developer could use the QFD technique, but 
aim it specifically at their product and use QFD to improve on an existing system, 
rather than develop an entirely new generic system. QFD can be applied to existing 
systems in use to gauge their success and any improvements that could be made just 
as easily as applying it to a new situation. 
Additionally, this QFD method could be adapted to be used across to develop a 
software specification for other types of construction software and could be used for 
generic software development across other industries. 
The result of the Blitz QFD process is a software specification. If desired this 
specification can be taken forward and a House of Quality used to compare the 
specification to competitors specification/service, and further detail the limitations 
and expectations of the functional specification discovered. 
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8.2 Study Limitations 
This study was based round the following limitations that were detailed in the initial 
Methodology: 
• The system specification will depend on the breadth of the people interviewed; 
they will be the key to how complete the specification of the system will be. 
Therefore throughout the interviews a broad spectrum of collaboration system 
users must be sought for the interviews. 
Stage two of the QFD process investigated the users of collaboration systems, split 
them into four categories and investigated various aspects including how they use the 
system; what they use the system for; when they use the system and where they usc 
the system. Table 6.2 demonstrates this. A wide range of personnel were 
interviewed, including the following roles: Project manager; Site engineer; Health and 
safety manager; Quantity surveyor; Project administrator; Oil & gas manager; 
Architect; Design consultant; Contractor designer; External sub-contractor; 
Organisation trainer. 
The only key role not interviewed was the client organisation. One of the contractors 
used in the study was the client organisation within the project examined, but declined 
to be interviewed because they had no interaction with the system and received 
information regarding progress only through weekly progress meetings. This is an 
example of varying client participation within projects, which cannot be simply 
defined for as a 'role' which needs considered as an information source such as 
'Project manager', and would need to be defined on a project by project basis. 
• The users within this study are sourced from 3 top 20 UK construction 
contractors. With the construction industry being disparate and varied the 
results would mean the system would be specifically tailored to those three 
organisations, and not the construction industry as a whole. Therefore the 
Collaboration system requirements developed from this project can only be 
presented in the sense of 3 top UK contractors, and not industry wide. For this 
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reason discussions of the results have been made with a UK collaboration 
system manufacturer to assess its overall competency as a construction 
industry software specification. 
A leading UK Collaboration system developer was consulted with the results. They 
where impressed with the results and method and further contact was requested. TIlis 
validated the results as effective across their targeted customer base of the top UK 
construction organisations. 
• QFD studies are mainly completed by a fully trained QFD practioner with 
experience and training. In this case the QFD methodology was completed by 
the researcher with minimal QFD training and no previous industrial QFD 
application experience. 
A complete literature search was completed and constantly referred to. with 
information gained from a QFD basic course from the QFD Institute and a completed 
Masters degree dissertation. the risks of a failed QFD process were minimised. 
Ideally a QFD team made up the users lead by a QFD facilitator would work as a 
team to complete the CVT (Customer Voice Table) and MVT (Maximum Value 
Table) but the resources needed were not available from the contractors. 
• Collaboration systems are produced by software developers with a grounding 
in software development methodologies and experience in writing software 
requirements specification. With this project the researcher had neither. 
A lack of experience in developing a software specification was countered with a 
robust software QFD process. That process enabled users to manipulate their own 
information throughout the fixed specification development process without the input 
or influence of the researcher. therefore reducing the potential negative aspects of a 
lack of experience to a minimum. The QFD process and its results were validated 
through consultation of the methodology and results by a UK leading collaboration 
software developer. 
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8.3 Recommendations for further study 
An investigation to examine exactly what construction professionals use collaboration 
software for would give a definitive user list that would help the software developers 
target more cleanly their software. Existing systems fail largely to take into account 
small issues of user incompatibility that greatly affect the user's likelihood to use the 
system. Mapping out the characteristics of the users would help define what is 
precisel y needed. 
Using a QFD team (made up of industry professionals) within the QFD process to 
complete the MVT and CVT combined with support from a major contractor and 
software developer would enable the QFD process to have an extensive assessment 
with industry audibility and create a better environment for increased exposure of the 
method to industry. Also the use of QFD team to complete the manipulation of the 
customer needs would lead to a better specification. Their experience and 
understanding of the user's needs would allow a more precise understanding of how 
the needs interacted and affected each other. 
QFD has the potential to gather a vast amount of information. The use of QFD 
software would enable the data sets to be manipulated digitally, and not manually. 
This would speed up the overall process and increase the amount of information 
accessible with limited resources. 
The user needs discovered in this process highlight what the system should be 
satisfying. A study investigating the extent each of those needs are currently being 
satisfied may lead to information on how certain groups of users are not being 
satisfied, while others are being over focused on. 
8.4 Implications of QFD applied across the Construction Industry 
The effective application of QFD throughout construction would significantly 
increase the focus on the client in an industry where financial and operational factors 
often come before client satisfaction. In doing so construction could have a system 
where it can measure and trace the development and evolution of their clienCs needs 
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across a set period. Consistent use of QFD in this respect could help organisations 
interact and satisfy their clients requirements to a much higher degree than currently, 
helping to develop longer term relationships to mutual benefit to all the organisations 
involved. This would lead to an increased awareness and understanding of the 
client/customer satisfaction problems within construction of which symptoms include 
a fragmented and disassociated industry supply chain and low profit margins. 
8.5 Personal development 
During my PhD I have learned how to create and manage an extended research 
project, setting aims and objectives and developing a methodology to fulfil those aims 
and objectives. 
Additionally I have learned to create a structured work program and a set of 
procedures and work through those procedures within the overall research project, 
timescales, and predefined boundaries. 
8.5 Implications of QFD applied across the Construction Industry 
The effective application of QFD throughout construction would significantly 
increase the focus on the client in an industry where financial and operational factors 
often come before client satisfaction. In doing so construction could have a system 
where it can measure and trace the development and evolution of their client's needs 
across a set period. Consistent use of QFD in this respect could help organisations 
interact and satisfy their clients requirements to a much higher degree than currently, 
helping to develop longer term relationships to mutual benefit to all the organisations 
involved. This would lead to an increased awareness and understanding of the 
client/customer satisfaction problems within construction of which symptoms include 
a fragmented and disassociated industry supply chain and low profit margins. 
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